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DEDICATION

These proceedings are respectfully dedicated to the following distinguished
persons of the glaciological community:

Dt. Hewn
o4 Miami,

Bade,
U.S.A.,

who laid much of the theoretical foundation for the planning of the deep drilling
operations in the major ice sheets.

Dr. A. P. CraAy,
U.S.A.,

o6 Wa6hingt on, D.C.,

who, almost 15 years ago, encouraged us with the time honored words: "Drill, drill,
and drill some more..." (Presidential address at the International Symposium on
Antarctic Glaciological Exploration, Hanover, N.H., September, 1968).

Mt. Hcinkich Ru6ti,
o6 Betn, Switzetand,
who, through outstanding dedication, advanced the technology of the "shallow"
electro-mechanical drills, unselfishly helped other engineers develop their own
version of the "Rufli-Rand" drill, and contributed to the success of the recent
penetration of the Greenland Ice Sheet.
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in November 1979, a questionnaire
was circulated amongst the international
ice drilling fraternity to determine if
there was sufficient justification for
holding a workshop/symposium on ice
drilling technology in 1982, eight years
after the first symposium was held in
Lincoln, Nebraska. The response was
generally favorable, and by April 1980
the first of four bulletins was
circulated from Ottawa, Canada, to about
20 people. Because the International
Glaciological Society was holding a
symposium on applied glaciology in
Hanover, N.H. in late August 1982, it
was considered that a convenient time to
begin the workshop would be immediately
after this meeting.
Because the idea of holding a
drilling workshop was originally tabled
at a meeting of the National Research
Council Subcommittee on Glaciers in
Ottawa in 1979 and because other members
of that committee were available for
advice, and support, the workshop was
registered as an official activity of
that subcommittee. While they were not
finally able to participate in the
workshop activities the following people
offered their advice in the formative
stages: G. K. C. Clarke, R. M. Koerner
and W. S. B. Paterson.
The handling of submitted abstracts
at the end of 1981 was ably carried out
by B. L. Hansen, M. Mellor and J. Rand
in the temporary absence of other
persons on the papers committee. Karl
Kuivinen helped extensively with
pre-workshop preparation and at the
meeting chaired several sessions,
together with R. L. Cameron and C.
Holdsworth. V. Bogorodsky offered his
advice in the formative stages and

Cover:

acted as the contact for his Soviet
colleagues, who collectively submitted
nine abstracts, but none of whom were
finally able to attend the workshop.
Twenty-five people from seven
countries attended the meeting held at
the University of Calgary, in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada from August 30 to noon
on September 1, 1982. The list of
attending registrants is given in an
appendix. Of a total of 29 abstracts
received, nineteen papers were finally
presented. This was the result of the
absence of persons from the Soviet
Union, and Australia who faced
insurmountable travel difficulties at
the eleventh hour. However, it was
possible to obtain manuscripts from
some of these authors in time to include
them in the proceedings.
Support for the workshop came from
Environment Canada in the form of a
contract to the Arctic Institute of
North America (administered by the
Canadian Corporation of AINA and an
institute of the University of Calgary)
through which arrangements were made
for dormitory space and the lecture hall.
Additional support came from Dome
Petroleum, Calgary, and through
registrants fee.
Manuscript preparation on camera
ready format sheets was largely the
responsibility of authors except for
non-English contributors, who in some
cases submitted unedited material. The
editing and typing for these papers was
done in Calgary.
C. Holdsworth
Environment Canada
Calgary, Alberta
September, 1982

ISTUK drill (see page 7).
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INTRODUCTION

ice drilling has recently entered a
very active phase, involving, on the
large scale, international cooperative
efforts.
Some of the-hardware has been
derived and developed from commercial
equipment designed for drilling and coring in rock. The exceptions to this are
the specially designed hydro-thermal and
electro-thermal drills and corers, which
have been developed on sound tbermodynamic principles. The hydro-7hermal,
or hot water drilling jet method, which
is also applicable to drilling in geomaterials other than ice, has met with
great success in rapidly penetrating
glaciers and shelf ice even at temperatures well below the freezing point.
.

fossil hydrocarbons, it has been necessary for exploration companies to drill
and core through multi-year sea ice,
pressure ridges, ice islands and even
through shelf ice. These undertakings
are required in order to determine the
material properties of floating ice for
embedding instrumentation and for determining the magnitudes of the possible
thrusts that might be exerted by moving
ice on engineering structures.
When the first core hole was drilled to bedrock in Greenland in 1966,
there began a whole new era of paleoatmospheric research based on isotope
chemistry and conventional ion geochemistry of the ice. Cores have also been
used to study the processes of transformation of snow into ice and the subsequent development of crystal fabric
which is known to strongly influence the
creep rate of ice. The total gas and
carbon dioxide content of ice below the
pore close off density has been measured
at different sites and at different
depths to study the changes in atmospheric constituents with time. Air
bubble pressures may also give clues to
the original altitude of formation of
the surrounding ice and to decode possible surge behaviour of glaciers. The
hydrogen ion concentration (pH) of ice
core has turned out to be a very significant line of research. Volcanic eruptions have left their signatures in the
ice of cold glaciers.
In Greenland ice
core, it is possible to recognize most,
if not all, of the major volcanic eruptions throughout recorded history, to
detect some that were not recorded, and
to extend the log of volcanic events
beyond the dawn of written records.
Such time series have an important
bearing on modelling volcanism, which
ranks in importance with earthquake
modelling. Such time series also have

The existing large array of different ice drill units, some hardly off the
drawing boards, some still in active
service, and some trapped in their icy
graves, attest both to the ingenuity of
their inventors, and to the foresight of
the scientists who promoted their
concepts.
Ice drillers rely heavily on new
technological developments in materials
engineering. However, if the problem
of drilling through deforming ice into
bedrock is ever confronted, ice drill
engineers may be able to stimulate
research into new materials or special
devices. For deep drilling, either by
electro-mechanical or electro-thermaal
techniques, emphasis should be placed on
the utilization of materials with as high
a strength/weight ratio as possible.
Until quite recently, most of the
ice drilling activities were in support
of research, such as glacier physics
studies, climatic change investigations
and special hydrological studies. Now,
with the northward and ultimately the
southward extension of exploration for
V

.

.

.

an important input to climatic research.
Boreholes have been logged for deformation (tilt, closure and vertical
strain rate) as well as for temperature,
natural radioactivity and for experiments
on the sonic properties of ice. The
first four parameters are important input to glacier flow models. The phenomenon of glacier surging, which is an unstable mode of glacier flow (ranking as
a geohazard) needs to be studied much
further and carefully modelled. If only
a part of the Antarctic ice sheet surged
(resulting in just a few meters sudden
rise in sea level), the consequences
could be serious for the populated coastal areas of the world.
Recently, access holes were drilled
through the Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica,
by several quite different drilling
methods, in order to study (1) what processes are taking place at the base of
the ice shelf (2) the oceanographic processes occurring in the water beneath
the ice shelf, (3) the nature of biological life in the water and (4) the
type of sediment that occurs on the ocean
bed, as a clue to the geological and
glaciological history of that region.
All these studies surely rank with other
major research projects in the surficial
geosciences.

In addition, the logging of the borehole
would yield information valuable to flow
instability modelling.
On the smaller scale, in terms of
ice depth, activities in the Arctic,
related to resource exploration, demand
a continuous development of drills and
corers to meet special conditions and
new requirements. The same may be true
for the coastal Antarctic areas, as geophysical exploration is carried out
there and recovery operations develop.

C.S. Benson, Fairbanks, Alaska
V.V. Bogorodsky, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.
R.L. Cameron, Washington, D.C.
G. Holdsworth, Calgary, Alberta
K. Kuivinen, Lincoln, Nebraska
Ii. Kohnen, Munster, West Germany
S. De Paoli, Calgary, Alberta
December, 1982
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Significant advances in knowledge
can only be brought about by maintaining
at the very least, the current or projected number of drilling operations,
and, in the Antarctic, by drilling to
bedrock in certain key locations.
Cores
extending to 4000 m depth there could
yield decipherable climatic information
extending back at least 500,000 years.
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AN OVERVIEW OF ICE DRILLING TECHNOLOGY

B. Lyle Hansen
Polar Ice Coring Office
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0200

.bstract
The 4ignificant advancements in ice
drilling technology since the Ice-Core
Drilling Symposium at Lincoln, Nebreska,7
in August 1974 are reviewed. Three
examples are: the flame jet and hot
water drilling through the Ross Ice
Shelf in Antarctica and the deep core
drilling at Dye 3 in South Greenland.

Introduction

2

The predominant application of ice
drilling technology has always been the
acquisition of cores for glaciological
and hydrological research. Another
major application has been the provision
of access holes through glaciers, ice
shelves, lake and sea ice covers,
Both of these applications have
been reexamined for the period 1949 to
date in order to determine the significant advancements in ice drilling
technology since the 1974 Symposium on
Ice-Core Drilling.

Review of Ice Core Drilling
MacKinnon's (1980) compilation and
other data in the author's files have
been used to construct Figure 1 which
shows that 37,500 m of ice core have
been drilled during the period 1949-1982,
and that the level of activity in ice
core drilling has remained high since

1974.

The 17,300 m of core acquired

during the period 1975-1982 is 46 percent
of the admittedly incomplete total of
core collected since 1949. How the core

was acquired, i.e., what kinds of drills
and cutting removal techniques were
used, and how much of the 37,500 m of
core was acquired with each of the
techniques are addressed below.
There are several types of
manually-operated corers.
The SIPRE
coring auger uses auger flights on the
exterior of the core barrel and the space
between the core and the interior of the
core barrel to transport cuttings to the
surface. Although 51 percent of the
sites were cored with the SIPRE auger,
less than 8 percent of the core was
obtained with it.
A few coring augers
similar to the SIPRE auger have been
made -- a recent example is Koci's
(1984a) lightweight hand auger. There
have also been a few augerless manual
corers which have very narrow kerfs; the
cuttings are collected on top of the
next core and in the clearance between
the core and the core barrel. About
4 percent of the sites have been cored
with manual corers other than the SIPRE
and less than 1 percent of the core was
obtained with them.
The coring auger has been adapted
to or modified for use with a variety
of power assistance ranging from handheld electric drills or gasoline motors
to exploration drilling equipment.
These adaptations were used at less
than 3 percent of the sites and account
for less than 2 percent of the core.
Rotary drilling equipment ranging
in size from backpackable diamond core
drills to conventional rotary rigs rated

for 1500 ft of 2 3/8-inch drill pipe has
been used for core drilling in ice.
Cuttings were removed using compressed
air, brine, kerosene, diesel fuel, water
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Figure 1.

Meters of ice core drilling in the years 1949-1982.
The cumulative total is 37,500 m.

and reverse air vacuum circulation.
Core barrels which required tripping the
drill rod or pipe string for each core
recovered were used more often than the
wireline core drilling technique. Rotary
drilling equipment was used at 5 percent
of the sites to obtain 9 percent of the
core.
Thermal core drilling was used at
23 percent of the sites to acquire 55
percent of the core.
Electromechanical corers are cablesupported core drills whose cuttings are
removed by several methods depending
upon whether the hole is dry )r filled
with liquid. In dry holes the auger
flights on the rotating inner core
barrel lift cuttings into a storage
space above the core and retain additional
cuttings between the inner core barrel
and the non-rotating outer barrel or
flight sheath; see Rand (1976), Rufli

et al. (1976) and Litwak et al. (1984).
A similar construction was used by
Theod6rsson (1976) to drill through firn
and on into a water-filled hole in the
solid ice.
In the electrodrill, Ueda
(1969), the cuttings were dissolved in
an aqueous ethylene glycol solution
below the immiscible and lighter hydrocarbon liquid used to prevent hole
closure. In the Danish "ISTUK" drill,
Gundestrup et al. (1984), the slurry of
cuttings and the liquid used to prevent
hole closure was pumped by pistons into
storage spaces above the core.
Electromechanical corers were used at 13
percent of the sites to recover 24
percent of the core.
Having examined the percentag'e of
core obtained by different kinds of
drills and techniques let us look at the
distribution (Table 1) by number of holes
and depth.
For this purpose the depth

Table I

Type of Drilling
Manual
Intermediate
Deep

Depth Range
(meters)
0 20

-

Percent of Holes
1949-82 1975-82

20

52.1

56.5

500

)46.0

)l.1

> 500

1.9

2

2.

Percent
1949-8

3

f Core
1975-??
5."

64

60

30

U .5"

interval 0-20 m is arbitrarily designated manual core drilling, the interval
20-500 m as intermediate and anything
over 500 m as deep drilling. The
distribution during the period 1975-1982
is essentially the same as the distribution during the period 1949-1982.

developed a small diameter electromechanical core drill in which the cuttints were filtered from the hole fluid
and transported to the surface inside
the filter.
Thermal core drilling in a liquidfilled hole in cold ice can only be
done if the meltwater is removed from
the hole or mixed with another liquid

Advancements in Ice Core Drilling

to form an aqueous antifreeze solution
whose freezing point is equal to or less
than the ambient ice temperature.
Removing the water by pumping it
through heated tubes into a heated
meltwater tqnk for transport to the
surface was first accomplished at Camp
Century in Greenland in 1963-64, Ueda
and Garfield (1968). Variations of this
technique are still being uses in
Antarctica at Dome C, Donnou et al.

Meilor and Sellman's (1976) General
c.nsideration for drill system design
Mellcr's
I:.d
Mechanics of Cutting and
.ingi Part II (1976),
Part IV (1977)
n_
VII (1981)
_art provides a rational
oasis for improvements in ice coring
ejuipment and a measure uf the efficacy
nd offliciency of the various drilling
',eshnijuies.
Reen's Antitorque Leaf Springs

(1984),

(1984) is a guide for the rationaldesign
-t
antitorque leaf springs.
The antitorque springs on the Danish
shallow drill, Johnsen et al. (1980) and
in their deep core drill, Gundestrup et
al. (1984), were made in accordance with
Reeh's design.
Suzuki's (1984) solution to the
antitorque problem is unique and ingenious. lie cuts four grooves along the
hole wall.

and at Vostok, Kudryashov, et

al. (1984).
Mixing the meltwater with another
liquid to form an aqueous antifreeze
solution is a technique which has been
used in thermal ice core drilling for
about ten years. Bogorodsky and Morev's
paper (1984) describes the equipment and
techniques for use on ice not colder
than -330 C that was used by Zotikov et
al. (1979) to core drill through the

Fins above the cutters and

Ross Ice Shelf.

The different equipment

the cutters provide the antitorque
reaction to the coring bits. The
vertical thrust jf the side cutters can
either increase or decrease the thrust
on the core barrel.
Improved core bit cutter design
lowers the driving and reaction torques
required to cut ice cores. Improved

and technique required for ice as cold
as -550 C is the subject of Bororodsky
et al. (1984) contribution to this
synposium.
Another significant development is
the use of electronics both at the
surface and downhole for the measurement
and control of drill functions. The

core dog design greatly reduces the

outstanding example of this technology

force requiredto break cores, permitting
lighter-weight cables, towers and
winches.
Both of these improvements have
been demonstrated in recent electromechanical core drillings: see (landestrup
et al. (1984),
iioidsworth (1984),
Koci
(1984c) and Suzuki (1984).
New deve±opments in the removal of
drill cuttings from liqui-filled holes
have teen included in three cure drills.
In the Danish "ISTUK" drill the slurry
of cuttings and the liquid used t..
prevent hole closure is pumped by pi stons
into storage space ab,,ve the -sore. In
the French electro-mechanical drK1l,
Donnuu et al. (1984),
the slurry ,_f
cuttings and hole fluid is centri!fuged
1J
to separate the cuttings from the
fluid. The cuttings are transported t,
the surface inside the centrifun-e basket.
The French, Gillet et al. (1984), alc

is the Danish deep drill system. The
French "Climatopic" Thermal Proe,
lillet et al. (1984), has a small
telemetry section transmitting four
measurements to the surface.
The hoss Ice Shelf Project (RI=)
was the inspiration fr thrree innovations
in ice core drillini- usino rotary
irillinj equipment.
It was the first
time that a wireline credrilling system
had been uced in ice, the first time that
reverse air vasuum circulati.n had been
uei in iL. ',ring
and tlhe first time
that iohtweisst composite drill pipe
iad teen used.
The j:r Lsoective use of' these
inn vati.nls was lescrihed in an earlier
p
'eo
by Hansen (I ').
1,
n "frilling
he
irt' r
oa:i.
,1rsceVerse i',"vacu'mL, ciirculation
wa,: usel t frill
a 1
diumeter
h
tr.55-tf
a, the : ri :iii lnto the
3

0

impermeable ice.
That portion of the
hole was cased using. 162-mn (6-inch)
.D.
fiberglass-reinferced epoxy pipe.
Vore
driliing continued usinga 15-mm iiametoc.
o re bit and nu~mal circulati a usia- a
mixtuare .jf DMA ans trcurtglnp
remove too cuttinos 1Sr, 2m the dde.
T'he cutting-s were remwoe i fr~n the
drilling_ fluid by a r-tary; vacunc: fi .w yr
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The drill is controlled fromt the ,urtacc by setting
7 bits of information: one is thle motor ON 0.1
ws~itch. Iwo controls thre 4 poxsible motor speeds.
one reverse the motor, tss o control tire hatters
heaters anid the last bit control thre baittr\ charging.
Althoughd the operator canl cont rol t hese hits
directly, thre normal control is at a highert level, f.
ex. the operator can initiatei ire tlkssing sequcrnce
by a sing-le keystroke:
Wh/.fhen clow to
I-as reverse rotattiont 11 fte
tit mnininion
ftend'(
of' the screw rotate rtev
'ww fheii mtor ts swteihe
spee(1 until endl 4''I
Oil-F arn screw h'ni,'ih /S reset.
ThIi" seCqutcelC iS Controlled h\ thle dtrill coipumc .
Prioductik if%
[heli time to drill a hole cali be calculated k nowing
run knuth. xsinch speed. drilling- and \ur1faee timeI
(Iohnseii et al., 1980). [lie Dye-3 deep drilliic w\as
pertornied in 3 shifts,, 24 hour a day. 7 daks a
ececpt for atweekly- 16 hour break. [ossards thle etid
of tile last season, at a depth of 2000) m, thre average
run leng-th was 1.9mn includingP lost runs. Winch
speed 'sas limited to 0.6 tn/s due to deficiences in
tire wkinch. Hased on these figures, anid a drilling
time of 5 min, anl effective ground time of 43 min.
including the sunday break, hole filtering, regular
maintenance etc. can be calculated. Usim-, thle above
figures, arid a cable speed of 0.8 ni.'s, tile timie to
reach depthI x cali be calculated as
-

0.034/ 1.9*x + 14.5* 10'

nts cfis ot\hi.i.Iicli
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Appendix
Hole depth
Depth measurement is usually done by measuring
the length of the retrieved core. In a multiseason
operation vertical strain makes the corelength
shorter than the actual depth of the hole. In the
Dye-3 deep drilling, all depths are given as
accumulated core length with reference to the june
8, 1979 surface. At that date, the following depths
were measured from the reference surface:

A
0
o
Z
F
<

81.7 m to bottom of thermohole, start of ISTUK
drilling.
The bottom of the casing was at 76 m (Rand
1980b). In 1980, the casing had moved 30 cm up
relative to the bottom of the drill pit. This indicates,
that the casing followed the ice movement of the
68 m layer where the casing was fixed to the ice by
the frozen water. The 30 cm movement is in
accordance with the difference in annual ice
thickness of 92 and 60 cm at the depths of 10.5 and
68 m respectively. In order to ensure clearance, the
upper 89 cm of the casing was removed in 1981. In
1982, PICO added 45 ft. of casing.
The amount of core retrieved was measured by
placing the cores on high quality graph paper, and
fitting the cores together. Due to deficiencies in this
procedure in 1979, the actual hole length may be up
to 65 cm more than indicated. In the following
years. starting from a depth of 224 m, the
procedure "as improved.
Drill Cable
The manufacturer performed the following
measurements prior to delivery:
I. Diameter measured tinder light tension every
3X) m ,aries from 6.38 mm to 6.40 mm.
2. DC conductor resistance is 15.75P/O000nm, all 4
conductors in parallel.
3. Capacitance is 148 plim, one conductor to all
other and armor together.
4. Breaking strength: 28.5 kN, ends fixed, 23.6 kN
with one end free to rotate.
5. Breakdown voltage with cable bent over 10 inch
diameter sheave: 10 kVAC was applied between
conductor and armor and no breakdown
occured.
6. Elongation and rotation, see fig. 13.

,
.,

Z

""

,It
6

4.0 m to shelter floor
10.5 m to top of casing, which is bottom of drill
pit

68.5 m to top of thermodrilled hole inside casing

CABLE PROPERTIES

9

.
.
00

40

80

120

16.0

LOAD [kN]
Figure 13. Cable elongation and rotation versus cable
tension.
Drill communication
The drill computer
parameters:

measures

the

following

I Cutter load measured as load on the cable
2 Loss of antitorque measured by differential
inclinometers
3 Motor current
4 Inclinometer X
5 Inclinometer Y
6 Cable voltage at drill
7 Internal 89V supply
8 Motor voltage
9 Battery current
10 Battery common voltage
II Motor common voltage
12 Inclinometer voltage reference
13 Leak detector, upper sealing
14 Internal 5V supply
15 Battery temperature I
16 Battery temperature 2
17 Battery temperature 3
18 Motor power supply temperature
19 Motor temperature
20 Computer temperature
21 Pressure tube temperature
22 Upper power supply temperature
23 Battery voltage, all 5 strings, 55 cells
24 Battery voltage, 4 strings, 44 cells
25 Battery voltage, 3 strings, 33 cells
26 Battery voltage, 2 strings, 22 cells
27 Battery voltage, I string, I I cells
28 Pressure in electronic section
29 Leak detector, motor shaft
30 Leak detector, lower sealing.
In addition screw length (motor rotations), digital
status and error codes are transmitted to the
surface. Cutter load, loss of antitorque, motor
current, screw length and status codes are
transmitted every second. [he other channels are
transmitted on a cyclic basis, providing a complete
update every 6 seconds.
18
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Figure 12. Inclination of the drill hole. Azimuth is not
known.

Conclusion
last glaciation was found in run 1285 at a depth of
1786.80m. The first indication of bottom material
was found in run 1371 at a depth of 1949.45 m.
Silty ice started in run 1400 at 2012.83 m. The final
depth was 2037.63 m in run 1418 when the drill was
stuck. The drill was left with tension in the cable
and excess pressure in the hole during winter. By the
summer of 1982, the drill had become loose, and
after being raised to the surface, the last core was
removed from it. The drill itself was undamaged.
500 ml of the hole liquid had seeped into the
pressure tight section.
The ice core by this drill is is of excellent quality,
and no part of the core is known to be missing. It is
estimated that less than 2 m of core was lost,
resulting in a core recovery of better than 99.907o.
The brittle zone (the depth at which the core
becomes brittle at the surface) was 700 m to 1400 m
which compares with 400 m to 900 m at Byrd
Station (Ueda, 1969).

A new deep ice core drill for cold ice has been
developed. It has a demonstrated capability of
drilling a 2 km ice core, and the same principles can
be used to a depth of 3.3 km. The basic concept of
the instrumented drill, i.e., the battery section, the
replacement of mechanics with electronics, the
in-principle
simple
mechanics,
worked
as
anticipated. There is no indication that we are close
to a limit of the system; a longer drill would be able
to take longer cores thereby increasing the
penetration rate, and the system could be made to
work with minor modifications to the electronics, in
very cold ice. The penetration rate is 120m/week.
The drill is easy to maintain in the field. The ice core
is continuous and of good quality. Due to the use of
a microprocessor in the drill, an operator can be
trained in just 3 days.

The specific energy, that which is used to produce

Acknowledgement

im1 of cuttings, increased with depth in spite of
improvements in the cutting system. Close to the
hole bottom the specific energy was about
16 MJ/ml. This increase agrees with an estimated
increase in
fracture stress
with
pressure
(Shoji, 1978). Ice from the ice age shows a marked
reduction
of
viscosity
(Shoji,
private
communication), however this does not change the
specific energy.
A cable-suspended drill tends to deviate from the
vertical as it penetrates. Fig. 12 shows the hole
inclination with depth. At a depth of 1400 m,
modifications to the cutters stabilized the
inclination at 6 deg compared to 15 deg at the
bottom of the Byrd Station borehole (Ueda, 1969).
The azimuth is not known.
The ice temperature close to surface was -200C,
and at the bottom, the transducers inside the drill
measured the temperature at -120C in 1981. In 1982
the hole temperature close to the bottom was
measured at -13.40oC using a calibrated thermistor.
The reason for this change is not yet known.

The drill head used in 1980 and 1981, and the
reamer used in 1981 were manufactured at the
Physics Institute, University of Bern by Mr. Henry
Rufli. Numerous colleagues from the universities of
Bern and Copenhagen served as drill operators. The
Polar
Ice
Coring
Office,
University
of
Nebraska-Lincoln provided logistic support, and
the 109th TAG, New York Air National Guard and
the Royal Danish Air Force provided air support.
The Danish Arctic Contractors helped in Sondre
Stromfjord, and the personnel at the Dye-3 radar
station showed a great hospitality and patience.
K.C. Kuivinen and H.B. Clausen reviewed the
manuscript.
This work was sponsored by the U.S. National
Science Foundation (Division of Polar Programs)
under contract DPP 8004667, The University of
Bern, the University of Copenhagen, The Danish
Commision for Scientific Research in Greenland,
and the Danish Natural Science Research Council.
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Camp
Figure 10. Dye-3 drill camp. The camp consists of the
drill shelter, a science trench and a core storage
trench. Tunnels connect the drill pit and the trenches.
1. drill pit. 2. 6

Figure 9. Reamer. The reamer is mounted on the exit
shaft of the electronic section. The front cylinder
centers the unit in the hole.

due to the missing 50 m of liquid. Although the
change in hole diameter was small (Johnsen, 1980),
any change could have stuck the drill. Therefore,
the nominal diameter was increased from 129.5 mm
to 130 mm before drilling resumed each season. A
simple reamer (fig. 9) was used. It is mounted
directly on the exit shaft of the electronic section.
The front cylinder centers the reamer in the hole.
During 1981, an improved version that could be
bolted directly to the motor section was used.

Camp
rhe drilling took place inside a 24.4 mnby 9.8 mn
shelter in a 18 by 6.7 mnpit. 4 mnbelow the original
surface (fig. 10). This pit was connected by a tunnel
to the science trench where numerous investigations
%%ereconducted continuously on the cores. Another
tunnel connected the science trench and the core
storage trench. A cold cave between the drill pit and
science trench stored 40 mnof core. Cores from the
brittle zone (700-1400m) were stored 2 days prior to
handling to reduce their fragility.

m deep pit, 3. winch, 4. pump

station, 5. tunnel, 6. cold cave, 7. science trench,
8. emergency escape hatch, 9. surface conductivity
cave, 10. dust room, 11. tunnel, 12. core Storage
trench, 13. weatherport entrance, 14. weatherport.
15.164
chemical lab-van.
A ventilation system with a capacity of
20,000 m1/h exchanged the air in the drill shielter 10
.............................................
times per hour to reduce the presence of the toxic
fumes from the hole liquid.

..qt-
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autumn of 1977. The basic principles of the drill
were tested at Dye-3 in the summer of 1978, and the
prototype was tested at CRREL in the spring of
1979 (Rand, 1980a). In 1979, a casing was installed
by CRREL at Dye-3 (Rand, 1980b), and later the
prototype drilled to 225 mn. The core production
was limited by weaknesses in the drill that were
ageravated by rust particles from the casing. In 1980
the drill was improved, but a breakdown terminated
the season at 901 m. In 1981, drilling started with
run 755 and continued smoothly after the intial
adjustments (fig. 11). The core production rate was
120m/week which is the same as for thc Byrd
Station drilling program. The termination of 'the
0,

0

I
TABLE 1. Hole liquids
Proporties
Density 15

DF-A
0

3

JET A-I

770-840

775-830

1.4-2.5/380C

max 8/-20oC

Vapour Pressure (mmHgl
Freezing Point loCImax

-48

max 0.4/100C
-50

Flash Point loCi min

40

38

C)lkg/m

Viscosity IcSt]

TABLE 2. Density adjusters
Proporties
3

Density tkg/m 1
0
Freezing Point 1 C]
Vapour Pressure [mmHgl
Flash Point 1oC

Trichlor

Perchlor

1470
-86

1620
-23

56/200C
32

14/220C
not flammable

87

121

Boiling Point 1oci

The density of the hole liquid was increased by
the addition of 10% Perchlorethylene (PCE) to the
kerosene. PCE was preferred over trichlorethylene

because it is less toxic due to a 4-times lower vapour
pressure. Furthermore, PCE cannot burn, and has
even been used as a fire extinguishing agent. PCE
freezes at -230C, but that is no problem in
Greenland during the summer. Both kerosene and
PCE are very aggressive solvents. Thus, all gaskets
must be either Teflon or Viton.
As shown in fig. 6, the density of the liquid varies
with temperature. This must be corrected for when
mixing the liquid. The casing leaked at the bottom,
so in order to compensate for the missing 50m of
liquid, the density of the hole liquid was increased
to 950 kg/m 3. The PCE freezing point of -23 0C
does not influence the mixture (fig. 7), so that could
be used down to -500C.

I

'I

Filter

Downbore hole filter. The spring-loaded

Not all of the cuttings are collected in the drill, and
some ice is scraped from the hole wall by the cutters
during hole transit. These chips were collected twice
ai week by a down borehole filter (fig. 8). The filter

valves at the bottom of the filter (lower right) open

is bolted to the bottom of the electronics section

Fgure 8.

after the screw and barrel are removed. When the
filter passes down through the liquid, the spring
loaded valves at the botton open, and the chips are
collected in the filter. As the density of the hole
liquid is higher than that of ice, the chips float
upwards in the hole, and just the upper few hundred
meters of the hole have to be filtered. The high
density also keeps the bottom of the hole clean. For
these reasons, it is advantageous to use a hole liquid
with a sligthly higher density than the ice.

when the filter moves through the hole liquid,
collecting the floating chips,

Hole liquid
In order to compensate for the hydrostatic pressure
of the overburden ice, the hole is filled with a liquid,
T his liquid should not react with the ice, the density
,
must be close to 920 kg/ml and the viscosity not so
high that the winch speed is adversely affected. In
the Byrd Station drilling, a mixture of kerosene
(D--A) and trichlorethylene was used. At Dye-3,
Jet A-I was used due to its specified viscosity at
-201C (Table I) and its higher purity. However, the
difference between the two fluids is small.

Reamer
The Dye-3 drilling was a multiseason operation,
with 9 months between the field seasons. During
this time interval, the hole had a tendency to close
15
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Figure 6. Density of hole liquid as a function of
temperature.

Figure 7. Viscosity of hole liquid as a function of
temperature.

Console
specifications, no extra mecanism was needed to
control the drill position during drilling. In order to
avoid interference on the drill communication, an
electrohydraulic winch was used is spite of its
relatively poor efficiency. The hydraulic pump
station consumed a maximum of 13 kW. The pump
is a variable displacement piston type, with the
displacement controlled by an electrical signal using
a 'MOOG'-control. The winch motor (Danfoss type
OMSS-160) is connected through steel tubes to the
remote pump station. Steel tubes were used to avoid
pressure-dependent volume changes in the hydraulic
transmission. The recommended viscosity of the
hydraulic oil is 73 to 37 cSt, with a minimum of
21 cSt. The oil is Mobil type Aero HFA. The same
oil type was used in the Byrd Station drilling,
Although this oil has very little change in viscosity
with temperature, the viscosity was frequently less
than 21 cSt, corresponding to an oil temperature
higher than 24'C. The winch drum holds a
maximum of 3500 m of 6.45 mm cable. The cable is
positioned on the Lebus grooved drum by a guide
wheel,
The maxium force from the winch is limited by an
overpressure valve in the hydraulics to 8 kN,
compared to a cable breaking force of 25 kN. This
means that the winch is not able to break the cable
even Ahen operating the hammer in the drill. The
absence or release of pressure on the hydraulic locks
the winch.

The control of the drill, including winch and tower,
is performed from the console (fig. 4). This has
three seperate parts. The first is the power supply to
the drill. This is a DC power supply with a rating of
190 V, 2.8 A. The output resistance is negative,
-33 f. This compensates for part of the voltage loss
in the drill cable, and thus the voltage can be kept
relatively constant at the drill. A transformer
separates the supply current and the control signals.
The next part controls the winch and tower
hydraulics, and the last part the drill. The drill can
be controlled by a simple teletype, however the
computerized console, normally used, simplifies the
operation to the extent that a student with no
previous knowledge of the system, could learn to
operate the drill after a few days. The computer
used is an ABC-80, a relatively fast personal
computer. It is interfaced to the depth counter, the
drill modem, a dual channel analog strip chart
recorder for recording cutterload and motor
current, a digital printer and a TV monitor. The
computer transforms the drill information, and
provides a semi-analog display of motor current,
cutter load and screw length on the screen, and
tables showing 30 other parameters, i.e., drill
penetration during a run, temperature, inclination
etc. The operator controls the winch based on this
information. Fig. 5 is a plot of cutter load and
motor current for some runs. The cutter load
decreases after the start of drilling, and then
remains constant because the operator gives slack in
the cable. The motor current is not influenced by
the cutter load. This istypical for a plane-like cutter
system. A constant motor current during a complete
run indicates that there is no sticking between the
core and barrel, and that the pumps are working
correctly. In fact, the cutter load is negative because
after the start of drilling, we pull in the cable to
obtain a negative cutter load of about 500 N. Due
to the aggressive cutters, this negative cutter load
has no influence on the pitch and thereby the core
length. The negative cutter load stabilizes and
minimizes the drill inclination.

Tower
The tower is hinged and can be tilted by a hydraulic
piston. The piston is controlled by a small hydraulic
pump through a proportional valve, allowing a
variable tower speed.
The tower and winch are bolted to the ends of two
10 * 6-inch timbers, 25-ft long which are spaced 3-ft
apart.
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Figure 5. Plot of cutter load (left) and motor current (right) for some runs. The motor current is unaffected
by cutterload.
The cable, which is mounted in a steel hammer
surrounded by the leaf springs, is attached in such a
way that it allows the cable to rotate relative to the
drill. The hammer can move 10 cm along the drill
axis. The cutterload is determined bN a spring on
the upper 2.5 cm of this distance which combined
with a linear transducer, measures the position of
the hammer.

Antitorque section
The purpose of the antitorque section (fig. 1) is to
prevent the upper part of the drill from rotating
relative to the hole wall, and at the same time to
allow for vertical movement of the drill with
minimal friction against the hole wall. The system is
similar to that used in our shallow drill. Three leaf
springs, spaced symmetrically around the drill axis,
prevent the rotation. The springs are 2,5 mm thick,
20 mm wide and the distance between the supports
is 690 mm. They are bent in a fourth-order
parabolic shape in order to ensure a uniform load
distribution along the 355 mm length k "the spring
in contact with the hole wall. The nominal radial
force for each spring is 390 N, corresponding to a
maximum bending stress in the spring of 760 MPa.
The total antitorque section can produce a torque of
100 mN when the edges of the springs are
sharpened.
The distance between the supports for the leaf
springs can be adjusted by moving the upper
support. A guide close to this support prevents
rotation of the springs. This antitorque system is
very simple, compact and rugged. Calculations for
the springs are shown by (Reeh, 1982).

Cable
The cable is Rochester type 4H-252K. This is a
steel-armored 4-conductor teflon-insulalcd cable.
The diameter is 6.45 mm and the brcaking strength
is 24950 N. Weight in air is 153 kg, km. The
resistance of the shield is 11.5 Q2.km, and the four
conductors operated in parallel hase a resistance of
16.7 f/km. The maximum voltage is 3IM V DC.
The maximum applied voltage is 200 V

Winch
Winch requirements were for a nominal cable speed
of k I m/s and a minimum speed of a t eA cm, s.
The depth position of the cable in the hole should be
controllable to within a few cm. With these
13
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Figure 4. Drill shelter. The picture shows the drill clamped to the tilted tower. The drill is moved to the
upright position for rewinding the screw. A spare drill barrel is to the left in the Picture.
motors. -Fhe suply is c stuedas a \el-\ h1ILch
efficiency (94t 1 o) sssitch mlode step) dov.I
Wi
supply.

battery temperature, cuirrent and voltagte to indicate
thle level of' charee. Thus the do% n borehole microprocessor terminates, the charge at thle correct ltme
based onl thle empirical equation valid for this cell:
V -1 .54- F *(1)3

Motor-geatr sectionl
The drill motor is atlos -temnpcrat tire lubricated dual
disc rtype I)C motor (MNas ilor t pe 81). l1re motor
efticieriex is 7511(1. O n the QlIt of thle mlotor is,
mounted
thle
I lartionic
I )ris e gear
(t pe
rpmn of
201I60-2A). s' Ii cl reduces tire tnomrinial 6(XX1(
the mlotor to 37,5 rpm tin one step). (oisiderting that
tilhe required lifetime ofthile tcar during, dillitro is
j ust 21W( hours. tile gear isI tiblicat ed s\itl ita los\
iscosit\v 0 cSt silicone oil. (I1)om (ormingti
Huid
type 2W)) \NhIch elisures highi etffi c rc operatiotn o'
t he gecar. litre inrolvhdiilurn disit ph ide poss der
added to tire Car Oil eInUres sit ItiCIetItI tibricat ion.
[le nuinber of' rotatiotis is liiiit ed h\ thle scres' to
6 inii I S see
ti ieof
111
234, correspoirdi Irs_to a L111i111
%k
itih tile tronitial rotat ion Speced of thle tiotor. A\
shaft encoder is iotitted ott tIe noto .IB\ coti ti
motor rexolunfiotis. thle corriitre c1iCI lte tire
scress\ position.
BeloN tire gear, a ha Il-heatlnri sct ut .ihsoths tile
ha
1, eklIas thre lce
static presstire ott thle e'.itla
created dtirin, core-hrik. I Ilis Ct10tt is designedTCL
to
(1sithlstatid thre Cable breCa1i ilonx tiuut2S kN.
ur~ear
If tire ,crc\% should tic hloc'ked .li t rniot
LI
1t 'ie 0 11111n
h
section is prot eccl ag tiisti is toONI
putl s hiich cotitrecs tilie C\it s1,11 it,to lire rtfiatteh
section.

+ I *10.015

V is cu~t-oft voltage per cell in V'olt
T is, baitter\ temperarture iii Celciuis.
I is charge Current in Ampere
This method is so effective that no battery f'ailuires
occured. nor did any) sign of' ourgassing or bar terv
deterioration take place (K ipstein, 1967).
1 he batter\ pack consists of 5 coIlumn1s, ecilh containine I I batteries. A hecavy copper f'oil is kkirapped
around thle 5 cyliid ers to keep all cells at thle same
I eniperatutre. Fx%o0 skire heaters are in t hernmal
contact s"it i le copper foil, and about 8 mini of'
inisulating, foam is iiulded to the Outside. File
pos% er required to heat tilie bat tery secion froni
-20'(" to + 20"'' is 25 W.
Motor Power Suppi)
Thie motor posker suppiy converts the batter\
voltage (55 V to 85 V) to atvariable voltage f'or thre
nmotorrs. Noniinal out put voltage is 48.5 V. [iis canl
be changed by the computer no 1(0.5 V, 38 V or thre
battery soltage. The polarity of' the voltage can be
reversed. The maximum output current is limited to
12 A, thereby limiting the maximni torqtie of the
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aggressive that they always worked. During the
major part of the drilling, just two corc catchers
were used. The asymmetrical stress caused by two
core catchers made the break easier than if three
core catchers had been used. The natural position of
the core catchers is the horizontal position. But the
core catchers should have been spring loaded to
ensure the upright position as the natural one. We
found that if the core break left a slanted surface on
the remaining core, then the core catchers would
turn into the side of this surface when the drill
started to rotate in the next run. The skew side then
would break with a high probability of a lost run.

with anl inner diameter of 100 nm. "the rube i\
tested to withstand a pressure of 4()bars. Any
leakage through the high pressure sealirgs is
trapped in volumes between the high-pressure
scalings and lo%%-pressure O-rings. The pressure in
these volumes is monitored by pressure transducers.
In order to facilitate easy maintenance in the field,
the electronics are constructed as stackable
cylindrical modules. The modales, witl plugs at
both ends, fit together and a key ensures the
modules are connected in the correct order. A total
of four modules (power supply, computer, battery
and motor power supply) are mounted on top of the
motors, and a rubber spring between the upper
module and tie top pressure tube cover keeps the
modules together.
Computer
The purpose of the down borehole computer is to
monitor and control the drill operations. This
includes charging and discharging tile battery,
keeping the battery temperature close to 201'.
monitoring four pressure transducers for any sign
of leakage or outgassing of the battery, monitoring
inclinometers for loss of antitorque, etc. A total of'
30 analog parameters are measured. All measured
values are compared to a limit. If this limit is
exceeded, the computer takes appropriate action,
and it it is a condition that may endanger the drill,
the computer unconditionally shuts down tile drill.
After removal of the error condition, the drilling
can continue. The drill communicates %with the
surface terminal using 300 Baud full duplex CCITT
compatible audio tones riding on top of the supply
current to the drill. Thus, just a single conductor
coaxial drill cable is needed, and a commercial
converter between the audio tones and digital
signals (modem) can be used at the surface. The
computer receives conatnds front the operator
regarding drill speed, direction, etc., and transmits
to the surface information on statS, cutter load,
motor current, battery Current and scree. position in
addition to 27 other parameters.

Figure 3. Cutter. The cutter works like a plane with
the pitch controlled by a shoe behind the cutter,

Cutter
Each of three cutters (fig. 3) is mountd ott the dr
using a keyway and two screws. This mounting
method is very rigid and ensures a constant core
diameter of 102.35 mam. The front of the cutter is
shaped to guide the chips into the channel. There is
a 8.6 deg clearance angle betieen the cutter and the
ice, and the forward cutting angle is 45 deg. With a
pitch of 1.4 deg, the remaining 35 deg for the cutter
is about the minimum due to mechanical reasons.
A ll cutting edges, including those on the sides of the
cutter, have a relief angle which reduces the power
required to turn the bit and produces stable drilling
characteristics. The shoe determines tile pitch.
These angles are not special for this drill, but are
considered common to all electromechanical ice
core drills used in cold ice. A plane cutting system
does not require different cutters due to changes in
ice conditions. By changing the 'shoe size', core
length can be varied.

Battery section
The major part of the enev required for te actual
drilling is delivered by the batter, pack. [his
consists of 55 pcs of 2 th 'ba\"' commercial
'
co d i a l
cosise Ni-Cd c s of'te ,%,I 0A
a charge
to
corresponding
A
7
about
is
current
consumption of 0i,75 Al for a run. With a load
current of 7 A, the capacity of te cells is at least
7h.
15
Under normal use, the lifetime of a Ni-Cd battery
s
to 1(X)
.
odge (1976) points out
is specified t
Mcycles. Hog 17)pitou
that the battery lifetime may in tact be several
thousand charge-discharge cycles if the following
conditions are observed: The battery temperature is
kept close to 201C, the battery is not too deeply
discharged, the charging current for a 2 Ah cell is
between I amp and 4 anrp and the battery is never
overcharged. the first 3 conditions are easy to
fulfill, and overcharging is pre\entcd by using

Pressure Chamber
All down borehole electronics, including motor and
gear, are contained inside a pressure-tight steel tube
11
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Figure 2. Drill head. The ice is cut by the 3 knives, and the produced cuttings sucked through the
channels to chambers inside the drill. The core catchers
springs keep the cutters away from the casing.,
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Figure 1. ISTUK DRILL. The drill
is suspended on a cable. The 3
springs in the antitorque
section prevent rotation of the
upper part of the drill. The motor
rotations are transferred through
the hollow screw, triangular shaft
and linear bearing to the lower
rotating part of the drill.
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In fact, this concept is so effective that power
transfer capacity is second to mechanical strength in
specifying the cable. A 6.4 mm cable can power a
drill 3300 m downhole!
The drill is controlled from the surface, and it is
considered important to transmit as much information as possible regarding the drill behavior from
the drill to the operator. Production of perfect ice
cores is not easy due to greatly varying pressure,
temperature, crystal size and orientation. In order
to handle this, the drill was considered an
instrument designed to produce ice cores, and not
just a tool to generate cuttings. Following this
philosophy, one microprocessor was used in the
drill, and another one at the surface. In this way,
the operator was relieved from most trivial tasks,
and could concentrate on the winch and high level
drill control. As a consequence, an operator can be
trained in just 3 days. In addition, the computers
enhance the reliability of the operation. If the down
borehole computer detects an abnormal condition
that may endanger the drill, it unconditionally shuts
the drill down and notifies the operator. After
removing the error condition, the drilling
continues.
The drill tower is a blown-up version of the
hinged tower used in the Danish shallow drill
(Johnsen, 1980). The idea is to tilt the drill when it
is clamped to the tower. This brings the drill to a
horizontal position at the surface for easy core
removal and drill maintenance. In addition, the
tower height is reduced to 6 m, or about half the
length of the drill.
The drilling proceeds in 'runs', and every run
consists of the following steps. First, the drill is
lowered down the hole. When the drill touches the
bottom, the lower part of the drill rotates, cutting
away a ring of ice. The produced chips are sucked
into storage chambers inside the drill. After drilling
about 2.2 m of core, the rotation is terminated and
a pull in the cable makes the core catchers break the
core. The drill with ice core and chips is hoisted to
the surface. After cleaning, the cycle is repeated. At
a depth of 2000 m, one run takes close to 2 hours.
The upper part of the hole was cased by U.S.
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (CRREL), using 10-ft. long steel tubes
with an inner diameter of 178 mm (Rand, 1980b).
In order to counteract the hydrostatic pressure of
the ice, the hole was filled with a mixture of
kerosene (Jet Al) and perchlorethylene (PCE).

pump acting in a storage chamber.
The upper part of the drill, including the
antitorque system, pressure chamber with motors,
and a screw at the lower end of the pressure
chamber, is prevented from rotating by 3 leaf
springs pressed against the hole wall. The cable is
terminated with ball bearings in a weight inside the
antitorque system to allow for rotation of the cable.
The weight serves as a hammer, which can be used
to break the core.
The drill has 3 independent piston pumps, one for
each cutter. The pumping action is created during
gradual changing of the distance between a disc
clamped to the rotating tube and another clamped
to a center shaft which is connected to the motor
section. In fig. 1,the shaded parts are connected to
the motor exit shaft. The motor rotations are
transferred to the lower part of the drill, the drill
barrel, through a hollow screw, a triangular shaft
and a linear bearing. The roller nut on top of the
barrel engages the external thread on the screw and
creates a linear motion of the barrel. This changes
the distance between the discs and creates the
pumping action. The diameter of the pump is
100 mm which gives an effective volume of 7 1 per
chamber. With a core length of 2.3 m, the volume
of the ice cut by each cutter is 3.8 I. The pitch of the
screw is 4 mm, and the number of rotations is 234,
giving a stroke length of 936 mm.
The triangle- and piston-section are connected
with a 4 mm pin which protect the piston section in
case of overload.
A position-operated ball valve has a dual
function. When the chip chambers are at minimum
volume before the start of drilling the ball valve
vents the chamber. When the drill moves up after
drilling, released air from the cuttings is vented
through the same valve. A second ball valve acts as
a safety valve. The released air cannot escape
through the channel due to a flap valve at the inlet
between the channel and the chamber (not shown
on the figure). This valve prevents loss of chips
through the channel.
The core chamber has an inner diameter of
104 mm and a length of 2.95 m, including the drill
head. The maximum possible core length is 2.75 m.
A filter in the upper part of the chamber collects ice
chips floating in the hole liquid while lowering the
drill down hole.

Drill

A stable drill head was manufactured from a single
piece of steel using the spark erosion technique. On
the drill head (fig. 2), a total of 18 components are
mounted, including: 3 cutters, 3 shoes, 3 channels, 3
core dogs and 6 leaf springs. The ice chips move up
in front of the cutter, and are mixed with hole liquid
and sucked into the channels. The leaf springs keep
the cutters away from the joints in the casing.
The core catchers arc dog-leg shaped. They are
spring-loaded against the ice core. They are so

Drill head

The drill is sketched in Figure 1.The length of the
drill is 11.5 m, and it cuts a hole with a diameter of
129.5 mm. The core diameter is 102.3 mm. The ice
is cut with a plane-like system consisting of 3
aggressive knives backed by stopper shoes
controlling the pitch. The produced chips are mixed
with hole liquid and sucked into 3 channels on the
outside of the drill. Each channel ends in a piston
8
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liquid filled holes has been made in the USSR
(Zotikov, 1979), however the operating principles
of this drill (thermal drilling in ethanol) limit the
applicability of the core for analysis.

Abstract: The ice core drill system used to core to
bedrock at a depth of 2037.63 m near Dye-3 in South
Greenland (65011'N 43049'W h=2490m)isT--described.
The drill is designed to provide good core quality and to
be easy to maintain in the field. It is a probe type system,
with the drill suspended on a 6.4 mm cable. The drill
consists of two parts. An antitorque section prevents
rotation of the upper part, containing the motors and the
electronics. During drilling, the ice chips, produced by
the cutters, are sucked into the lower, rotating part of the
drill. The chips are transported inside the drill to the
surface, where the drill is clamped to a 6 m tower and
tilted to a horizontal position for easy core removal and
drill cleaning. The cutters work like a plane, which
reduces the cutting power and provides stable
penetration, essentially independent of the load on the
cutters. The drill is powered by a rechargeable battery
pack, and is controlled by a microprocessor in the drill,
The length and weight of the drill are 11.5 m and 180 kg,
respectively.' The tower and the winch including an
electro-hydraulic pumpstation and 2500 m of cable
weigh 900 kg total. Core length is about 2.2 m per run,
and the weekly production is 120 m of 10 cm diameter
core at 2000 m depth. The core recovery is better than
99.907o. Close to bedrock the hole deviates 6 deg from the
vertical, and the temperature is -130 C (-200C at surface).
The hole is filled with a mixture of JET A-I and PCE.
The liquid is cleaned by a down borehole filter unit. The
hole diameter is maintained with a reamer.

ISTUK SYSTEM
The objective was to develop a drill capable of
pt
penetrating the Greenland Ice Sheet to a depth of
down to -320C. The
3300 m at temperatures
temperature of the ice would be so low that no
melting occurs. The core quality should be as good
as possible. In addition, the drill should be so easy
to operate that inexperienced students could serve
as operators. Thermal drilling was excluded because
stress created by the thermal shock causes breaks in
the core. Furthermore, a thermal drill consumes
about 5 kW of power (Mellor, 1976), and transport
of this amount of energy to a drill 3300 m downhole
is difficult.
were
systems
mechanical
different
Two
considered: the oil-rig type and the probe type with
the drill suspended on a cable. It was decided to use
the probe system for several reasons, mainly due to
lower costs and the ease of making modifications in
the field. Also, the cuttings had to be removed in
order to allow drill penetration. In the drill used at
Camp Century and Byrd Station, the cuttings were
dissolved in glycol. This system is complicated, and
therefore it was decided to remove the chips by
pumping the cuttings directly into storage chambers
in the drill.
The drill is powered through the drill cable using
a battery in the drill as a buffer. Thus the average
power consumption and not the peak power could
be used in designing the drill cable. This reduces the
cable dimensions by a factor of 10, because the
drilling time is just 6 minutes compared to a typical
run time of I hour, and the rest of the run time is
spent in hole transit and maintenance at the surface.

INTRODUCTION
Previously, 2 deep (exceeding 1000 m) ice cores to
bedrock existed. One from Camp Century (1966) in
Northwest Greenland (Ueda, 1968), the other from
Byrd Station (1968), Antarctica (Ueda, 1969). The
drill used to recover these cores was lost in 1969
(Garfield, 1976), and no deep ice cote drill was then
available. There was an attempt to make an oil-rig
type deep drill, the wire-line system (Hansen, 1976),
but development of this drill was halted in 1978. In
recent years, a thermal drill capable of operating in
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THE CANADIAN RUFLI-RAND ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

CORE DRILL .ANDREAMING DEVICES
G. Holdsworth

National Hydrology Research Institute
Environment Canada
Calgary, Alberta
ABSTRACT
An electro-mechanical ice core drill
of medium depth capability, was built in
Ottawa in 1980. The design is based on
pricipes~stalisedby Rufli et. a'.Z
(1976) and Rand (1976).
New to the
design-however;,'is a geodesic dome
structure which serves both as a structural unit to support the central fixed
tower and to provide shelter for the
drill crew. The whole unit can be packed in shipping crates weighing
total
of 760 Kg, and by suitable dis~assembling, may be fitted into a Helio-Courier
(STOL) aircraft in about five loads,
including the generator.
The ice core is about 96-100 mm in
diameter, depending on the cutter setting, and averages about 1 m in length.
The drum has 270 m of cable with a
tensile strength of 4200 Kg. The deepest holes to date are 103 m, in ice at
-290C, (Mt. Logan, 5340 m altitude) and
202.4 m in ice at -51*C, (South Pole,
3100 m altitude).
Currently being constructed, is an
electro-thermal drill unit which will
connect directly into the electro-mechanical cable termination. <This design,
(Zotikov, 1979) is based on the Soviet
ETB-3 drill.
The diameter of this drill
is compatible with the hole drilled by
the mechanical drill and similar sized
cores will be produced. An anti-freeze
fluid would be used below the firn/ice
transition.
INTRODUCTION
The principle of operating an
electro-mechanical rotary coring drill
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in ice was firmly established by, the
USA CRREL drilling engineers operating
a modified Arutunoff electro-drill,
first in Greenland and then in the
Antarctic (Ueda and Garfield, 1969),
undzer the general direction of B. Lyle
Hansen. A subsequent requirement for
rapid retrieval of clean 100 m cores
with light weight equipment, led T. R~and
(USA CRREL) and H. Rufli (University,of
Bern) in the early 1970's to
simultaneously develop similar core
drills based on the same mech- iical
principles as the Arutunoff electrodrill. The design embodies a drill
frame suspended by an electro-mechanical
cable, wound on a drum situated below a
tower with a pulley mounted on top. Power
for the winch and cable conductors is
provided by a suitable portable electric
generator. The drill frame consists of
a cable termination, the drill motor, a
speed reducing gear, a torque limiter
(or clutch), an anti-torque device, and
lastly the outer barrel.
The removable
core barrel rotates inside this outer
barrel.
The Canadian version of this drill
was built in 1980 and briefly field
tested in the Yukon before heitig used
to obtain 103 m of core from a s ite on
Mt. Logan (5340 m). The major prol,lems
encountered were poor cutter desi!'ni,
inefficient and inconvenient~v arranged
core breakers, an inadequate inti-torque
system, and a generator break-do~n].
These all contributed to poor over-all
drilling rates, particula-rly, below the
firn/ice transition (F/T/T).
Attention
was paid to these problem area-, bL'forv

-

the drilling operations were carried out
at South Pole in 1981/82. Despite these
remedial actions, trouble was still
experienced with both the cutters and the
anti-torque system. Solutions to some of
these problems are suggested.

DRILL RIG AND CORE DRILL DESCRIPTION
The equipment consists of (1) a geodesic dome, which acts both as a structural unit to support the tower and as a
shelter for the drill crew; (2) a main
base plate, on which is mounted the winch
system, the tower and the control panel;
(3) the core drill unit (Fig. la - 1c).
These are now discussed in turn:
(1) The geodesic dome is constructed
of 100 pieces of 2.5 cm (1") 0 aluminum
tubing with flattened and individually
grooved ends which fit into key-ways on a
hub situated at each node of the structure. The tubes are fastened to the hubs
by washers and a single stove bolt and
nut.
Specifications and details of its
construction may be found in Holdsworth
(1979).
Over-all dome diameter is 4.88 m
(16') and its height about 2.29 m (7.5').
It may easily be erected by two persons
in about 1.5 hrs. A heavy duty white
canvas canopy covers the outside of the
dome frame.
In the crest of the canopy
is a zippered/velcro fastener opening for
tower access. The top rim of the pulley
rises about 2.9 m (9.5') above the top of
the dome, or 5.2 m (17') above the bottom
of the base plate, which rests on the
snow. The tower, pulley and winch follow
the design of Rufli (1976).
(2) A 1.2 m (4') x 0.9 m (3') aluminum base plate frame supports the tower,
the winch drum, the winch motor and gear
reducer, and the control unit.
The tower
is made from two pieces of 16.83 cm
(6.625") 0 aluminum tube (wall thickness
0.34 cm or 0.134"), 224 cm (88") and 254
cm (100") long. They are joined by an
aluminum collar situated at the top of
the geodesic dome. The collar has four
external lugs which facilitate the connection of four turnbuckle ties, which
hook onto the top ring of the dome, thus
enabling the tower to be plumbed vertically.
Initial coarse verticalizing of the
tower is achieved by shifting the dome
relative to the base frame.
The cable drum is made from rolled
aluminum and is capable of accomodating
up to 500 m of 0.8 cm (0.3") 0 cable.
However, at the full drum width of 41 cm
(16") between flanges, the present tower
is not high enough to avoid spooling
22

problems near the edges without a level
winder. A movable set of flanges has
been installed to alleviate this problem
and 350 m of cable can be accommodated at
a flange spacing of 31 cm (12").
The
drum is keyed to the output shaft of a
Morse 35RW-B reduction gear box (40:1
ratio) driven by a 2 HP, DC motor via a
V-belt which acts as a torque limiter to
protect the motor. This motor, and the
1 HP version in the drill unit, are both
controlled by Doerr SCR motor controllers
set on the control panel. These units
must be warmed by heating pads at ambient
temperatures below about -15 0 C. The
panel frame also contains an ammeter/volt
meter set for each motor and the input
power supply at 220 V AC, which is converted to 180 V DC for consumption by the
motors.
A digital counter counts the revolutions of the cable sheave, the shaft of
which is connected to a
lirection sensing multi-pole switch. A depth resolution of 4 cm is achieved in steps of 4
cm with an accuracy of 1 cm at each step.
(3) Lastly, the drill unit is fixed
to the cable by a termination installed
by the manufacturer (Rochester Corp.
USA). The cable is steel armoured and
carries seven 22 g conductors in the
core. Power is conducted two sets of
three wires and the seventh is used as an
earth. The cable has a breaking strength
of 40.9 KN (9200 lbs) and a minimum
radius of curvature of 22 cm, which
determined the sheave diameter. For
normal operations, this cable is heavier
than is necessary. It is useful, however,
in the case of a badly stuck drill.
A U-bolt, mounted on top of the
drill frame, accepts the clevice from the
cable termination. A pivot bolt completes the connection. The electrical
conductors are led to the motor through
an Envirocon seven pin plug and bulkhead connector mounted and sealed on top
of the frame. Mounted around the motor
are three 0.52 cm (0.2") thick x 3.8 cm
(1.5") x 93 cm (36.75") plate springs,
which provide anti-torquing action.
The motor output shaft is connected to a gear reducer, which is connected to a torque limiter, the output shaft
of which connects to the core barrel cap
by a quick release pin. The core barrel
(218 cm long) is a seamless stainless
steel tube with stainless steel auger
spirals welded to it. Three spirals
with a pitch of 22 cm emanate from the
three cutters set in the drill shoe.
These spirals direct the cuttings to an
inlet port at the top of the barrel.

0
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The cuttings and the core must be separated within the core barrel to prevent the
Core from being impeded in its smooth
upward motion relative to the core tube,
during cutting and to prevent damage to
the core during its extraction from the
tube if it becomes jammed with chips.
The separation is achieved by inserting
a sliding disc inside the core barrel, a
technique devised by H. Rufli. The
remainder of the core barrel functioning
is given in Rand (1976) and is evident
from Fig. 1c. Further coverage is given
in the next section.

SPECIFIC AREAS CONSIDERED CRUCIAL TO
SUCCESSFUL DRILLING/CORING OPERATIONS

included angle and because the edge
temper of the steel was lowered by the
grinding process. Beyond the F/I/T, the
cutters had to be removed and resharpened, otherwise the cuttings would be fine
powder instead of coarse chips. Repeatsharpening also caused a reduction in the
bottom clearance of the order of 0.5 mm.
Coring runs were temporarily improved by
sharpening after each run below 150 m
depth. Subsequent checking of the hardness of the cutters revealed hardness
irregularities over the surface. Hubs
exceeded Rockwell 50 whereas blade areas
Tests
were significantly less hard.
should be made before the cutters are
installed. Tungsten carbide tips seem
to be the answer to this problem.

Cutters

Core Breakers

For fast and consistent drilling
rates, the three cutters must be efficiently designed according to the basic
principles discussed by Mellor (1976,1977)
and correctly matched. If they exist,
deficiencies in design appear near the
F/I/T. The cutters used are the oval
type designed by J. Rand. For the Mount
Logan operation, cutters with different
back rake (300, 350) and clearance angle

For good quality and efficient core
breaks, proper attention must be paid to
the design of the core breaker/catcher.
For the South Pole operation, breakers
were used that were designed by B. Koci
of the Polar Ice Coring Office, Lincoln,
Nebraska. In general, proper shape and
blade length are needed to ensure a
satisfactory fracture regime under moderate core break tension in the cable.

(150, 200, 250) were tried. Some cutters
were hardened, others unhardened,to allow
filing for experimentation purposes.
This practice should be avoided, since
without a jig, sharpening was poorly
executed in the field. It is clear that
cutters should be of hardened steel or
that they should have tungsten carbide
inserts. The most efficient and stable
clearance angle below the F/I/T was about
15' and the back rake about 300 to 350.
['he clearance between the tips of the
cutters and the rim of the shoe should be
able to be controlled, as Johnsen et.
-(1980) point out. Cutters with large
clearance angles (20 - 250), although
satisfactory in firn,caused frequent
ant[-torque failures in ice. This, corntined with progressive dulling of cutter
edges (causing powder sized chips and
umhsequent packing in the lower spirals)
contributed to the over all low drilling
rates (Fig. 2).
The cutters used at the
South Pole were hardened drill rod steel,
and again the optimum clearance angle
was 150 with a 4 mm clearance. Some
cutters were given a hollow ground back
rake face, in order to reduce the back
rake angle near the tip without compromising the overall strength of the
cutters. This evidently caused excessive
wear on the blades because of the small

Initially, core breakers were only
1.3 cm (0.5"' wide. This is insufficlent for firn cores which tend to drop
through the breakers upon lifting. For
the South Pole operation, the width of
the core breakers was increased to 1.9
cm (0.75"), thus increasing the circumferential coverage of blade edge to 18%.
This ensured the retention of firn cores
and seemed to give cleaner core breaks.
Core break tensions in the Mt. Logan
operation were estimated from winch
motor current drain t be about 250 Kg
whereas for the South Pole operation,
many tensions were under 180 Kg, at a
cable length of 100 m. These values
include the weight of the drill and the
suspended cable (about 90 Kg).
It is considered important to have
hardened breakers in case a core site is
exploited where fine particles, capable
of causing wear on the edges, occur in
the ice.
Anti-torque System
The use of plate springs to provide
anti-torque against outer barrel rotation seems to be the simplest and most
effective system. Ir the manufacture of
the springs, insufficient attention was
paid to the correct dimensions and tol23
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ance and a 1.5 mm (0.060") inside clearance. This does not represent efficient
cutting, but the slightly over-sized
hole produced combined with low pressure
on the cutters for the first 30 m, probably contributed to the relatively
straight holes drilled.
Core diameter
was typically between 96 mm and 98 mm
depending on the cutter widths and tie
hardness of the ice.

in.

o! dubious value unless the leaf
meet tolerances, and the ice
blade_s have the correct rise.
A solution
not vet tried is to make the skates of
spr ing steel so that the sharpened edges
press against the bre
hole wall (Fig.
ib).
For optimum performance, the main
plate springs should be shaped so that
an even pressure distribution is exerted
atlong tlie r lenth. (ohnsen
!. :7.
1q80).
'There should also be some simple
method of simultaneously adjusting tension in all leaf springs. This is necessarv when going from firn to ice.
The torque limiter was set at about
35 ft. lb. (0.14 m. Kg), but was apparentlv never activated. Detection of
anti-torque failure was bv monitoring
cable twist.
This practice should
probably be avoidedin favour of a lower
setting on the torque limiter and an
alarm system, or else by the use of slip
rings on the cable (Rufli c.
z., 1976).
i.0
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
An electro-thermal (F-T) corer is
being constructed after the principles
of the ETB-3 drill of Morev (Bogorodsky
and Morev, 1984).
The heaters used
will he the units described by Koci
(1984), which are able to operate on the
same line power as the electro-mechanical (E-M) drill motor. As a result, it
will be possible to operate both drills
with the same drill rig, simply bv
disconnecting the E-M drill (used
principally in the firn) and replacing it
by the E-T drill (used below the F/i/T).
A wider range of winch speeds is
desirable. At the low speed end, the
motor controllers tend to cause irregular feed rates and some undesirable
manual control has to be exerted. This
may have contributed to unwanted cross
breaks in the core. On the other hand,
winching up rates are too slow, contributing to longer turn around times. A
solution is to use two motors, one for
each function.

DISCUSSION OF CORE QUALITY
Generally, core quality for sampling
purposes, was quite acceptable. Core
breaks represent, over all, the single
most disruptive feature of the core,
although almost invariably, successive
cores can be matched over part of their
circumference. In the case of a very
irregular break (possibly due to only
one or two breakers operating) there
will be slivers of core some of which
fall back down the hole during winching
up. From time to time, core is broken
across, and this is seen to occur during
drilling by a pulse in drill motor
current.
It is probably due to irregular
drill feed rates.
A recurring feature of
core damage after the F/I/T is axial
flaking of the sides of the core.
It
occurred below 80 m on Mt. Logan and
below 150 m at South Pole. The exact
reason for this is not known, but because
the flakes appear to originate at the
core breakers they may be caused by
mechanical shock.
Cutters were used
which had a 2 mm (0.080") outside clear-
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DRILL ACCESSORIES
Tn order to utilize the bore hole
for measurements that will provide
information on ice deformation, and thus
compliment the ice core research, two
reamers were constructed. These are,
first, a general bore hole reamer which
scrapes the wall of the hole to counter
closure if this is a significant factor,
and second, a bore hole notch reamer,
which cuts a notch or horizontal groove
in the bore hole wall at selected
intervals down hole.
Both reamers are
able to be attached to the output drive
shaft of the E-M drill by means of a
long connecting rod (Fig. 4) fitted with
bearing wheels and a universal joint to
eliminate any detrimental bending
moment that could be generated during
the reaming action.
The first reamer (Fig. 5, Right)
has eight cutters that may be adiusted
24
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to a given clearance. Cuttings fall into
a reservoir rigidly attached below the
reamer section, and separated from it
by a neoprene annulus which prevents any
chips falling into the bore hole.
The second reamer is shown in Fig. 5
Right). Three semi-elliptical cutters
are attached to the mid-points of three
leaf springs which exert an outward
pressure towards the wall of the bore
hole, thus loading the cutters. The
leaf spring pressure is adjusted by
means of an axial compression spring.
The cutting action is terminated when
the leaf springs make contact with the
bore hole wall, and the radial thrust of
the springs is almost exhausted. This
action can easily be monitored on the
ammeter connected to the drill motor
circuit. As before, cuttings collect in
the detachable chip reservoir which can
serve both reamers.
A bore hole logger has been designed to sense the notches in the bore hole
wall. From successive bore hole surveys,
the change in spacing between notches
can be easily determined. This, in turn
enables the bore hole parallel, or
approximately, the vertical strain rate,
to be computed. This strain rate is a
valuable parameter to know in ice
dynamics problems.
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geodesic frame and canvas cover. (2) Base plate, of aluminum channel and ply-wood
construction. (3) Gear reducer. (4) Winch motor. (5) Cable drum. (6) Aluminum tube
tower in two sections. The drill unit is broken down into two parts which fit inside
the tower sections for shipment. (7) Pulley cover, aluminum. (8) Revolution counter
switch housing (not shown, but mounted on pulley support plate). (9) Electromechanical cable. (10) Power conversion unit and control panel. (11) Snow pit,
approximately 4' x 3' x 4'(deep) (1.3mn x lm x 1.3m) necessary for extracting core
barrel from the drill unit.
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Figure lb. Winch, tower and drive assembly. (1) Base plate, 4' x 3' (1.22m x 0.91m)
constructed from aluminum channel with a ply-wood base containing a drill access
hole. (2) Aluminum tube tower, 6.625" diam (16.83cm) in two sections joined by an
aluminum collar fitted with four lugs at 600 and 120 ° which enable connection to
the top ring of the geodesic dome for stability. Guy lines from the top of the
tower are not necessary under normal conditions. (3) Pulley belt cover. (4) Electro
mechanical cable (Rochester Corporation,number 7-H-325A, 0.313" (0.80cm) diam. 7
conductor. Length approximately 270 m. (5) Position for multi-pole switch for
counting pulley wheel revolutions. Electrical conductor is fed through center of
tower to digital counter on control panel. (6) Hook, rod and turn-buckle linkage
to top ring of geodesic dome (four connections). (7) Power conversion unit and
control panel with ammeter/voltmeter pair for input power, winch and drill motors.
(8) Input power from generator (220 V AC at 3.5 KW). (9) Motor controller (Doerr
Electric Corporation, Wisconsin). SCR solid state unit with forward, reverse and
neutral or brake positions. Seperate units are used for winch and drill motors.
(10) Winch motor (Doerr Electric Corp.). Permanent magnet, 2 HP, 180 V DC, 11.6 A,
1750 RPM. (11) V-belt pulley drive with safety cover. (12) Gear case. Unit is a
Morse 35RW-B, 40:1 reduction. (13) Ball assembly for support of tower base socket.
(14)
Drill access hole in plywood base plate. (15) Crank for manual turning of
motor output shaft fits here. (16) Manually operated control wheel for low feed
rates on the winch.
(17) Cable drum with adjustable flanges (currently contains
270 m of cable) . (18) Slip ring housing for transmission of power to the cable
and drill motor.
Complete drill, winch and tower/dome assembly fits into 8 transit
cases (not including generator) for a total shipping weight of 760 Kg.
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Figure Ic. Core drill unit. (1) Electro-mechanical cable (Rochester
Corp. cable number 7-H-325A). (2) Electrical lead from cable termination. (3) Clevice connection to top of U-bolt on drill frame. (4) Ubolt. (5) Envirocon plug (VMK-FS) and bulkhead connector (VSK-7-BCL)
assembly. (6) Aluminum end cap. (7) Plate spring (0.52 cm x 3.81 cm x
93.3 cm); three with fixed or adjustable hasps. (8) Ice blade attachment (see Fig. 3). (9) Extension tube (11.43 cm 0 x 47.3 cm). (10)
Motor tie bolts. (11) Electric motor (Doerr Electric Corp., I HP,
1750 RPM, 180 V DC). (12) Holes for mounting ice blades. (13) Plate
spring. (14) Keyed output shaft from motor, and gear box coupler.
(15) Connecting link for spring attachment. (16) Screwed break point
for drill dis-assembly. (17) Gear reducer (Sumitomo, cvcloid drive,
17:1).
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Figure 2a.
Progress chart for the Mount
Logan drilling operation. (1) Accumulation of fine drill cuttings prevented an
advance. Water applied to solidify base
of hole. Drilling continued with new
sharpened cutters. (2) Generator failure.
(3) Poor advance rates due to rapidly
dulling cutters. Frequent sharpening
required. (4) Firn/ice transition.
(5) Drilling terminated at 103 m due to
poor advance rates and expired time.
In principle, drill still capable of
taking core. Ice density above 0.90
m-
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Figure 2b.
Progress chart for the South
Pole drilling. (1) Cable damage due to
undetected anti-torque failure.
(2) Anti-torque system retuned. (3) Firn
/ice transition. (4) Fine tuning of the
anti-torque system. (5) Cutters resharpened at regular intervals.
(6) Beginning of sporadic longitudinal
flaking of the core. (7) and (8)
Cutters sharpened before each drill run
and cutter sets rotated. (9) Hole
terminated at 202.4 m, ice density
0.90 - 0.91 Mg m - 3 . Drill still capable
of penetrating further.
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Figure 3. Ice blade attachments to anti-torque plate springs. (1) Passive blade.
(2) Active blade (spring steel). (3) Alternate plate spring shape. (4) Motor casing or extension tube (5) Bore hole wall.
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Figure 4. Connecting rod for reamer attachment. (1) Connection to clutch output
shaft (see Fig. ic item no. 21). (2) Main shaft. (3) Bearing wheels. (4) Teflon
surface. (5) Universal coupling. (6) Connection to reamers.
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Figure 5. Bore hole reamers.

(1) General bore hole reamer Mark T (right).

(2) Bore

hole notch reamer (left). Diameter of chip reservoir 4s 4 inches (10.2 cm),
40 inches (100 cm). (Photo courtesy of National Research Council, Ottawa).
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LIGHT WEIGHT ELECTROMECHANICAL DRILLS

Yosio Suzuki

Institute of Low Temperature Science,
Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

ABSTRACT
,The ILTS-130 series, light weight
electro-mechanical zore drills, have been
operated in various locations. Some are
as short as 1.4 m and as light as 20 kg,
yet capable of taking a 0.4 m length ice
core in one minute, with a power input
of 400 W. They are suitable for drilling
to 30 m depth.
An extended version, 2.4 m in length
and 28 kg in weight, took a 1 m length
ice core in 2 minutes, during a laboratory test. This drill will be used in
1983 in Antarctica to replace.the JAREMID-140B drill, which, in 1980, cored a
100 m hole in 44 h and another 143 m
hole in 81 h.
The basic design of the ILTS-130
series is described. Suggestions for
further improvement and comments on
planning a drill system are also included in the paper.

a drill system to core a 150 m hole. For
this,the basic electro-mechanical drill
unit was selected.
Although the first drill unit only
reached 64 m (Ikami, et. a7., 1980), the
second system was successfully used by
JARF-21 to core a 100 m hole in 44 h
and another 143 m hole in 81 h in 1980
(Suzuki and Shiraishi, 1982).
The second drill system consists of
the following components: the core drill
(JARE-MID-14OB; 65 kg), a winch with a
150 m armored cable (W-9-150)(195 kg),
a 2.8 kW generator (70 kg) and a controller unit (20 kg). The winch and the
generator are mounted on a sled towed by
an over-snow vehicle. The complete
system may be set up and operated by 3
persons.
In the course of developing the
two systems, a short test drill, 1.6 m
in length and 30 1Kg in weight (ILTS140B) was made. Slightly modified, it
was later used in Antarctica to bore
holes down to 30 m. The drill was suspended by either a manual or an electric
winch and tower system with steel wire,
while power was fed through an independent power cable via a controller from a
1.2 kW generator (35 kg). The total
weight of the system, including a tripod, was less than 100 kg.
The ILTS-130 series, light weight
drills were designed when the Water Research Institute of Nagoya University
required a drill to be used on the
Himalayan glaciers. Primarily intended
for use in high mountains, they are

INTRODUCTION
For a drilling operation to he carried out by a small party with limited
logistics, an electro-mechanical drill
is superior to a thermal drill, because
the formci consumes much less energy
than the latter. Several pioneering
drills such as the Icelandic drill
(Arnason, et. ai., 1974), the USA CRREL
drill (Rand, 1976) and the Swiss drill
(Rufli, et. fit., 1976) have established
the basic design of the small electromechanical drill,
The Japanese Antarctic Research
Expedition (JARE) had a requirement for
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Mast and pulley
The mast of the drill (Fig. 1) is
composed of two aluminum tubes with a
length of 2.30 m, including the pulley.

jc ttcel armrored cable has seven
onduc'tors and is manufactured by the
,rdditscht ,abelwerke,
Nordenham,

est (-rr.in:v.
It has a diameter of 10 mm
sIth aln arta oft 0.35 mm
for each
,'idiwt ,r. It w,'tis 27 kg/100 m. The
seven conductors are used in the followiri,; ,av: one pair for the current to the
drill motor, one pair for the speed
seniisor for the drill motor, one pair for
the 'train gauge positioned inside the
anti-torque section, and one conductor
for ground.
The tensile strength of the cable is
about 3600 kg. The connection between
the drill and the cable is welded. Twisting of the cable is prevented by a safetv hook. The bending radius of the cable
i.s restricted to 25 cm.
lhe winch (Fig. 4) is mounted on a
ground plate and connected to the mast.
Fhe drum has a diameter of 50 cm and is
driven by a 140 V DC motor to a maximum
speed of 3000 RPM. The speed is gear
reduced by 1/71 and further reduced by
two pulleys connected with a cone belt to
i/I for a total reduction of 1/213. This
speed can be continuously adjusted by
a motor controller on the control desk.
All parts of the winch are dimensioned
for the maximum tension of 3600 kg. This
resulted in a total weight of about 250
kg in spite of using aluminum in the
construction,

The total height of the system is 5.50 m.
The base of the tower rests on a ball
joint fixed to a 0.90 m square base
plate, which is connected to the winch
base plate. The mast can be anchored
by three guy wires.
The outer diameter
of the tube is 120 mm and the inner
diameter 114 mm. It is possible to
transport the motor and the anti-torque
section inside these tubes to economise
on space and to prevent them from
damage during transport.
The pulley, with a diameter of
50 cm, is fastened to the top of the
mast. The depth of the drill is determined by counting the passage of magnets
positioned around the circumference of
the pulley. An accuracy of ± 10 cm was
achieved, but this seems to be insufficient to determine the position of the
cutter head satisfactorily.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
General data
On the one hand, the electrical
system can be based on sophisticated
electronic technology. On the other
hand, the possibilities for repairing
these parts in Antarctica are very
limited. Therefore, two systems were
developed with different methods of

operation: a system with motor controllers and a system with electrical
resistances. Both systems use 380 V
phase current with a minimum power
of 3kW.

4three

Motor controller system

igure 4.

[he winch

Using this system, a desired value
for the speed of the winch motor or the
drill motor can be adjusted on the
control panel.
The current intensity
needed to keep this value constant is
regulated automatically. The electronic
parts are contained in two boxes. The
first contains an easily transportable
control unit (Fig. 5a) that is connected by cables with the second box that
contains all necessary electrical
circuitry (Fig. 5b). These parts weigh
200 kg. Because some parts of the
electronic system require a temperature
above 50 C, a 2 kW thermostatically controlled heater is installed inside the

including motoer.
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coated steel tube of inner diameter
81 mm.
Two PVC spirals are screwed to
its outside surface.
These spirals
transport the chips to two inlets at the
upper end of the core barrel. To
prevent chips from lodging around the
This slides
core, a .
., u is used.
within the core barrel above the core.

."

The core barrel is inserted into an
outer barrel (106 mm internal diameter;
110 mm external diameter) and fastened
the gear and motor section. This
steel tube is coated with a light colored PVC laver to prevent heating by solar
radiation. The coupling between the
core barrel and the motor unit is identical to that described by Rufli (1976)
and consists of a lever-spring system.
The 450 W, 140 V DC motor runs at
3000 RPM which is reduced 1/17 bv a
gear unit to give a maximum speed of the
cutter head of about 175 RPM. The speed
of the motor is measured bv a tachometer
and indicated at the control panel. The
current is transmitted from the cable to
the motor using a sliding copper connection inserted in a PVC frame.
The anti-torque system (Fig. 3)
used in this drill
is based on the Swiss
design. To prevent the drill from turning relative to the borehole wall, three
steel knives are pushed against the wall
to oppose the torque from the cutter
head. The pressure of the knives
against the wall increases with the turning moment of the drill.
The knives
move within slides to which adjustments
can be made.

0at

*

Figure 1.

View of the drill system.

same as those of the SIPRE drill,because
lack of time prevented testing other
bits.
Two core catchers, 3 mm wide, are
also fastened at the cutter head, but
during drilling the width of the core
catchers was found to be too small
because of the notch effect in the core.
The core catchers are pressed against
the core bv a spring,

11

U

Figure 2.

The cutter head.

The cutter head is fastened to the
2.20 m long core barrel. This is a PVC

Figure 3.
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The anti-torque unit.
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RECENT EXPERIENCES WITH A MODIFIED
RUFLI ICE DRILL

Hans L. Jessberger and Rudolf Dirr
Department of Civil Engineering
Ruhr University,Bochum
West Germany
ABSTRACT
An electro-mechanical shallow depth

tests.

With this support it was poss-

ice core drill was built, with a few

ible to finish the shallow drill con-

modifications;-'following the general
RufZi ice drill design. Our equipment
was tested in October, 1981 on a glacier

struction in half a year, so that it
could be used during the 1981/82
Antarctic Expedition near the Georg von

in the Alps before it was shipped to

Neumayer station.

Antarctica. The drill will be used to
take ice cores from the ice shelf near
the Georg von Neumayer station for
mechanical and chemical investigations.
In situ systems for measuring the
deformation behavior of the shelf ice
will be installed in the boreholes.
Details of the drill, together with our
experiences during drilling, are
described. -1-1

ition, the drill was tested at the
Kitzsteinhorn/Kaprun (Austria).

Prior to this exped-

THE SHALLOW DRILL SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows a view of the
electro-mechanical drilling system
during the tests. The drill may be subdivided into the following parts:
(a) Drill with motor and anti-torque
section
(b) Winch, including cable

INTRODUCTION

Boreholes are necessary in order to

(c) Electronic control system

investigate the deformation behavior of
shelf ice with depth by in situ measurements, and to procure ice cores for
mechanical and chemical investigations,
The layout of the equipment depends
primarily on the drilling depth required.
During the 1980/81 German expedition,

(d) Mast with pulley.
The individual components are now
discussed.
Cutter head, motor and anti-torque
section

boreholes down to 15 m depth were
drilled in connection with measuring

These parts are predominantly

settlements of the Georg von Neumayer
wintering station and the Filchner
summer station using the SIPRE drill
driven by a motor. For greater depths,
this drill was not sufficient,
Electro-mechanical ice drilling
systems for depths greater than 100 m

copied from the RufZi ice drill.
The
total length from the cutter head to the
top of the anti-torque system is about
4.70 m. The cutter head (Fig. 2) is
made of aluminum. Three bits that cut a
core of 7.5 cm diameter are fastened to
it equally spaced over the perimeter.

have been developed by Rufli (1976) and

The diameter of the borehole is 11.7 cm,

Rand (1976). H. Rufli, University of
Bern, Switzerland, helped us with the
drill design, construction and the first

which means that an annulus of 4.2 cm
width is cut away by the blades. The
shape of the bits used first were the
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Figure i.

4

Winch platform including winch drum, tower assembly and control panel
inside tile canvas-covered drill
shelter at the South P<le, :
.cr
1932.

-at a depth of 237 m.
In summary, the new winch and drill

University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

system worked well; we experienced no
mechanical failures, and only one

References

eiectrical problem with the load cell

reaiout which was later bipassed.

Hansen, B.L. (L976)

The

t.wer .system
took 6 manhours to assemble,
w-as erected easily, prov ided a stable
tower throughout the one-month season,
and simplified and expedited the removal

!,eep

5-re

drilling in the East ntarcti Ie
Sheet: a prospectus.
In:
DriZlzy (J.
plettstoesser
University of Nebraska Pres, ,.

Rand, John Hi. (1976)

of the inner barrel after each run. The
drill shelter with its 6-section canvas

-

e USA CP

:t

shallow drill.
In:
] o
(J. Splettstoesser (Ed.)) U1Jerst\
Nebraska Press, p. 13-i

cover and Velcro tie-down straps was
easily erected in 8 manhours, and pro-

vided a satisfactory windbreak throughout the field season. The drill head
will be redesigned or modified to provide
improved core quality, penetration rate,

Hufli, Ii. .tauffer
and.
Oeschger (19C) Ici-,htweit
-.e
core drill
for fir and ice.Core Dr8?Ziu (J. ;1ett
.
University 'f 14ebraska r
.

and run length in the system's next

153.

and bit designs are being reviewed, and

field application.
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joinig
'ive i.
m sectin
per t)wer
in the nurizontai positin.
The two
tower sections are held t~gether by a
top c nnecting bridge upun which is
centered tne gr--,ved sheave.
::;heave
cleaners an,i cable restraints are in.>uded on the sheave assembly t,, keep
the sheave free _f ice and the cable in
liace d uring high-speed raisinfg and
-owering _f the drill. A two-point
reactive load system provides a direct
reading of the cable tension by way of a
luad cell on one side of the bridge,
The sheave shaft is connected to a biJirectional depth counter and line speed
indicator. After horizontal assembly
the tower is raised to the upright
position through use of a linkage system
and cable grip hoist.
The dual tower
provides a rigid structure and allows
the drill to hang free between them.
The use of a 9.1 4 4-m tower system
eliminates the need for a fleet angle
compensator to be used in winding the
cable on the drum. The high tower also
allows the drill to be kept in the
vertical position at all times, thereby
reducing the risk of bending components,
and eliminating the requirement for a
pit or trench for use during removal of
the inner barrel after each run. At the
base of the tower, on the winch platform,
is a combination cable guide and hole
cover through which the cable passes.
This device assures vertical alignment
of the cable as it passes over the
60.9 cm diameter top sheave, through the
platform, and down the borehole.
All instruments for the control and
monitoring of the winch and drill are
grouped on one panel, mounted 1 m above
the platform surface overlooking the
winch drum, tower and hole opening.
Inside the heated panel are housed all
necessary transformers, chokes and
electronic equipment. Gauges are
provided that allow the operator to
monitor continuously the winch and drill
current and voltage,
The generator is a 30 kW, 3-phase,
208-120V, 60 Hz unit, usin a turbocharged diesel engine proven operable
at elevations up to 3700 m. The
generator is mounted on skis for towing
over the snow surface. A plywood
shelter is used to ensure adequate
cooling of the engine and to prevent
blowing snow from entering the coritrol
panel.
A modified Hansen WeatherPort with
arch dimensions of 4.57 m wide x 1P., ri
long x 2.05 m high and covered by a
6piece canvas cover, protects the winch

system and drill operators from wind
and blowing snow, and provides a core
processing work area.

Drilling Pr. gram at the South Pole,

1982

Te 1982-83 antarctic field season
provided the first
opportunity to test
and use the csmplete intermediate drill
system in a field situation.
Drilling took place in the center
of the taxiway oval at Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station. The drill, platfcrm
and shelter were set up on a wooden
platform after drifted snow and the
past year's accumulation were removed
from its surface (see Figure 1).
A
core processing and science trench
(3 m deep x 3.5 m wide x 15 m long) was
excavated parallel to the drill shelter,
roofed with timbers and plywood, and a
stairway and tunnel were constructed
which served to connect the drill platform with the science trench. It took
four people 2.5 days to assemble, erect
and supply electrical power to all
surface components of the camp
(generator, two laboratory vans and the
drill shelter).
Drilling started at a depth of
108 m in a hole drilled by PICO in
1980-81 with the same downhole drill.
The DC drill motor was used all season.
Bits with a 450 cutting angle were used
first. These produced very fine chips
which packed around the core inside the
inner barrel, and caused the core to be
twisted off at the base before completing
a run. Attempts were made to remedy
the problem by reducing the clearance
between the core and inner barrel wall,
increasing the cutting angle of the
bits to 550, and sharpening the cutters,
but problem persisted.
Cutters with a 780 angle from
horizontal and no adjustments for
penetration eventually produced good
core in 70-cm runs with penetration
rates of .5 cm/sec to a depth of 215 m.
Thereafter, core quality deteriorated,
with frequent cracks and wafering
occuring, and with the length of runs
reduced to 30 cm and less. Unsuccessful
attempts were made to drill using a new
head and bit configuration designed and
built at the University of Bern.
Problems encountered with this head were
that penetration was limited to 10 cm/
run due to chips packing behind the
cutters, and that packing around the
core dogs resulted in failure to catch
the core. Drilling was finally stopped
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the cataloe specifies a 1.0033 cm
outside diameter, t design va-ue
1.05 cm was used wheI
c
v.,
winch drur-.
The cabe ies terI,%te
joined to the t .< en'
the irl.
.
an IEC slip-"
. a e:
,
nates twisting
the Lab'e
section should spin 1 ,nhi it,
antitorque failure.
The winch plat
r'
e ire
winch, tower assembly and c,tr
,el.
The 2. 36 m x :1.
r. l'ii'
.
is supported ly tl ree wile-lie
7i-,
and h,,s f0ur e
.r
i
positi;ninr and 'tbi4i i-

descent.
Two sets of leafsprings are
available for use in either firn or ice.
The primary set has 3.175 mn thick x
25.4 r:i wide skates of rectangular crosssection, having a double radius section
of 35.5 cm and 40.6 cm, and an arc
length of 8i.5 cm. The material is 1095
carbon steel tempered to a C50-C56
Rockwell hardness. The second set of
springs is made of 5056 steel, with
identi,.alradial configuration and
temper, but with a 4.57 mm thickness x
35 mm width. Both sets of springs are
available with square and 150 angle
edges to provide options for use in
various firn and ice conditions.
The drill is powered by a 440V,
3-phase motor which is regulated by a
frequency controller that allows for a
wide range of drill speeds (60-200 rpm)
at the cutting head.
The motor is
cjupled to a 17:1 cyclo-reducer, to
provide adequate cutting torque, through
a splined shaft that is coupled to the
rotating inner barrel.
Upon removal of
a spacer ring, the combination of motor
and gear reducer provides a hammer which
can be used during penetration and core
break. An optional 200V DC motor can be
installed. It is encased in a protective barrel that prevents melting of
snow around the motor section when the
drill
is used in warm ice.
The
cuntruiler used for the DC motor has a
maxiom , output of 300V DC at 6 amps.
The aluminum cutting head houses

during driiri.
rie wine}>., t wr a".
control panel are b-lied t- t.e
at fer",
and for transport ,r strae .
the entire
unit is encased in or.
r n -i
plywood container.
The Lebus winch has
ar
-r- Cvei
with 19 wraps betweei. flan geL" t at
allows for orthocyclic windin,the
cable. The drum capacity iz
,
which 600 n is available 'r
hole, with the remaininii 10u r
idl.
a base wrap.
The winch drive system
r
ering
and raising the drill, aid the drive
mechanism for the control cf penetration
rate and core break, are perm'anently
attached to the platficrmi.
A 2. " k.permanent magnet mt-r c ulied to the
winch drum throui,h a 5. :1 hub reducer
provides ccntr<Ilable line
speeds from
15 cmnsec to l misec f,r
raising and

-le three cutters and three cure-catching
aogs. The function of these core dogs
is dual: to create regions of stress
concentration for orti>-axial core
break, ar.d to ho'ld the core inside the
inner barrel during the raising of the
drill. An internal taper of the cutting
head assists in gripping the ice core.
The cutters and core dogLs are made of
330-0 stainless steel.

1,werinr the drill.
A 1.,'5 k. permanent
magnet m-tor is coupled to the main
shaft through an electromec-hanical
clutch, the 5-:1 hub, and an 11:1
reducer with a ':1 sprocket ratio. This
provides delicate control of the drill's
peretrati in rate and enables the operator
to contr<. c're-break line tensions and
speed whenever diff'icut core break
situatins arise.
,Teed ccntrr] over

As the

inner barrel and cuttinr

this m, t, r creates

.i.e speeds fM

.,u-ai rotates, penetrating over the core,

zer,

t.

tension at l,,w sreed2.
e,

chips are carried up two spiral

flights fixed to the outside of tire
barrel. A reverse spiral at the upper
end of this barrel forces the chips
through a port where they fall int, a
chamber above the core. The spirals are
maue of ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene attached to the inner
barrel by screws.

t, 5 cm seo.

-lie

!a:.:m
s,

ine
.

00

i-th

Vector A10182 standard logging cablE wi

m,,tors have regenerat-ve trakirn-,
although this feature i, inten Pod for
use only en the '." k' r,- Ir
system.
On the side ,o"the 5 ": hu 1 re iucer
arid directly attache
he irum is a
disk brake, wli>e ori th, q 1 ':ite side
an 8-c,>nuctor, 500V Ai
, clip-ring
is mounted n the sha't.
ie brake unit
is mziuited on a I>catl*,'i
ain wins " r
easy nspecti r.servi,, 'ructios

seven conductors, each #20 AWO or 0.36

as a " ckir-

mm diameter with Tefzel insulation.

brake.

The electromechanical cable is a

breaking strength is
cable weight is 0.42 kg/m.

The

The duial

H and the
Although

9.14.
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THE PICO INTERMEDIATE DRILL SYSTEM
John Litwak, Leendert Kersten, Karl Kuivinen
Polar Ice Coring Office
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0200

Ab.stract
The PICC Thntermediate drill is an
electromechanical drilling system
designed for continuous coring in firm
and ice to a maximum depth of 600 m in
an open hole. The drill collects 10.2
cm diameter core in runs of 70-150 cm
length. A new cutting head includes
three bits and core-catching dogs. The
surface components, mounted on aplafforia,
include a Lebus winch with grooved drum
containing 700 m of seven-conductor
electromechanical cable, a dual tower
device, a 2.5 kW motor for high-speed
raising and lowering of the drill, a
1.25 kW motor for control of penetration
and core break, and a control panel.
The winch platform, operators and core
processing station can be accommodated
inside a modified Hansen WeatherPort
shelter. A 30 kW, 208V AC turbocharged
diesel generator powers the winch and
drill. The total weight of the drill
system:,ncluding winch platform, drills,
generator and shelteris 6600 kg.

10-cm diameter core in runs 70-150 cm
long; and (c) to be transportable
between drill sites by LC-130 aircraft
using minimal tracked vehicle support at
each drill site.
The downhole portion of the drill
was designed and built at PICO in 1979,
and has been used in conjunction with
other winch systems during the 1979-80
-and
1980-81 seasons at South Pole
Station to a maximum
depth
of 108 m.
.~..
. .
The winch platform was designed and
assembled at PICO during 1981-82, and
was used with the downhole compo~nents
of the PICO drill during 1982 at South
Pole Station to collect core to a depth
of 237 m.

-.

.

.

.

.
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Components

The PICO intermediate drill system
consists of the following components:
the downhole coring drill; the cable; a
platform housing a winch, tower and
instrument panel; a shelter; and a
generator.
Introducti on
The downhole component of the drill
collects a 10.2 cm diameter core and
The design of the PICO interiiediatecuts a 14.1 cm diameter hole. It can
depth core drilling system was based on
be used in either firm or ice in an
information and experience gained in the
open hole. The drill consists of an
design, modification and operation of
antitorque section, a motor, gear
the USA CRREL shallow drill (Rand, 1976),
reducer, outer barrel and rotating inner
NSF-Swiss drill (Rufli et al., 1976)
barrel, and the cutting head.
and the RISP wireline core drilling
The antitorque system consists of
systems (Hansen, 1976). The main design
three leafsprings, 1200 apart. Its
criteria for the PICO drill system were:
function is to prevent the rotation of
(a) to drill as rapidly as possible
the outer barrel and motor section while
through firm and ice to a maximum depth
contributing toward vertical stabilizaof 600 m in an open hole; (b) to collect 41tion and centering of the drill during

2A

DESIGN OF A DRILL SYSTEM
The following equations will provide
a guide for the design of the drills,
The time, t, required to drill to a
depth D is
t = (D/L)(I./v + D/V + to)

(1)

where L is the core length, v is the
drilling
rate, V the winching rate and
to is a time constant dependent on the
system design and the ability of the
drillers. For a small system, a value of
to of several minutes is possible.
The barrel length, L* and the core
length, L are related by the equation:
k L (h

2

c

2
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(L*
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d
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where k is the ratio of the density of
ice against that of stored chips, h is
the hole diameter, c is the core diameter, and
d is the barrel inner diameter. P
is a correction term for chips
stored in the clearances. Putting
2w = (h - c) and 2(r + d) = (h + c),
taking
k = 2.5 and neglecting small
terms, the following simple and reliable
relationship is derived:
L*/L = 1 + 10 w/d
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where w
is the cutter width. For usual
values of w and
d, L*/L has a value
of 2 to 3.
For decreasing
t, L is usually
increased, but one must be sure that the
drill can transport chips to a height
L*.
The necessary motor power output,
P*, of the drill is estimated from
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For a heavy drill,
Gravity drive.
gravity driven side cutters (an application of the free wheeling cutters) may
be worth consideration.

barrels, polyethylene spiral strips
made of Solidur (manufactured In West
Germany) 19 mm wide and 3 mm thick, were
fixed in place with the adhesive tape
used for attaching the vertical strips.
Various auger slope angles up to 600
will be tried as fabrication is simple.

Drill Strength
Because it has been established
that with the proper core breaker design,tensile forces of less than 2000 N
are required to break core and torques
less than 30 Nm are sufficient to cut
the ice, the design strength values,
especially of the barrel, may be reduced accordingly. The 2 m, Mk III, barrel
will be made of 1.5 mm thick aluminum
tube (1.46 kg/m). The 1.2 mm thick steel
jacket of the ILTS-130A and C might not
be sufficiently rigid, and could be replaced by an aluminum tube 2 to 3 mm
thick.

Cutters. The standard shape of the
ILTS cutter is very simple: a flat, almost rectangular piece with one edged
side as seen in Fig. 3. The Mk I and
k II holders determine the bottom clearance angle as 30* and 250 respectively,
while the Mk III holder, to which the
cutters are reversely fixed, determines
the back-rake angle as 400. Cutters of
hairdened steel with various included
argles varying from 300 to SOO have been
supplied for the Mk I holder. The 450
cutters worked well for cold ice and firn
but for drilling in wet ice, 30* angle
cutters were necessary. Steel cutters
are completely useless when drilling in
ground ice with only a few percent by
weight of silt present. Special cutters
with a tungsten carbide tip were effectively used there. The clearance angle
used was 150.
Recently, tungsten-cobalt-carbon
cutters with edges shaped by sintering
have become available (K-20, made by
Mitsubishi Kinzoku Kogyo K.K.). Cutters
with included angles of from 300 to 500
are now being laboratory tested,

Load Sensor
Because of their simple construction and reliable anti-torque system, the
drills were not fitted with any monitoring devices. The torque and barrel rotation speed were estimated from the input current and voltage observed at the
surface. A simple load sensor will be
installed on the ILTS-130E unit. The
signal will be frequency modulated and
transmitted through conductors in the
cable.

DESIGN SUGGESTIONS

Hole and Core Size

[he Anti-torque System

Small sized core is attractive,
because of its ease of breaking after a
run. However, larger core may be necessary for reasons related to analyses to
be made on the core. Some adopted (and
suggested values) for the core, hole,
inner barrel, and jacket diameters (inO
mm) are: (70, 95, 76.2,88.9); (82, 107,
88.9, 101.6); (95, 120, 101.6, 114.3).
A drill with the second set of values
has been made and tested.

Escape device. When a drill with
this system is to be used in an area
where the drill may jam, it must have an
escape device, such as the free wheeling
safety cutters of the MID-140B. Motor
driven safety cutters, not yet tested,
may also be employed. A better solution
is to make the guide fins retractable.
Extension unit. When passing
through a thick weak layer of snow,
where the drill rotated during the preceding run, the anti-torque system must
be extended to bridge the thickness of
the layer. (This idea was originally
suggested for the Swiss drill by H.
Rufli). Auxiliary fins may also be temporarily placed above the guide fins.

0

Armored Cable
The cable should be able to sustain
a load of 2000 N and supply to the drill
a current of 3 A (at 200 V) or 6 A (at
100 V). Suggested cables are Rochester
I-H-126K (3.18 mm 0, 41.7 kg/km, 6.67
kN tensile strength) for a 50 m system,
and a I-H-181K (4.72 mm c, 95.4 kg/km,
15.8 kN tensile strength) for a 200 m
system.

Deep drilling. Where a cased hole
is used, the pipe must have appropriate
grooves for the guide fins.

*
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drills) or grooves were cut on the inner
wall (as on the Danish drill). Three
steel ribs were welded onto the inner
wall of the MID-140B jacket, resulting
in large distortions of the jacket, which
had to be straightened. On the 14k I and
the fk II jackets, aluminum strips, 10 mm
wide and 0.3 mm thick were fixed with
0.5 in thick adhesive tape, making the
ribs of finished thickness 0.7 mm. From
three to six strips were installed. The
tape, a type used in carpet joining, was
found to withstand water and temperatures
as low as -40*C. On the Mk III jacket,
with a tube clearance of only 3.9 in,
strips will be replaced bv grocvc S.

at the base of the shoe. Its shape was
therefore changed in order to have a lower diameter at the base of the shoe. The
horizontal pawls were abandoned because
of their ineffectiveness. In comparison,
the available force for activating vertical core breakers is about 30 times
more. The much improved ILTS-130 shoe
has four cutters and four core breakers.
The latter successfully broke core at
forces less than 2000 N. However, for
holding firn cores, longer pawls of modified shape are needed. These have been
fitted on the ILTS-130E shoe.
Only two auger flights are used,
even with the four cutters. No difficulties were encountered with this arrangement. On the Mk I barrel, two polyethylene spiral strips (Somarite; manufactured by Somar Kogvo K.K.) 20 m wide and
6 mm thick, were fixed co the barrel by
screws. Their slope angle was 300. The
barrel was then machined to 120 mm OD,
to make the clearance between the auger
and the vertical strips about 0.8 mm
to 1.5 mm. On the Mk II and Mk III

Core barrel.
The cutter shoe is
attached to the lower end of the barrel.
This assembly for the ILTS-130C and the
MID-140B is shown in Fig. 3. The latter
cutter shoe assembly would occasionally
jam in ice, produce bad core quality
and fail to break or hold core (Suzuki
and Shiraishi, 1982). Anti-torque failure was attributed to sticking of chips

B-B

MID-140B

ILTS-130

A-A
A--A

B-B

S

3.
35.

i06
0.9-2

____

,
00

A

'B

Figure 3.

Cutter shoe assemblies of the MID-140B and ILTS-130C drills.
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the weakness of its 450 W motor. The MID140B was then equipped with a 1 kW motor,
However, the reducer (CS-25-100-GSPS,
manufacured by Harmonic Drive Systems,
K.K.) with a maximum output torque of
50 Nm, was unchanged, because no stronger
reducer of the right size was available.
he reducer was broken twice in the JARE21 operation. The motor activated the
horizontal pawls (described later) and
the allowable torque on the reducer was
exceeded. In drilling normally, a power
of 450 W is adequate, so the 450 W motor
was reused for the ILTS-130A unit without horizontal pawls. Motor power was
further reduced on the later drills because they produced lower drilling rates,
which gave improved core quality. Three
5:1 planetary reducer components (LUG-755MAD, -5MLD and -5MLG8: made by Matex
K.K.) were used to get a final ratio of
125:1 at an output torque of 30 Nm. The
combined dimension of the three components and the three spacers is a height of
53.2 mm. The diameter is 75 mm and the
weight 923 g. A single 128:1 harmonic
component (CS-20-128), with the same output torque, is 70 mm in diameter, 45 mm
in height and 400 g in weight. Though a
little bulkier and heavier, the planetary
reducer was chosen because of its high
eftic ncy (90 7 in three stages, against
70 Z icr the harmonic reducer) and its
ease of coupling to the input axle with
a D-shaped shaft end and to the output
axle with a serrated end.
Because of its small diameter
(80 mm OD) and weight (1.2 kg) and easy

The clearance between the core and the
inner barrel (the core clearance) and
that between the jacket and the hole
(the hole clearance) must be sufficient
to ensure smooth entrance of core into
barrel and jacket into hole, respectively. Their values may be calculated from
Table 1.
The barrel clearance and the cutter
width on the ILTS-140T were chosen as
near to those of the USA CRREL drill as
possible: 10.75 mm and 20.5 mm respectively, while the core clearance and the
hole clearance of the former are 2.6 mm
and 3.1 mm respectively, both larger
than the CRREL drill.
In order to decrease the cutting
torque, the barrel clearance was reduced to about 7.4 mm on the TLTS-130 A to
D drills (Mk I barrel and jacket).
Since the chips were still easily transported, a further reduction of the
barrel clearance is being tried on the
ILTS-130E: to 4.75 mm in the >1k II and
to 3.9 mm in the Mk III barrel and jacket. In laboratory tests, the Mk II easily transported chips along its 2 m
length for cold ice but some problems
exist if the ice is wet.
For the ILTS-130 drills, a core
clearance of 2 mm is sufficient, but the
hole clearance must be at least 3 mm for
a jacket of seamed steel that has not
undergone special shaping treatment.

availability, a motor taken from a disc

wall, and to secure smooth transport of0

grinder (PDA-IOOB; made by Hitachi Koki,
K.K.) is now used on the ILTS drills,
The motors are rated at 600 W at 100 V
or 200 V. Its rotation is so high, that
the main shaft rotation of the ILTS-130C
with the 100 V motor, reached 160 RPM at
70 V, without the barrel and 145 RPM at
90 V when drilling in ice. The input current was about 4.5 A. It is recommended
that the current be kept below 70 % of
the rated value.
In order to activate the horizontal
pawls, the JARE drill motors can be reversed by surface control. The ILTS-130
drills have no such function,

chips. For the first role, the jacket
should cover the core barrel as completely as possible. The jacket of the ID-140
had a few deep notches at its base, as
they had been considered necessary for
preventing chips from packing there, and
straying into the hole clearance. Such
prevention is a prerequisit condition
for the second role. As the tests with
the ILTS-140T drills showed the notches
to be unnecessary, the later jackets are
straight ended. The length of the ILTS130 jackets is such that its base is
about 3 cm above the upper surface of
the cutter shoe. The distance of 3 cm,
or ten times the hole clearance, seems
necessary to prevent chips from straying
into the hole clearance.
For chips travelling into the barrel
clearance to be transported upwards by
the auger flights, the jacket should
prevent their rotation. For this purpose,
either ribs were attached to the inner
jacket wall (as on the CRREL and Swiss

Jacket. The two important roles of
the jacket are to reduce the torque exchange between the barrel and the hole

Jacket and core barrel
Clearances. The chip transport
ability of a drill seems to depend strongly on (1) the clearance between the
jacket and the core barrel (the barrel
clearance) and (2) the clearance between
the hole and the core (the cutter width),

--
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Table 1.

ILTS140T
Weight
Length

Specification of the drills

ID140

MID140B

IILTS130A

ILTS130B

(kg):
(m):

20
0.6

55
0.8

44
0.8

19
0.5

10
0.5

Input
(V)x(A):
Output
(W/
at RPM):

100x9
500/
4000

200x4
450/
10000

200x9
1000/
10000

200x9
450/
10000

100x4
220/
15000

no

no

Reversible?

no

Reducer

Type:
Ratio:
Capacity (Nm):

Main rot.

(RPM):

Cutters(Number):
Protrusion (mm):
Drill rate (m/h):

yes

Cyclo
40:1
n.a.

yes
Harmonic drive
100:1
50

ILTS130C/D,E
9
0.4
100x6/200x3
350/20000
(estimated)
no

Planetary
5x5x5:1
30

100

100

100

100

120

160

2
2
24

2
4
48

2
4
48

4
2
48

4
0.9
26

4
0.9
36

Mk I
I

Barrel and Jacket

MK II

_____________________________A/B/C/D

MK III
__

Jacket weight (kg):
Barrel weight (kg):
Barrel length
(m):
Core length
(m):

7
7
1
0.35

12
13
2
0.80

10
11
1.5
0.52

(a):
Auger slope
Number of augers
:
No.of vert. pawls :
No.of horiz. pawls:

25
2
2
0

30
2
2
2

25
2
2
2

0.40

10
10
2
0.92

10
4
2
0.96

30
2
4
0

40
2
4
0

45
2
4
0

Core diameter (mm): 105.0
107.0
105.0
101.0
107.0
107.6
106.0
102.0
108.0
: 106.0
Holder I.D.
Barrel I.D.
: 110.3
110.1
110.1
105.0
111.1
O.D.
: 114.3
114.3
114.3
109.0
114.3
Jacket I.D.
: 135.8
131.0
136.6
124.6*
123.8
O.D.
: 139.8
135.0
139.8
127.0
127.0
Holder O.0.
.
142.0
137.0
140.0
129.0**
130.0
Hole diameter
: 146.0
140.0
146.0
133.0
133.0
** C, D: 130.0
*B:
123.0, D: 123.8

109.0
109.7
113.0
116.0
123.8
127.0
130.0
133.0

Overall dimension

Length
Weight

(m):
(kg):

4/6/4/5
7/7/7/6

1

A(B)

1.6
34

2.3
65

2.8
80

trude from the plug to connect the barrel.
When the release ring is pushed up by a
lever, through a hole of the main shaft
housing, the joint pins retract, disconnecting the barrel,
Power Source
Because of their light weight, ser36

1.5
30(23)

C,1)

1.4
20

E with
Mk II (III)
2.4
29(23)

ies commutator motors of high revolution
were used on all the drills, together
with a high ratio reducer, to give a
barrel rotation of about 100 RPM. The
power source specifications are shown in
Table 1.
The poor performance of the ID-140,
due to its very poor chip transportation
was wrongly interpreted as being due to

S

H

w

t

ILTS- ILlS- ILTS-

MID-

w
L

140B& L49130A

130C

ILTS-

13DE

(mm) 82.8

82.8

70

70

70

73

74

64

64

64

6

6

5

5

5

134
9.7 11.7
12.0 22.4
133
146
133
146
_1&05 JC5Ll -10

132
10.7
133
107

tw
t

H
h

D
d
Ag
Ar

t

(fn&)

142.8 162.8

130

491
8083
6.1

164
5881
2.8

243
WV5
(1/r
)
3.0

184
204
58814901
3.5 3.8

Figure 1. Drive mechanism for side cutters and the cross-section of the hole for
the different drill series. Ag9 and Ar are the areas of the grooves and the annulus.

Ila
100

Figure 2. Left: MID-140B drive unit.
Center: ILTS-130C drive unit, and
barrel quick-release lever (bar).7
Right: Main components of the ILTS-130C
drill unit.
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short and light. Of the four drills
(ILTS-130A,B,C and D) equipped with the
M k I (1 m) barrel, model D is only 1.4 m
long and weighs 19.8 kg. Combined with a
commercially available light winch (300
atts,
4 nm - x 30 m cable), a 650 W
,generator, a tripod and a 30 m electrical cable, it is a light weight system,
that may be back packed by three people.
Various field tests have proven the
practicability of the drills. Model A
has been used on a Himalayan Glacier,
where a depth of 33 m was reached. Model
B was used at Halley Bay, where a depth
of 22 m was reached.
Model C was used
to core to a depth of 22 m in silty
ground ice at Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T.
These drills transported chips so
easily, that an improved 2 m long barrel
and corresponding jacket was fabricated.
This M'k IT barrel was laboratory tested.
It took a 1 m core in under 2 minutes.
A fifth drill, ILTS-130E, will be
equipped either with the Mk II barrel,
or a Mk III to be made. This unit, with
the W-9-150 winch, will be used in the
Antarctic in 1983.
A 200 m drill system weighing less
than 100 kg will be made for use in
Antarctica in 1984.
The ILTS-130 series drills have the
same basic structure, consisting of the
drive unit, the barrel and jacket. They
are derived from the earlier drills already described by Suzuki and Shiraishi,
(1982). Table 1 summarizes the specifications of the different drill series,

of its cutters. Two anti-torque devices
were proposed: the side drills and the
side cutters (Suzuki, 1978). Tests showed tile former to be impractical, but tile
latter to be very effective. This device
was then installed in all later drills.
As shown in Fig. 1, three 450 spiral gears, transfer the main rotation to
two horizontal axes of the side cutters,
to make four grooves on the hole wall.
The guide fins placed in alignment
with the side cutters, fit the grooves
with a bottom clearance of 1 mm and a
side clearance of 0.25 mam. The guide
fins help the side cutters counter the
torque. Some typical dimensions of the
grooves are shown in Fig. 1. The crosssectional area of the grooves is only a
few percent of the main annular area.
The short (10 cm long) guide fins of the
ID-l40 failed once in the .IARE-20 operation when both the guide fins and the
cutters were in a very weak depth-hoar
layer. The guide fins lost alignment
with the grooves and the drill became
stuck. As a result of this. the fins
were lengthened on later drills. In
additien, the MID-140B was equipped with
free-wheeling safety cutters behind its
guide fins. These would cut new grooves
for escape when a mis-aligned drill was
pulled up. However, with its long fins,
the MID-140B never mis-aligned in the
JARE-21 operation, so for simplicity,
the safety cutters were eliminated on
the ILTS-130 series drill. The guide
fins improve the straightness of tile
hole, while the side cutters either increase (by the use of the left-handed
gears, as shown in Fig. 1) or decrease
(by the use of the right-handed gears),
the thrust on the barrel. For the ILTS130 series drills the left-handed gears
are appropriate.

DRILL STRUCTURE
Drive Unit
The center piece of the drive unit
is the main shaft housing, which also
houses the side cutter assembly. The
jacket is fixed to the housing, while
the barrel is connected to the lower end
of the main shaft by an adapter. The
power unit is mounted directly onto the
housing, except in the MID-140B, which
has an independent base for its power
unit. The shaft is capable of sliding
30 mm relative to the housing, thus
allcwing the power section to hammer the
housing when breaking core, in a similar
way to the Danish drill (Johnsen et. z/.,
1980).

Quick Barrel Releaser
The MID-140B and the TLTS-130 series drills were equipped with a quick
barrel releasing mechanism (in the same
manner as the Swiss drill) to allow
barrel release irrespective of barrel
orientation. A release ring, which can
slide over the main shaft, is linked to
a release shaft inside a center hole of
the main shaft by a pin, through slits
on the main shaft. The release shaft, in
turn, is linked to joint pins in the connecting plug through a pantograph mechanism. A spring inside the main shaft
nushes the release ring to its lower
position, so that the joint pins pro-

Side Cutters
An electro-mechanical drill must
counter the torque exerted by tile action
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second box. During operation, the electronic parts produce enough heat energy
to keep the temperature above this level.
The following information may be
read off at the control panel:
(a) speed, current and voltage draw of
the drill motor and the winch motor
(b) the depth of the drill
(c) the tension in the cable
(d) additional information about the
temperature levels inside the electrical
system can be monitored by a multicolored light display.

Figure 5a.

System using electrical resistances
Electrical resistances are used for
controlling the drill motor, the winch
motor and the electrical brake. All
parts of this system including the
indicating meters are installed on one
control panel that can be easily transported. Operating this system is not as
convenient as the other system, but it
may be repaired more easily. This unit
was also tested during the expedition
and was found to operate satisfactorily.

Control panel for the system with the motor controller.

The information indicated on the
second control panel is the same as
before except the depth measurement is
missing.
DRILLING DURING THE 1981/82 EXPEDITION
During the 1981/82 season the drill
was deployed for two reasons:
(1) to obtain rz of t measurements of
the deformation behavior of the Ekstrom
Ice Shelf, and
(2) to retrieve cores from those boreholes for mechanical and chemical
investigations.
The conditions during drilling were
good because of the proximity of the
Georg von Neumayer station. The drilling took place inside a newly built
shelter. Only the drilling time was
restricted because of the installation
of the measurement
system into the
boreholes and of additional research
projects on the Filchner Ice Shelf. The
Figure 5b.
Electronic rack for the
system using motor controllers,

borehole depths and the drilling times
are shown as follows:
48
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Borehole

Depth

Dates
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During the drilling of the B 3
borehole the quality of the ice core
was unsatisfactory because of "discing"
of the core below 45 m depth. By rewere
grinding the blades better results
obtained. At B 4 these difficulties did
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drilling in Antarctica.

not appear.
The inclination of the borehole was
later measured and at a depth of 45 m in
B 3 an increase in slope of 0.50 was
found. This possibly had an effect on
core quality at this depth and below.
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its resistance to embrittlement in cold
(T < -20 0 C) is suggested for the core
dog pin.
-

Proper materials selection for
cutters is essential.
The presence of
carbon in most tool steel causes
brittleness as the temperature dr(ps
below -20 0 C. Maraging steels,

REF

.2025R

A'R
I8675
u27

R

0 stainless alloys, and high
cobalt tungsten carbidie alleys
show promise in providing" hardness
and toughness.
Evaluation ,f
these materials in -520C ice at
South Pole was completed this past
season.
A-2 tool steel was fcund
to be the best of available tool
steels since it did not. chip as
readily as the high speed steels.
The L!.0 C stainless and maraging
grade of steels were slirhtly
better in resistance to, chipping-,
and could generally be kept
sharper.
The 25 percent increase
in materials arid machining costs

475--

thus becomes questionable.
The hard but brittle nature
of ccld ice suggests a need for
self-centering bits that provide
bearing surfaces to keep from shattering
the core.
Round cutters are superior
in this respect but require a higher bit
pressure to penetrate increasing the
likelihood of drilling a crooked hole.
Figure la.

IC

Core dog

A more promising design is suggested in

E CORE

DRILL HEAD

a0

0/

Figure lb.

-

Figure 2. Mote the lead angle has been
increased from 450 to 500 for -50 0 C ice
suggesting an increase in clearance
angle from 100 to 150 to maintain a
"fine" wedge shape.
A key element in this package isthe
Kevlar reinforced electromechanical
cable. This cable with 7 #20 conductors
and 3000 kg breaking strength weighs
about 13.2 kg/lO0 m compared to 39.6 kg/
100 m for a similar steel-reinforced
cable. The reduction in weight is
possible because Kevlar fibers are ten
times as strong as steel wires when
compared on a weight basis. The
relatively low shear strength of the
Kevlar fibers suggests caution in their
use.
in addition, this cable has a
bending diameter of 30x the cable diameter (1 cm) which reduces component
size requirements by a factor of nearly
two.
Termination problems with this
type of cable have been eliminated in
recent years and have resulted in a
termination strength of 100 percent of
cable strength.
The use of' composite inner and
outer barrels, similar to thebarrel used
on the PICO lightweight hand auger,
diminishes drill weig<ht without
sacrificing performance in ice

Core dog position relative
to ice core

0
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Figure 2.

Self-centering bit

above -25CC. The inner barrel is
constructed exactly as the hand auger
barrel is, while the outer barrel has
ribs on the inside formed as an integral
part of the tube.
Since this drill has been designed
as a system, we are adding the capability
of electrothermal coring.
Hermeticallysealed heaters of less than 1.5 mm
diameter and watt densities as high as
100W/CM2 are brazed to a stainless steel
ring, and provide a penetration rate

by the National Science Fondltn under
contract DPP74-084 1 4 with the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, Polar ice Coring
Office.

rreater than 4 m/hour with approximately
1200-watt power input. The core diameter
in this case is 8.5 cm while the melted
hole is approximately 10 cm.
By reducing the drill weight and
--re break requirements which we
demonstrated at South Pole Station
during 1931-82, power and torque reluirements are kept small. This allows
the use of small gear reducers and
standard motors, or a pair of 135 N-m_
torquing motors that weigh about 10 kg
spiece. Thus, all components of the
winch package weigh less than 20 kg, and
will each fit into a backpack. Drawings
;f the winch and tower are given as

p
k,.

Figures 3, 4, and 5. A tensile

-

structure is used as a shelter since the-,
weighit is less than 20 kg_while
providing adequate wind resistance.
Since the power requirements are on
the order of 1000 watts, the possibility
,f'using solar power becomes realistic.
t'ienty-five 37-watt panels will provide
the required power since each produces
about 4 5-watts because of the ultraviolet
light reflected from the snow surface.
These Solarex panels are .7 m square
and weigh approximately 5 kg each.
This drill development is supported

'
-

Figure 3.
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Figure 5.Winch: Top View
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A LIGHTWEIGHT HAND CORING AUGER

Bruce R. Koci
Polar Ice Coring Office
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska

Abstract

68588-0200

from most hardware stores.

Extensive use of glass epoxy composites has allowed the design of an auger
capable of drilling to 30 m without the
use of a tripod, or to 50 m with a
tripod to assist in raising the drill
string. Approximate weight of a 10-mT-"
drill is 10 kg. Since most of the drill
;s a .ready made of plastics, applications
"or
aahir
"clean" drill are also
discussed. Further refinements using
solar voltaics and more exotic materials
ti. ease the drilling burden are discussed. This drill has been tested in
Antarctica, Greenland and the Peruvian
Arines to near its proposed depth limit. 7>
,,,

"

Introjduction
The PICO lightweight hand coring
auger is designed for ice core drilling
in high-alpine, remote locations where
it is Jiff-icult to transport and use
,eavier augers and electromechanical

drills.

.

Pco

The PICO auger has proved

itself as a viable alternative to the
SIPRE auger in most coring applications
to depths of less than 50m.
M
The PICO hand auger is built
e:.tirely out of materials with high
slecific strengths. The core barrel,
extensions, T-handle and tripod are
m:Lie of commercially available fiberglass composite pipe (Figure 1).
Fittings, adaptors and cutting heads are
machined from aluminum. Shipping and
-arrying containers are canvas duffle
bags. The few tools necessary to service
and maintain the auger are available

Figure 1.

Lightweight hand auger
with casing.

Drill Description
The use of composite materials,
with their favorable specific strength,
has increased hand augering depth
capability to the 50-m range.
Traditional SIPRE auger cutting heads
55
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and bits have been redesigned to
include core dogs which enhance corecatching capability. This drill system
has been used with an electric motor and
solar voltaics as a power source to
decrease drilling time while avoiding
contamination of the snow surface
otherwise associated with gasolinepowered generators.
The concept of using glassreinforced composites in drills and
extensions is neither new nor unique in
glaciological applications. However,
the unique properties of composite
materials and current mass production
practices has made it desirable from
structural and economical viewpoints
to use these materials in drilling
applications,
Table 1 makes it readily apparent
that composites exhibit superior specific
strengths and specific modulus where
csmpared with aluminum or steel. Kevlar
and graphite are nearly ten times as
strong on a unit weight basis, and
reoresent the near ideal solution to a
truly lightweight drill. Both materials
are not without drawbacks, one of which
is increased costs. Custom layups of
composites require special tooling and
assembly techniques, resulting in a cost
jf five to six times that of standard

:

,.

' '.:.L

.. ..
'

...:a

-'.

:.,..

water pipe of E-glass or S-glass and
epoxy. A more detailed description of
the auger's components is provided
below.
The core barrel, available in either
1- or 2-m lengths, is a piece of 7.5 cm
diameter composite pipe wrapped with two
ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene
spirals cut from sewer pipe and riveted
to the barrel. An aluminum adaptor,
held in place by quick-release pins, is
used to connect the core barrel to the
extensions.
The extensions are 5-cm diameter
composite pipes which are cut to either
l- or 2-m lengths, and with weioh 1 kf
and 1.5 kg per extension, respectively.
Since it was recognized that nearly all
the strength benefits of omposites are
lost when the glass fibers are cut, a
design problem was encountered in
determining the method to be used t(,
join the extensions.
Screw threads were
decided upon as being the least expensive
alternative since other attachment
methods involved more intricate mechanisms and heavier components. The screw
threads are modified AC!I threads which
are used commercially to join lengths
of composite water pipe. The stren-th
of the joints and pipe used in the
lightweight auger are thus more than

"vex

-..

...

am

:LQ
1±r-..-.

Table 1.

,

Comparison of material properties.
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adequate for this application. One
advantage of using screw threads is that
nothing sticks out beyond the O.D. of
the extensions, such as quick-release
pins would, thereby eliminating the
problem of chips being scraped off the
hole wall. As a result, the core length
capability is not decreased due to the
barrel filling up with the chips from the
hole wall.
The extensions can be easily
detached in 1-12 m increments (Figure 2).
Tests in Greenland during the past
two seasons have demonstrated the

capabilities of this drill.

screws are necessary to control the
rate of penetration and to avoid
jamming the drill (Figure 3).
While
the current heads are made of aluminum
and steel, alternative materials are
available to avoid contamination of the
core. A Delron or Nylon head with
tungsten carbide cutters is one example.
0s.

c

By using

the 2-m core barrel, cores ranging
between 1.2 m and .8 m are reirieved each
run. As a result, 20 m holes can be
drilled in half a day, 30 m in one day,
and 40 m in less than two days.
Depths
beyond 40 m require the use of a tripod
and a strong desire to go deeper.
A new cutting head has been designed
to incorporate both a tapered annulus
and core dogs to insure positive catching
of the core after each run.
Additionally, the leading angle of the
cutters has been made more shallow
(45*) for easier cutting. Adjustment

Figure 3.

Cutting nead showing
adjustment screws.

II

/

I.

PICO driller with 9 m of extensions.

Figure 2.
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Accessories
The use of a tripod to assist in

lifting the drill string increases the

T,,pdAS'm,

,\

depth capability of this system to 50 m.

IEI
10

A block and tackle is used to multiply
the lifting force by four. By using a
casing around the top of the hole and
clips which rest on the casing, the
drill string can be suspended while

/

extensions are removed, further re-/

E.ensi.

lieving the burden of raising and
lowering the drill (Figure 4).
The use of solar power to drive an
electric motor attached to the topmost
extensions has been tried successfully
Since only 250 watts are
(Figure 5).
required to drive this drill, the motor
package is neither large nor heavy.
Penetration rates of 1 cm/sec were
achieved in firn at 40 m depth on a
sunny day, with the rate being reduced

,
cos'.Q

Eo*'

Bo.,o"

._

by half on a cloudy day.

SIPREHOWd

The weight of this drill in its
current state is as low as .75 kg/m per
extension, added to 3 kg for the drill
barrel and head.
The design and manufacture of the
PICO lightweight hand coring augers is
supported by the National Science
Foundation Division of Polar Programs

Figure 4.

Lightweight auger with
tripod assembly.

" ..

Figure 5.

Lightweight auger with solar-generated power.
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ICE CORE DRILLING ON MT. WRANGELL, ALASKA

Carl S. Benson

Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska

ABSTRACT

1

1982

of the ice core which has been obtained
and analyzed is from the polar regions,
primarily from the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, and the ice caps of
Arctic Canada.
This has provided valuable information on the properties of
glacier ice itself, and historical information on paleoclimate and volcanic
activity. There is an interest in examining ice core from other regions, including the equatorial parts of South
America (Thompson et al., 1979) and Africa (Thompson, 1981).
The present report deals with attempts to obtain ice
core from the Alaska-Yukon glaciers on
the northern rim of the Pacific Ocean.
The first core from this region was obtained from the 5300 m level on Mt.
Logan by G. Holdsworth in 1980 and is
currently being analyzed.
Holdsworth
and the writer have selected the summit
caldera of Mt. Wrangell, at the 4000 m
level (Benson and Motyka, 1979) as the
second site for ice core drilling in the
Alaska-Yukon glacier system (Fig. 1).
Ice thickness in the summit caldera of
Mt. Wrangell is on the order of 500 m*;
the core is intended to penetrate most
of this ice in 1984 using Holdsworth's
Canadian modification of the Rufli-Rand
drill.
The core from Mt. Wrangell will
not only back up that from Mt. Logan; it

Glacier ice in the summit caldera
of Mt. Wrangell, Alaskk (626N; 144W,
4000 m above sea level) has a mean annual temperature of about -20'C, an annual
accumulation of I to 1.3 m water equivalent and thicknesses on the order of 500
m.
In 1984 we plan to core through most
of this ice using the Canadian modification of the Rufli-Rand drill.
This project deals with a pilot project, done in
1982, using the PICO light weight drill
which performed very well. We obtained
43.5 m of core which is being analyzed
for microparticle content, total beta
activity and stable isotope 018/0 1 6
ratios.
The light weight was a major
asset in transporting the drill by helicopter to the summit and in moving it by
sledge on the surface. The drill was
well designed and the versatile way that
drill rods can be used to make a tripod
proved useful.
It was easy for one man
to raise and lower the drill to depths
of 30 m. At a depth of about 40 m the
time required for an individual roundtrip run to retrieve core was 45 minutes.
Core lengths greater than 1 m
were common when using the 2 m core barrel and core quality was excellent.
Safe storage and shipment of the core
proved to be more of a problem than the
coring Itself.

S

*Ice thickness determinations are based
on radio echo sounding on the surface,
by the writer with colleagues R. Motyka
and the late P. MacKeith in 1976 and
1978, together with extensive airborne
radio echo sounding done in collaboration with Dr. G. Clark, University of
British Columbia during April, 1982.

INTRODUCTION
In addition to the fact that widespread drilling in ice is a relatively
recent activity, we recognize that most

0
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Figure 1. The summit of Mt. Wrangell based 2on aerial photographs taken in 1975.
The broad summit has an area of about 35 km above the 4000 m level. Dark areas on
this map indicate snow-free areas.
The North Crater has lost much of its ice cover
since 1975.
The 1982 core site was afflicted by sulfurous volcanic gases diffusing
through the snow. The gases probably came from the fault zone lined with active
fumaroles which arcs northwestward from BM-4 along the base of the summit ridge and
under the snow about 300 m north of the 1982 core site. We expect that the proposed
1984 core site will be far enough from sources of volcanic gases to avoid the problems caused by gases diffusing through the snow.
The aerial photography and mapping
were done by North Pacific Aerial Surveys Inc. of Anchorage.

will also include more man-made contributions to air pollution, because it is
from an altitude which is 1300 m lower.
In preparation for the 1984 ice
coring project, a pilot project was done
at the summit of Mt. Wrangell during
1982. The light weight core auger described by Koci (1984) was used; it was
made available by the Polar Ice Coring
Office (PICO), sponsored by the National
Science Foundation, Division of Polar
Programs. A total of 43.5 m of core was
obtained and successfully transported to
the Institute of Polar Studies (IPS),
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Analysis of microparticles is being done
by Drs. Ellen Mosley-Thompson and Lonnie
Thompson; total beta decay is being
measured by Dr. Ian Whillans, all of
IPS.
The core will be analyzed for 6
018 in the Quaternary Research Center's

Laboratory at University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington, by Drs. Pieter
Grootes and Minze Stuiver. The results
of these analyses will be interpreted
together with results from pit studies
and coring, to depths of up to 20 m, obtaned in the 1960's and 1970's. This
report deals with operational problems
involved in obtaining ice core from Mt.
Wrangell.

SITE SELECTION AND LOGISTICS
The drill site (Fig. 1) was selected away from the center of the caldera
where previous studies (Benson, 1968;
Benson et al., 1975) have shown accumulation to be a maximum, at about 1.3 m
water equivalent per year. Accumulation
at the drill site was expected to be on
62
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I m water equivalent per

Most equipment had been transported

year. We planned to drill on the caldera side of the divide where a small
amount of ice exits from the north rim
aif the caldera.
The light weight of the drill was a
major advantage.
It fit into five zipper-locked bags and was transported to
the summit together with other equipment
by a modified Bell 47 helicopter; the
odification included replacement of the
pistor engine with a jet engine and intaillation of a larger tail rotor (the
Soloy conversion).
Air transport was
from the Gulkana airstrip, or from Copper Center, both of which lie 75 km west
of the summit of Mt. Wrangell. A stagin
area was established on the Chetaslina Glacier which is on the west flank,
6 km west of, and 2000 m below, the summit.
Five helicopter trips, one of
which carried a large sling-load, were
required from the staging area to estabti~h the summit camp. Originally we
planned on having a four man team at the
slimmit.
Following nearly a month of
field work on the Chetaslina Glacier,
two of us (D. Solie and C. Benson) were
tran ported by helicopter from the west
flank directly to the summit caldera.
The other two (M. Sturm and C. Tobin)
planned to climb to the summit after
completing a series of measurements on
the Chetaslina Glacier. The first two
1,ople ol the summit planned to establish a camp, complete a snow pit study
Lo 3 to 4 m depth and initiate drilling
from the pit floor while the climbing
team ascended the west slope, doing
shallow pit studies en route.
The pit
was to be covered with a tarp supported
by a framework of timbers to prevent it
from being filled by blowing snow. We
hive had experience with drilling from
the bottom of pits in Greenland and on
Mt. Wrangell and expected this plan to
enable us to work in any weather. We
also have had enough experience with
storms on Mt. Wrangell to know that special provisions for bad weather were essential for efficient operation.
Unfortunatelv, two problems modified ozc
ptans.
First, the climbing team did not
reach the summit--it had to be evacuated
by helicopter from the west flank because of a dental infection. Thus, the
summitr operation was reduced to a twoman effort, and some of the projects
originally planned had to be abandoned.
The second problem arose because sulfurous volcanic gases diffused through the
snow and filled the pit making it impossible to inhabit when it was covered,

to the summit on 12 June while volcanic
gases of the North Crater (Fig. 2) were
being sampled by Roman Motyka (of Alaska
Division of Geological and Geophysical
Surveys) and Matthew Sturm. When we arrived at the summit with camp gear on 27
June, we found the helicopter sling load
had touched down too close to the divide
so we spent our first two days establishing a camp and sledging things to
the drill site marked on Figure 1.
The pit study was begun on 29 June
and completed to a depth of 2.10 m before we covered it to prevent it from
being filled overnight by blowing snow.
When we uncovered the pit enough to
enter it on 30 June we found it full of
sulfurous volcanic gases that had diffused through the snow and settled in
the pit.
Because of stormy weather with
blowing snow it was not possible to
leave the pit uncovered, and the volcanic gases made it impossible to continue
excavation and sampling in the covered
pit as we had originally planned to do.
Therefore, we decided to leave the pit
covered as a place to store the core but
to abandon our plan of drilling from its
bottom and to drill from the surface instead.
The pervasiveness of the gases diffusing through the snow was illustrated
in several other ways. Once the coring
was underway we could smell the fumes
coming out of the core hole. Suprisingly, gases diffusing through the snow
also cancelled our plans for building
emergency shelters.
Because of the potential
for severe storms at the summit
we planned to make snow caves and igloos
to live in. To make such a "home" we
built a large drift by piling snow near
our tent and equipment cache (Fig. 2 and
3) but, when we dug into it to make an
igloo we found volcanic gases filled any
excavated volume within the snow. Thus,
we were obliged to live on the surface
in a tent as well as doing the drilling
and core logging on the surface. This
meant that we could not weigh the core
pieces as they were logged because the
triple-beam balance needed complete protection from wind. Wind and blowing
snow closed down our entire coring operation when winds exceeded 25 knots.

CORE DRILLING
The core hole was located 5 m from
the test wall of the pit.
The top meter
of the core hole was cased with the
630

TABLE 1
)epth
(m)

98
-112

Length of
broken core

Average length of
core segments (cm)

()

0
1.5

29
26

12-1-

11.0

22

20131

18.0

17

143

24.0

17

-

152
155
155

Comments

_ _ _ _ _

__ _ _

_ _ _ _

_ _ _ _

Very good quality core
-

Of the 24%, 14% were totally broken

At 143 m the clearance angle was

21

7.0
__

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

_reduced

53.0
13.0

1
9

179

13.0

6 - 8

-79
193

3.0

15 - 16

17.0

6 - 8

-

2

Heavily broken into small discs

160
Moderately broken into short sections

Cutters modified at 178.54 m

L93
203

Core quality deteriorating in spite of
frequent cutter sharpening. Chip trans
port is difficult.

Uotal depth reached 203.09 m

0

irn limit at about 70 m depth.
Table 2

,

' mgJ m-3
Depth (m)

64

0

-E

64 - 80

V

o
07

o
08

o .,

87
94

09

107-116
116-130
130-144
144-145.7

f:igure 6. L)ensitv as a function of depth
it the James Ross Island Site.
The first broken core appeared at
34.2 m depth and was heavily fractured
.)n the top 30 cm. Down to 79.8 m only
/ by length of the cores were broken.
-rom 64.2 m until 150.5 m, the total
Length of broken cores reaches 13.7 m
(16 % of the total core length).

Figure 7

94
-107
-

Length of core
broken (%)

Average core
segment
length (cm)

0

65

4

25

0.4
11

22
19

16
4
12
56

15
14
9

'".

.
Note: At 116.04 m thu rate ol punetration deteriorated and the cuttUCI ',' rc
modified to incrcase thu holy dii, tr.,

The depth c'iv:n hurt, (14 ).f5 9)
t
th
t t iI Ic
ith "I
tOru,
but the dtupt! ,
i I
drIld,,
,
150.5 m. !ii,,
..
-:i,, i'sr
"O
must be atdk, t'
,
. .
there is

correspond.

shows the detailed log-

ing of the different fractures observed
in the core and Table 2 summarizes the
nain results,
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re 5. Core logging information at Site D 57, showing the different core fracs observed in the Ice. The thick horizontal lines correspond to the limit of the
s obtained in each run. The symbol "A" indicates runs made with the core barrel
at Dome C (No. I).
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ture shape was a type of slicing into

The density curve (Fig. 3) shows
that the limit of the firn can be estl-

small irregular discs having a thickness

mated to be at about 100 m depth. This
depth was confirmed by other measurements made to determine the depth of the
pore close-off. In the firn, the quality
of cores was very good. The first broken
cores appeared at 88 m, then at 90 m,
101 m, 105 m and 120 m. At 127 m the
number of broken cores increased slig4htly until 138 m. Then, suddenly, all core<;
showed fractures in different placts. As
the electro-mechanical drill was just
used for starting the hole for the thermal drill, we did not go deeper than 140 m
with this equipment.

of I or 2 cm.
Concerning the partially broken
core.s, we Would notice that it was often
the upper part of them that was most
fractir.d.

---

Sitt, ) 57
Neferring to the depth-density
curve (Fig. 4). the limit of the firn
can he et.tmated to be at about 80 m
depth.

r'4

E

C,

-200
05

0

'

0a0

'y

0

Figure 4.

Figure 3. Density as a function of depth
at Dome C.

as a
A

liuctLin 0f o~nSity
depth

at Stte 1 57.

The first broken cores appeared at
114 m, much later than at Dome C (I).
At 115 m, the cutter shape was modified
in order to increase the diameter of the
cores in an attempt to make their retrieval easier. Then, until 126 m, 9 cores of
19 were partially broken. From this depth
down, all the cores showed fractures,
half of them being heavily broken. .\t
137 m, we increased the internal clearance of the cutters, in an attempt to
restore them to their initial shape. Wu
observed immediately, an increase in the

The first fractures appeared at
98 m and 100 m, where, respectively,
3 cm and 1i cm of the lower part of the
cores were broken. Also, a few fractures
in the ice were -, sible at the bottom of
some cores. [his could probably be rplained bV the action Of the core
breakers. Morets itni ficant fractures
appeared at 112 m depth. [heir number
increased with depth.
From 98 m,until 203 m the total
length of broken core is 13.4 m which
represents 13
of the total.
o
The logging of the core, carried
out by N. Cresoveur, enabled Figure 5
to be prepared. The main results are

quality of the cores, and, until 160 m,

summarized in f'able 1.

Dome C (IT)

about 65 Z of them were good. Beyond
160 m depth, almost all cores showed
fractures, 30 % of them being heavily or
totally broken. The most frequent frac-

ames Ross Island Site
The density curve (lig. 6) gives n
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The Motor Reducer Section

The Core Barrel Section

This section of length 0.80 m consists of a 3 phase, 380 V, 1.5 HP submersible AC motor connected to the gear
reducer (ratio 1:27) which is mounted in
a tube filled with oil. The oil is used
for lubrication and also for heat dissipation. The shaft going to the core barrel rotates at a speed of 105 RPM. It is
constrained by two bearings (Rufli,
1976) to limit the vibrations which can
occur in the upper part of the barrel
(Fig. I).

The core barrel of length 2.3 m has
an outer jacket made from a stainless
steel tube, 14 cm OD with a 2 mm wall
thickness. Three steel strips (1.5 mm
thick) are fixed inside the jacket to
provide a better movement of the chips
on their way up the flights. The inner
barrel is a steel tube 10.8 cm OD with a
2 mm wall thickness. Two different types
of inner barrel have been used. The
first, used at Dome C, was used with the
same two cutters and core catching system as used in the SIPRE hand auger. The
two lead auger flights, made of polyethylene, have a pitch of 15 cm. The
second has three round cutters (Fig. 2)
and three core breakers which are
tripped against the core by giving a
reverse rotation to the motor.

(small

T
C•

C

415

24

o

Figure 2. Cutter design. (1) Electromechanical drill No. I used at Dome C.
(2) Electro-mechanical drill No. II
used at site D57 and James Ross Island.
(Dimensions are in mm).
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the drill,
tower and winch assembly. (1) Electromechanical cable. (2) Cable termination,
(3) Knocker weight. (4) Spring. (5) Slipring. (6) Submersible motor. (7) Gear
reducer. (8) Clutch. (9) Chip inlets.
(10) Auger flights. (11) Core barrel,
(12) Cutters. (13) Sheave. (14) Mast.
(15) Rotation axis of mast sections.
(16) Cable drum. (17) Hydraulic motor
reducer.

0

The polyethylene spirals have now
been replaced bv stainless steel ones,
which, being thinner, increases the
space available to the chips. Corresponding to the three cutters, there are
three auger flights with a pitch of
15 cm.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PHENOMENA OBSERVED
AT THE FOUR DRILLING SITES
Dome C (I)
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ICE CORE QUALITY IN ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DRILLING

F. Gillet, D. Donnou,
C. Girard, A. Manouvrier,
C. Rado and G. Ricou

Laboratoire de Glaciologie
et Geophysique de l'Environnement,
C.N.R.S., Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT
Using an electro-mechanical drill
working on the principle developed by
J. Rand and H. Rufli, four holes have
been drilled in different locations. In
each of these drillings it has been observed that the core quality was excellent in the firn, but in the ice, fractures appeared. Certain pieces of core
were highly broken and sometimes core was
completely sliced into irregular discs
1 or 2 cm thick.
After a brief description of the
drill, we describe the main phenomena
observed and weattempt to determine the
possible causes of the fracturing. _V

During these four operations, we
never had problems with sticking of the
drill in the hole. However, in connection with the core catchers, we occasionally had some difficulties recovering
the cores. Sometimes it was difficult
to penetrate the ice. The main problem
encountered concerned the quality of the
cores. For all drillings, this quality
was excellent in the firn but deteriorated on arriving at the firn/ice transition. It is important to try to understand the reasons for this: the aim of
this paper is to determine the main
factors which may have an effect upon
this phenomenon.

INTRODUCTION
EQU IPMENT
In 1976-77, with the help of information given by J. Rand and H. Rufli, we
built an electro-mechanical drill based
on design features of the two drills
previously developed,
Four holes have been drilled with
this equipment as follows:
Depth

site of)(M)
year(s)
of
core
Dome C
C

(i)

Temp

Firn

0

to ice
t
c
(M)

C

19-7equipped
77/78
140

-53

100

78/79

180

-53

100

80/81

203

-32

80

150

-14

70

The Anti-torque Section
This section of length 1.10 m is
with four 0.72 m long steel
springs working in the same way as J.
Rand's unit (Rand, 1976). A slipring
assembly avoids any twisting of the
cable if the anti-torque device rotates.
An 11 Kg lead weight, having a 17 cm

Dome
(II)
Adelie
Land D57

James
1981
Ross Is. ,_"

The drill unit is 4.20 m long and
weighs 120 Kg. The hole that is bored
is 14.3 to 14.4 cm in diameter and the
core retrieved has a diameter of 9.9 to
10 cm. The drill is comprised of three
main sections:

axial movement, helps to break the core
by shock impact or to recover the drill
if it is slightly stuck at the
bottom of
the hole."'
t
hl
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Figure 2b. Chord length of
spring section as function
for the indicated values
dimensionless eccentricity
spring support.

curved
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of the
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Figure 2c. Longitudinal supporting
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small, different characteristic lengths k, b and e
should be used, and the design procedure repeated
until a satisfactory result is obtained.
The spring supports of course should be designed
to carry the combined loads N and P.

equations must be set up: One expressing, that the
slope of the deflection curve given by eq. (7) equals
b*/(1-j) for s = c, the other expressing that the
length of the spring is preserved. The two equations
read:
'fo,,(.,-

sin.,,) + a-b'(I--,)(I-T) + b' 2 = 0,

Example

(13)

For the Danish ISTUK deep drill (Gundestrup,
1982) the characteristic lengths of the antitorque
are k=34.5 cm, b=3.7 cm and e=0.6 cm,
resulting in b/k =0.107 and e/k =0.0174.
With these values, the following dimensionless
quantities are obtained from the diagrams shown in

and.I
d
l +dfdsystem

4c

(f-d
t
(
equations (13) and (14) are two transcendental
equaterin I aethd.
Pthat sousts ae sod by

numerical methods. The solutions are shown in

figure

figure 2 a and b for various values of the
dimensionlMs parameters b/k and e/k.
In figure 2 are also plotted additional quantities,
that arc uscfull in the leaf spring design. A practical
design schema is given below.
The main characteristic lengths k, b and e of the
leaf spring geometry are constrained by practical
considcrations. Next the dimensionless force N*
which
and he bndin
aximm moment
moent M:* wich
bending
and the maximum
occurres near the midpoint of seciion AC, are
obtained from the diagrams shown in figure 2c) and
d) and the maximum allowable thickness of the
spring is calculated from the expression
o F

I, 12(t/k)-N + 1/,(t/k)M,*,

P*=4.25,

-1=1/k=0.452, N' =20.4,

Finally the shape of the curved section of the
means of eq.(4). The following
is foundthebyresults:
springpresents
table
u
ts
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

x/I

0

f(cm)

0 0.31 0.62 0.92 1.20 1.46 1.67 1.85 1.98 2.06 2.08

References

(15)

Gundestrup, N.S., S.J. Johnsen and N. Reeh,
ISTUK, a deep ice core drill system, this volume.
Den Hartog,J.P., Strength of Materials, Dover
Publications, lnc, 1949
Johnsen, S.J., W. Dansgaard, N.S.Gundestrup,
S.B.Hansen, J.O.Nielsen, and N.Reeh, A fast
light-weight core drill,J.Glac., Vol.25, No.91,
169-174,1980.

shere Y,,is the allowable bending stress of the
,,pring material. In most practical cases t/k is of
magnitude 1100 and the N-term is negligible. In
this case the maximum allowable thickness of the
spring is given by the simpified expression
(16)

t- 2k(i/(EM,),

2:

fig.re
M: =4.2
and f,/k = 0.060.
n-0.208,
Taking
w = 2 cm,
t = 0.25 cm
and
2
the
corresponding
E = 2.1 * 106 kp/cm ,
non-dimensionless quantities become: P= 19.5 kp,
N = 93.7 kp,
1= 15.6 cm,
a = k-l = 18.9 cm,
a= 7 58 0 kp/cm 2 (eq.(15)), and f, = 2.1 cm.

The value of P* can now be found from the
diagram shown in figure 2a, and the total radial
force excerted by the antitorque system on the hole
wall can be calculated as (assuming 3 springs):
P :

Pit'/k

2

(17)

,

If the approximate thickness given by eq. (16) is
introduced, %ke get
P

4ksa ,P*(E

2M *

'),
0

If this force - with a reasonable choice of the spring
- is sufficient to prevent the drill from
%sidth %%
rotating, the next step will be to obtain -y from the
diagram shown in figure 2b. Then I and a can be
calculated, I - -yk and a = (l-y')k respectively.
Finally the shape of the curved section of the spring
can be obtained by means of eq. (4), using the
values of -, and P" found above, and the value of
%I" obtained from the diagramme shown in figure
2c. 'The rise of the curved spring section can be
found from figure 2f.
If the radial force given by equation (17) is too

0
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When the spring is deflected by being pressed
against the hole wall, the curved section is
straightened out and the rectilinear sections are bent
(thick broken line in figure 1). The transition points
C and D will be displaced a short distance along the
hole wall in the direction towards the supports.
Assuming the ratio f1/(21), 1l,
the displacements are
insignificant and are consequently ignored. This
means, that the section of the deflected spring
contacting the wall is assumed to have the length 21,
and that the chord lengths of the curved sections of
the deflected spring are equal to c.

Design principles and equations
The following rules are used in the design of the leaf
springs:
I. The load distribution should be uniform along
the section of the deflected spring, that is in
contact with the wall.
2. The transitions between the curved and
rectilinear sections of the spring should be
smooth, both in the deflected and undeflected
states.
3. The length of the spring is preserved during
deflection.
4. The deflections are calculated using ordinary
beam theory.
The highest rotation resistance of the antitorque
system is obtained, if the distribution of the load pN
is uniform along the section of the spring, that is in
contact with the hole wall. Introducing an x-axis
along the wall with origin at point C (see figure 1), it
follows from beam theory, that the correspondinig
bending moment M should be distributed according
to the equation (Hartog, 1949 p.34)
M

-X

=

2

(1)

+ plx+ Mo

---

(5)

b/k, and P*,M* and -Yhave been given
where b
above. Combining eqs. (2) and (5), yields
N'_
(6)
N*-P*(1 2 3,y)/(b*+e*)-b*/[(b* +e*),y(l-y),

where
N*

Nk 2/(EI) and e* =e/k.

Next consider section AC,along which an s-axis is
introduced with origin at point A.
According to the theory of a beam subject to
normal forces, the differential equation for the
deflections of section AC will read (Hartog, 1949,
pp. 188-189)

which has the solution
f
i
fa
/
f/k = fsin(ws/c) + fccos(ws/c) + a,+ as/c,

a0 = Ne*{w/[Pb*

(3)

=

(9)

,
2

,

(10)

f,=-(a, +a 0 )/sin(w)+a 0 cos(w),

(12)

2

), (4)

Assuming k, b and e to be known, it appears that
the deflection curve eq. (7) is dependent on the
unknown quantities y,P*,N* and M,* However,
through eqs. (5) and (6), the number of unknowns
may be reduced to two, e.g. -Yand P0. In order to
two additional
unknowns,
determine these

1/12wt 3 is the
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(11)

x/l, PO =Pk 2/(EI), M- =Mck/(EI),

Youngs Modulu and I

N*(1-y)}

(8)

f= -ao,

where
-y=l/k, x*

+

a =-(M* +Ne*){w/[P*b* +N*(I-.y)]}

Further application of beam theory leads to the
following equation for the deflections of the
originally curved part of the spring
2
3x')+ y M (x -1/x

(7)

where
2
2
w 2 = [P b* + N (1-y)1(1-3,) + b- ,

f/k -yP (I/24x"-1/6xI+

0

Eld 2f/ds2 + f(Pb/c + Na/c)= Ne-(M, + Ne)s/c,

(2)

P = pl.

7

r

M* =b*/[y(I-y)-37P,

where

E

-

moment of inertia of the spring cross section (w =
width and t = thickness).
The expression for small deflections of a straight
beam has been applied, even though the actual
deflections are not small and the undeformed
'beam' is not straight. However application of a
more correct - and correspondingly more
complicated - theory is not likely to change the
results significantly.
Eq. (4) ensures, that the deflections of points C
and D are zero, in accordance with a previous
assumption. Since section CD is deflected into a
straight line, the shape of the curved central section
of the undeflected spring is exactly given by eq. (4).
To ensure a smooth transition between the curved
and the rectilinear sections of the undeflected
spring, the slope of the curved spring section df/dx
at points C and D should be equal to kb/a.
This imposes the following condition on P and
M:.

where Mc is the bending moment at point C (which
for reasons of symmetry is equal to that at point D).
M, may be expressed in terms of the transverse and
longitudinal components P and N of the supporting
force (see figure 1):
M, = Pa-N(b + e),

r
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ANTITORQUE LEAF SPRINGS

O

a design guide for ice-drill antitorque leaf springs
by
N. Reeh

Geophysical Isotope Laboratory
University of Copenhagen
Haraldsgade 6
DK-2200 Copenhagen N
Denmark
Abstract: By shaping the leaf spring according to a foTth
order parabola, a uniform load distribution is obtained
along the line of contact with the ice. For this leaf spring
geometry the radial load, the supporting force and the
maximum bending moment in the spring are calculated.<y

Introduction
The leaf spring antitorque device is an improvement
over most other designs, due to the following
qualities:
a. Mechanically, it is very simple consisting of
three pre-bent leaf springs, each supported at the

The calculations are simplified, if the two points
of transition between the spring sections (points C
and D in figure i) coincide with the hypothetical
points of intersection between the undeflected
spring and the hole wall. We assume this to be the
case. The total rise of the spring will accordingly be
fl+ b.
r

f

b

AA

.

,.

ends by hinges.
b. The rise of the springs and thereby the pressure
exerted on the hole wall, may easily be adjusted
by changing the distance between the hinges.
c. The springs are flexible, allowing easy passage
of e.g. ice layers or other irregularities at the
wall of the drill hole.
The method of rational design of antitorque leaf
springs presented here, was developed for the
1980).
drill
(Johnsen,
light-weight
Danish
Experience with this drill and the Danish deep drill

-

I

I

a

S

-.
.

.

(Gundestrup, 1982) has lead to a satisfactory design

2"1

procedure.

Leaf spring geometry

1

Figure I shows a sketch of the spring. In the figure,

9

r = radius of the hole,
b + c = radial distance of the spring supports
(hinges) from the hole wall,
eccentricity,
c
- distance between the spring supports
2k
(assumed to be fixed).

-

a
C
l B

The undeformed spring consists of three sections:
two rectilinear ones adjacent to the supports of
length c (projected length a, see figure I), and aI
curved section with chord length 21 and rise f, (thick
full curve in fig.l).

B

...

/

"Hole wall
Figure 1. Leaf spring geometry
69
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to Glennallen, and brought to the summit
by helicopter was packed with the core
in each of the three boxes; they were
transported from the summit to the staging area on the Chetaslina Glacier in a
single sling load. As soon as everything was off the summit, the core was
flown 75 km to Copper Center. It was
then taken 30 km by truck to a freezer
in Park's Grocery in Glennallen and
stored by courtesy of the owner Park
Krine. After two days it went by pickup
truck across 400 km of "rural" Alaska to
Fairbanks where it arrived in excellent
condition even though the dry ice had
evaporated en route. In Fairbanks the
core was stored for 6 days in the freezer of Aurora Meat and Seafood, by courtesy of Mr. Josef Schruf. When the complex shipping arrangements were completed, the three core boxes were repacked
with dry ice and sent by commercial air
freight for nearly 6000 km, across five
time zones, from Fairbanks, Alaska to
Columbus, Ohio. Potential delays were
feared at several points along the
route, but Murphy's Law was apparently
suspended until the three boxes of core
arrived, in excellent condition, at
Columbus with dry ice remaining in each
box. In Columbus, Dr. E. Mosley-Thompson felt that the core could have survive another day's dalay enroute without
its temperature exceeding -10C.
In summary the PICO light weight
drill worked very well. Safe storage
and shipment of the core proved to be
more of a problem than the coring
itself.

on sampling volcanic gases with Roman
Motyka, and by the U.S. National Park
Service as arranged by Park Superintendent Charles Budge. Thanks are also expressed for long-term assistance provided by Ashby's Copper Center Lodge. It
is a special pleasure to acknowledge and
express thanks for the excellent support
provided in the field by Dan Solie,
Matthew Sturm and Carl Tobin. Without
them this study could not have been
done. Co-workers in analysis of the
core are E. Mosely-Thompson, L. Thompson
and I. Whillans of the Institute of
Polar Studies at Ohio State University
and P. Grootes and M. Stuiver of the
Quaternary Research Center at University
of Washington.
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caused by the strong solar radiation.
It was necessary to shade the core to
prevent it from warming while it was being logged and cut on the snow surface
(Fig. 2).
Most troublesome was the partial melting of cuttings on the drill
barrel and cutting head when they absorbed solar radiation. Since the ternperature in the core hole was about
-20'C, any droplets or wet snow quickly
froze and interfered with the drill's
cutting action. We dealt with the problem by removing the core as quickly as
possible and immediately putting the
drill barrel back into the hole.
The
tripod made this operation possible because the drill barrel could be supported in the hole, as shown in Figure 4,
while preparations were made for the
next drill run. The black plastic material used to make the spiral flights on
the outside of the barrel was an especially efficient absorber of solar radiation. If white rather than black is
available for the drill flights it may
help prevent melting on the drill barrel
when it is unavoidably exposed to direct
solar radiation.
Two acute problems arose.
The
first was when a drill bit broke while
drilling at the 9 meter depth. The
break occurred where the mounting screw
holds the bit onto the drill head.
The
hole for the mounting screw was counter
sunk so deep that the amount of metal
holding the screw head was about I mm
thick (see Koci, 1984, Fig. 3).
The
broken drill bit was recovered from the
hole by drilling very carefully and
pulling the drill up slowly during the
next drill run.
The second problem occurred when the drill got stuck 40 m below the surface.
Efforts to break it
loose by twisting were unsuccessful.
It
was freed by jerking repeatedly in the
vertical direction. More than an hour
was spent extricating the drill.
During
our efforts to free the drill, the
threaded junctions became very tightly
joined, and wrenches had to be used with
extension bars to unscrew each junction.
We experimented with a two-speed
(300 and 1200 rpm) electric power drill
which had been modified for use with the
SIPRE auger. Power was supplied by a
portable generator which was also used
to run an electric chain saw in the pit
work. The drill worked smoothly, but
even though we used the slow speed it
was so fast that we could not easily
tell when the core barrel was full and
we were apprehensive about getting the
drill stuck. The drill also had a faul-

ty switch that prevented more extensive
use of it.
However, because the time
spent drilling was so much less than the
time raising and lowering the drill
pipe, especially at depths greater than
20 meters, and because the logistics of
using the generator were complex we
probably would choose to go without the
electric power in order to reduce weight
and space of the field experiment for a
pilot study.
However, if extensive coring was to be done, i.e., multiple holes
in a region with adequate transportation, it would be worthwhile to devote
time to developing the electric drill.

STORAGE AND TRANSPORT OF THE CORE
Our goal was to keep the core at
temperatures below -1 0 °C from the time
it was removed from the coring auger until it was safely in cold storage at the
Institute for Polar Studies in Columbus,
Ohio.
Although mean annual temperature
is -20C at the summit of Mt. Wrangell
and the snow surface temperature rarely
reaches 0°C, it was necessary to protect
the core from direct solar radiation
and, in one case, from surface air temperatures of near 0C which were experienced during a storm on 7 July.
When the core was removed from the
auger it was placed on a holding platform with its top indicated.
It was
measured, cut and logged piece-by-piece
with notes made on grain size, core
quality, ice lenses and glands - and, in
rare cases, visible sediment was observed and noted. The core was then inserted into polyethylene sleeves and a
card describing each core was enclosed
before the sleeve was stapled shut.
The
wrapped core was stored in "Thermosafe"
insulated containers* (Fig. 3) which
were kept buried or stored in the pit at
temperatures below -12'C.
Dry ice (solid C0 2 ) purchased in Fairbanks, trucked

0

*The boxes were purchased from Polyfoam
Packers Corp., 6415 N. California Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois 60645. We used Thermosafe Utility Insulated Container,
Model No. 305, insulation wall thickness
2-1/2 i9ches (6.4 cm), capacity 5 ft
(0.14 m ), with internal dimensions of
23 x 14 x 23 inches (58.4 x 35.6 x 58.4
cm).
The seamless, molded containers
are made of expanded polystyrene (0.19 K
factor); the exterior surface is protected by a tough laminated fiberboard
case. Nylon webbing provided closure
and carrying straps.

.
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Figure 5.

The 2 m auger barrel being prepared [or another trip down the hole.

The

light weight of the PICO drill made it easy for one man to handle. The usefulness
of the ladder as a rack for drill rods is especially apparent in this view. The
base of the summit ridge is seen on the left of center.

*
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when coring nearly half of our man power
and time went into logging, wrapping and
storing the core.
The time required for making a
round-trip run with the auger increased
with depth of the hole. By the time we
exceeded 35 meters it took 45 minutes to
lower the auger, drill, pull it up and
extract the core.
We used the 1-in long auger barrel
in the first 10 in and than changed to
2-in long barrel. The longer auger
barrel proved very useful and core
lengths of 80 to 130 cm were obtained,
The quality of the core was excellent!
We did not use the core dogs on the
PICO drill head. As a result the core
sometimes protruded about 10 cm or more
from the end of the auger when it was
pulled out of the hole. However hy
carefully removing the auger we did not
break the core as it was coming out of
the casing and no core was lost.
The

ends of the core varied from flat
breaks, perpendicular to the cylinder
axis, to spiral fractures.
Spiral fractures complicate the core logging and
the volume determinations required for
calculation of density. The use of core
dogs in the drill head may help in preventing spiral fractures.
The tripod, which is made from
pieces of the drill rod, worked well.
For the first 10 in or so it was not necessary when two people were drilling.
But it proved to be very useful when
only one person was drilling. The tripod blew down once and we laid it down
or partially disassembled it when winds
exceeded 25 knots. An aluminum ladder
which was cached on the rim of the north
crater from previous projects proved
useful as a stand for the drill rod
(Fig. 4 and 5).
During several warm days (-5*C or
above) with clear skies, problems were
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Figure 4. The 2 m auger barrel is shown being supported in the core hole by the
support clamp on the casing, in order to protect it from direct solar radiation,
while Dan prepares himself for the next drill run. The aluminum ladder, brought by
helicopter from a cache on the rim of the North Crater, was very useful as a holder
for drill rods.

fiberglass casing provided with the auger (Fig. 3 and 4).
Most of the first 2
m of core was discarded because the upper snow layers were so weak that good
core recovery was not possible. These
strata were sampled in detail on the exposed pit wall; temperature was measured
at 10 cm intervals as excavation procelded; and samples were taken with 500
cm steel tubes inserted horizontally,
The samples were weighed, so density
values could be calculated, with a triple-beam balance which was sheltered
from unstable air by being used in the
bottom of the pit on the first day (29
June) that it was open. After being
weighed they were sealed in plastic bags
for laboratory analysis of microparticles. Another set of samples was taken
for stable isotope measurements. The
top of the logged core was determined to

be 194 cm below the snow surface of 5
July 1982.
It was matched with strata
which had been sampled in the pit.
The core drilling began on 5 July
and ended on 17 July. However, storms
ma-le it impossible to drill during three
of the twelve days and shut down operations for at least half of three other
days. In addition to this direct loss
of time to storms, there was a daily
need to devote time to digging out from
the effects of blowing snow. Of the
nine days that we did drill and log core
we averaged 4.6 m per day.
The minimum
was 2 m on 7 July when drilling was
stopped by a major storm with winds from
the east. The maximum was 9.1 m on 6O0
July. On five days we obtained 5 or
more meters of core. Our rate could
have been faster if we had not needed to
devote so much time to survival and,
65
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Figure 2. The 1982 core site with
is toward the west. The sun shield
was being logged is to the left of
olie and Sturm;
melter designed by
of water.

the puffing North Crater in background; the view
which served as protection for the core while it
In front of our tent is a solar snow
the tripod.
on bright sunny days it provided up to 9 liters

Figure 3.
Dan Solie cleaning the I in
the
auger barrel which was used to start
core, the 2 m auger was used below P) m.
A piece of core can be seen in the core
logging holder.
In this photo two of
the insulated boxes used to store and
the core were being used as a platBefore core was
form for core logging.
put in the boxes they were buried or

04

*I-ship

placed in the pit bottom to maintain
their temperatures at -12C and away
from solar radiation. The casing in the
top of the core hole can be seen in t
To the
left center, near the mittens.
left of the tent is the snow drift that
we built in our "gased out" attempt to
make an Igloo (see text).
The base of
the summit ridge with its active fumaroles is in the background.
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~. Core logging information for the James Ross Island site, showing the
.rit core fractures observed in the ice. The thick horizontal lines correspond
i-it of the cores obtained in each run.

780

a difference between the depth reached
hy the drill and the depth corresponding
to the length of cores retrieved) until
150.5 m, this deficiency represents about
6.7 .. This figure should therefore be
added to the values given In Table 2.
From 64 m until 150.5 m the total length
if broken core is 13.4 m which
represents 16% of the total.

the quality of the cores was suddenly
reversed after a few meters advance, and,
until 154.84 m, we obtained 53 % broken
cores, mainly at short discs, as if the
ice was horizontally foliated. The same
remark could also apply at 393.05 m.
In the James Ross Island Site drilling the phenomenon is not so clear, but
it is of the same type. From 143.8 m
down, 56 % of the cores were suddenly
broken. Such variations in the physical
properties of the ice are not suprising.
In the thermal drilling made in Adelie
Land at D 10 in 1974, the cores had many
horizontal fractures between 150 m and
170 m and again from 261 m to 264 m.
Deeper (to the final depth of 304 m)
despite a strong stratification, core
quality was excellent.
Intuitively, we think that the ice
temperature has an influence. Cold ice
is more brittle and can be more easily
broken even if its mechanical strength
is higher. If we compare the cores
obtained at D 57 and James Ross Island,
where the mean ice temperatures are
-32 0 C and -14 0 C respectively, we do not
see any significant difference in core
quality. The percentage of broken cores
is of the same order (13 % and 16 %
respectively). At Dome C, we did not
make a precise measurement of the length
of broken cores.
Nevertheless, the percentage of broken core was certainly
higher than at either of the two other
sites. However, the core barrel was not
identical in all cases, and therefore it
is hardly valid to make a direct comparison.

:DlS:([USS1N OF THE POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR
liE DECREASE IN CORE QUALITY BEYOND THE
IEN-ICE TRANSITION
In view of the observations made,
b.lieve that four parameters may have
an effect upon the core quality. These
are: (1) Cutter geometry and sharpness;
(2) [ihe physical properties of the ice;
(3) Chip transport; (4) Stability of the
drill (with respect to vibrations),
w

(1) Cutter Geometry and Sharpness
In all drillings, we would notice
that an increase in core quality occurred after some slight modification was
made to the cutters. At Dome C (II) this
was at 137.00 m to 160.00 m, at site
D 57 at 143.11 m to 151.76 m and between
178.54 m and 193.05 m, and at James Ross
Island between 116.04 m and 129.05 m.
Nevertheless we cannot state exactly what
modification is the most eff:-tive. A
round cutter is probably betLer than a
cutter having the shape of the original
SIPRE corer cutter blade. The barrel
used at 1 57 gave better cores than the
first barrel used at Dome C, but this
could also be the result of a better
stability provided by three cutters.
It has also been noted that a
frequent sharpening of the cutters is
necessary. It is, further, difficult to
know whether the back-rake and clearance
angles used are completely satisfactory.
More significantly, the problem is to
know whether these angles are suitable
for all types of ice encountered at
different depths.

(3) Chip transport
The following observation was made
mainly at Dome C. Below the firn-ice
transition, the size of chips decreases
and a large percentage of the chips is
in the form of ice powder. This powder
has a very high coefficient of friction,
causing difficulty in moving the chips
up the auger flights. This results in
reduced run lengths. This seems more
pronounced in colder ice.
Table 3 shows the average run
length as a function of depth, at four
sites.
When the drill surfaces, we observe
that the lower part of the auger flight
is full of compacted powder whereas the
barrel is incompletely full. From this
observation it may be inferred that the
chips occurring between the core and the
wall of the core barrel tube are compressed, causing torque to be transmit-

(2) The Physical Properties of the Ice
Let us consider the increase in the
quality of cores gained after modifications made to the cutters. This improvement lasted from a few meters to more
than 20 m. The way in which it sometimes
ended leads us to the idea that it was
produced by a sudden change in the
physical properties of the ice. Site
1) 57 provides a good example of this
observation. At 151.76 m the increase in
79
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Table 3
Depth
(m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
100-120
120-140
140-160
160-170
170-180
180-190
190-203

Dome C
(I)

1.00
0.87
0.80
0.72
0.62

CONCLUSION

Dome C
(II)

Site
D 57

0.98
0.93
0.83
0.68
0.59
0.61
0.55
0.48

1.17
1.13
1.04
0.96
0.90
0.76
0.75
0.48
0.53
0.60

James
Ross Is.

The electro-mechanical drill shows
many advantages, e.g. light weight and
efficiency. We drilled to 140 m and 180
m in 70 h and 100 h respectively at Dome
C and to 203 m in 130 h at Site D 57.
The drill can be operated by two people
in a safe and reliable manner- 2ut,
when working in ice, the quality of the
cores must be improved, and if deeper
cores are required, it will be necessary
to increase the length of each run by
solving the problem of powder generation
and poor chip transport.

0.92
0.92
0.80
0.93
0.82
0.71
0.73
0.65

0.47
0.50
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ed to the core. This torque may cause
the core to fracture into the small
discs.
(4) Stability of the Drill
It is unusual to recover completely
broken core. Generally, one or two pieces
of the core are fractured. This irregularity suggests that a type of instability appears during the rotation of the
drill. A similar phenomenon is observed
in drilling in metals resulting in noncircular hole shapes. The vibrations set
up in the drill unit as a result of this
could induce stress fractures in the ice.
We obtained much better results with the
more stable three cutter barrel. Even
then, vibrations do not seem to be
completely suppressed, and it would be
worthwhile examining the following
improvements: (a) exact centering of the
innner barrel axis with the outer barrel
axis; (b) centering of the outer tube
and the upper part of the drill unit in
the hole.

REFERENCES
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DEEP CORE DRILLING: ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
OR THERMAL DRILL?

D. Donnou, F. Gillet,
A. Manouvrier, J. Perrin,
C. Rado and G. Ricou

Laboratoire de Glaciologie
et G~ophysique de l'Environnement,
C.N.R.S., Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT

THERMAL DRILL

1,In 1977/78 at Dome C, Antarctica,
it was not possible to drill deeper than
905 m because of hole closure. The thermal drill has subsequently been modified
to drill deeper in a fluid filled hole.
Simultaneously, we have developed an
electro-mechanical drill which employs a
centrifuge device for separating chips
and drilling fluid. Both sets of equipment are described here,, as well as the
main results obtained in the first tests
made in Addlie Land in 1981/82. -

The unit (Fig. 1), which was used
in Ad~lie Land (to 304 m) and on a temperate glacier (Gillet, et. aZ.,1976),
has also been used at Dome C (to 905 m),
in the Glacier d'Argentieres (to 245 m)
and again in Ad~lie Land (to 348 m). For
this last drilling operation in 1981/82,
some modifications were made to the
drill:
(1) The electrical insulation of the
bare wire was installed with two types
of support. These are, a stainless steel
crown covered with a thin deposit of
chromium oxide and a machined ceramic
fixed in a hollow stainless steel crown.
(2) The thermal insulation required in
the suction tubes in the core barrel and
on the melt tank is produced by applying
a layer of epoxy resin on the inside
wall of the tubes by a centrifuge process.
(3) The OD of the drill was increased to
140 mm to be compatible with the hole
produced by the electro-mechanical drill.
To work in a fluid, the vacuum
pump was replaced by a small, 30 W,
220 V vibration pump. The flow may be
varied from 5 to 300 e/h but is generally adjusted at 40
/h. It is located at
the top of the melt tank, so that no
water flows through it.
Heating of the suction tubes and of
the melt tank was increased and can be
varied separately from 0 to 350 W for
the tubes and from 0 to 500 W for the
tank (Fig. 1).
The maximum power is used at the
beginning of each run until the permanent water circulation is established.
Three different temperature measurements

INTRODUCTION
The thermal drill used in 1977/78
at Dome C, to core to a depth of 905 m,
has been modified in order to drill in a
fluid filled hole. The main advantage of
this thermal equipment is to give runs
of up to 6-8 m without difficulty, but
its penetration rate (6-7 m/h) is relatively low. Due -o the high electrical
power needed at the head (5-6 KW) and
auxiliary requirements, the number of
cable conductors is high, resulting in a
rather large cable diameter.
An electro-mechanical drill which
requires about 1 KW to rotate the cutters
and which has a penetration rate of 2040 m/h appears to be a good alternative,
However, for deep drilling, it is necessary to have runs as long as possible,
In a mechanical drill, this introduces
a problem associated with the transport
of cuttings. To increase the efficiency
of chip transport, we developed a system
using a centrifuge,
A first test was made this year in
Ad~lie Land for both drilling systems.
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measurements). (01) Top of melt tank (water level measurement).
(GJ3) Top of the suction tubes. (0,) Drilling fluid. (05) Head.

e"

(02) Melt tank.

were made at the head, top of the suction
tubes and the melt tank. The signals are
transmitted consecutively, to the surface
through two conductors, using an electronic switch. It should also be worthwhile to measure the temperature of the
drilling
fluid
near
as this
measurement
would
be the
an head,
indirect
indica-

meter is 16 mm and the weight 930 Kg/Km.
For heating of the head, 2 x 3 conductors
would be used at 1000 V. Two conductors
would be used for auxiliaries and the bifilar line for telemetering..i

tion of the water level in the hole.
The cable was the same 1000 m
electro-mechanical cable already used at
; 6 conductors at 1.34 mm2
Dome C (16 mm
13 conductors at 0.93 mm2). For deep
drilling, we are planning to use a cable
with 8 conductors at 1.34 mm with a bifilar line in the core. The cable dia-

In 1981/82, we drilled a dry hole to
329 m. Kerosene was then put in the hole
before drilling continued to 348 m depth.
With a 2.8 m length core barrel and
runs between 2 and 2.5 m, we had no problems circulating the water. It seems-'"
possible to increase the barrel length
to 6-8 m without any major difficulties.
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The penetration rate (Fig. 2) is
the same as in a dry hole and varies
from 5 to 7 m/h, corresponding to power
on the head from 3.5 to 5 KW.

2AN

4

5

Power (kWi)-m

Figure 2. Penetration rate as a function
of power on the head.
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Core quality is excellent. We obtained completely transparent cores with-

f
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out any fractures, whereas, a few meters
before, we had foliated cores as previously obtained

in

9

the 905 m dry hole at-"

The amount of melt water recovered".during each run, is between 14 and 18 f.
The diameter of the cores is the same as
in a dry hole and is about 115-116 mm.
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ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DRILL
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This unit (Fig. 3) is a.m
140 mm in out, diameter and
., 8, . m ."
"
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side
long.
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tion and anti-torque sections of the"O
shallow electro-mechanical drill is
utilized. A 380 V, 3 phase, 3.7 KW, 2800
RPM submersible electric motor rotates..
the centrifuge basket which is made from
ai10 mm diameter, 3 m long aluminium

"

tube. One hundred holes are drilled in it
and it contains a stainless steel, 0.5 mm
thick filter.
At the lower end, a propeller with three adjustable blades, is

Figure 3.
Schematic diagram of the
electro-mechanical drill. (1) Electro-

used as a circulation pump and gives a
satisfactory vertical flow to the chip
loaded fluid. The tube is connected to a

mechanical cable. (2) Springs. (3) Sub-.[
mersible motor. (4) Filter. (5) Centri-"",
fuge basket. (6) Propeller. (7) Gear

3 stage gear reducer (1:27) giving a
rotation speed of 105 RPM to the core
barrel. The chip loaded fluid flows to..
the inner side of the centrifuge basket
through a 40 mmndiameter hollow shaft in

reducer. (8) Hollow shaft. (9) Rectangu-.0
lar tubes. (10) Cutters..
the gear reducer. The head has three"'
round cutters. T'he chips produced, are
83
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transported by the fluid through three
rectangular tubes soldered ontc the
118 mm (ID) x 121 mm (OD) stainless steel
tube of the core barrel. This rectangular shape reduces the width of the cutters, and, as a result, the quantity of
chips to be removed. The diameter of the
core is 115 mm and the diameter of the
hole is 143 mm.

more tests are needed before its deployment in a deep drilling operation.
Table 2 shows that the time needed
to drill to 3500 m is very dependent on
the length of each run.
Table 2

RESULTS
Due to some defect in the core
catchers, it was not possible to retrieve
cores. Nevertheless, the centrifuge
device was tested. Wa obtained a 3 cm
thick hollow cylinder of compressed chips
with a density of about 0.6 Mg m - 3 . The
regular distribution of these chips along
the tube indicates that it will be possible to store an amount of chips allowing runs of up to 3 m to be made.
However, the power consumption was
very high because of the speed of the
centrifuge assembly in the fluid. This
speed, causing frictional drag, has to be
reduced. Some laboratory tests need to be
made in order to determine the optimum
value,

583 h

Winching
(at 60 m/min)

568 h

425 h

Accumulated
time spent
at the surface
(est 0.5 h/run)

291 h

218 h

1442 h

1226 h

Totals

117 h

117 h

Winching
(at 60 m/min)

1702 h

1135 h

700 h

467 h

2519 h

1719 h
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would like to thank the Terres Australes
et Antarctiques Frangaises and the
Expeditions Polaires Frangaises for
financial and logistical support.

8 m run

583 h

Penetration
rate (30 m/h)

Table 2 indicates that 72 -105 days
would be needed to drill to 3500 m with
the electro-mechanical drill.
These results encourage us to build
a thermal drill with a 4000 m cable and
associated winch. If the final tests of
the electro-mechanical drill are satisfactory, and, especially if the run
length can be increased to over 3 m, we
will then use it interchangeably with
the winch and cable system of the thermal drill.

Table I

Penetration
rate (6 m/h)

3 m run

Totals

After this field season in Ad~lie
Land, it appears that the thermal drill
described here can be modified for deep
drilling. The size of the 4000 m long
cable is compatible with the logistics
constraints. The minimum time needed to
drill to 3500 m may be estimated as
shown in Table 1.

6 m run

2 m run

Accumulated
time spent
at the surface
(est 0.4 h/run)

CONCLUSIONS

Activity

.-

_

Activity

4

REFERENCE
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(1976) A new electrothermal drill for
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These figures (50-60 days) show that
it is possible in principle to drill to
3500 m in a single summer season.
The electro-mechanical drill used
this year is an interesting device, but
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ICE DRILLING AT
CAPE FOLGER, ANTARCTICA

V.I. Morgan,
A.P. McCray and
E. Wehrle

Antarctic Division,
Department of Science and Technology,
Kingston, Tasmania, Australia

ABSTRACT
The use of a modified USA CRREL
thermal drill is described and discussed.

to be taken. The heater head assembly
is that constructed by Russell-Head
(1979) and uses a single element cast
in a copper annulus. This has proven
to be much more reliable than the previous system of cartridge heaters pressed into an aluminum head.
The copper
head is slightly larger than the drill
barrel, to facilitate the passage of
the drill in a hole which is closing.
The temperature at the head and the
melt tank vacuum are both monitored.
The head temperature is not critical
with the copper head, since it does not
melt down as easily as the aluminum one
did, but it is a useful indicator of
thermal contact between the head and
the ice, particularly when reaming.
The melt tank vacuum reading shows
up malfunctions in the water extraction
system, failures of which can result in
freezing in of the drill.
An hydraulic motor is used to raise
and lower the drill and an hydraulic
ram, which lowers the cable sheave, is
used to feed the drill when coring.
Better quality cores and a somewhat
faster drilling rate are obtained when
using this feed system.

INTRODUCTION
Ice drilling undertaken at Cape Folger, Antarctica, in 1981/82, is a continuation of an extensive glaciological
investigation of the Law Dome ice cap,
which has been studied since 1957
(Budd, 1970).
The boreholes drilled in
1969 were used to study ice deformation
and the core was used to study ice
crystal size, crystal orientation
fabrics, oxygen isotopes and ice Zlow
properties with depth (Budd and Morgan,
1977). The latest drilling is specifically designed to clarify certain peculiarities in the ice flow which were
observed previously (Russell-Head, 1979).
There appear to be large irregularities
in the magnitude and direction of shear
strains.
The two boreholes lie along a surface flow line, one over a bedrock high
point, the other over a dip in the bedrock, 300 m down glacier. Both holes
extend to within a few meters of the bed,
as deduced from the presence of small
rock fragments contained in the lowest
core retrieved from each hole.

THE DRILLING OPERATION

THE DRILL UNIT

Due to the lack of hydrostatic
balance in the hole during drilling,
and the relatively high temperatures
near the bottom of the hole, large
closure rates of up to 1.3 mm/h were
encountered. This introduced considerable difficulty during drilling, and

A modified USA CRREL thermal drill
(Wedaand Garfield, 1969; Bird and
Ballantyne, 1971) was used. The core
barrel has been lengthened and the melt
tank enlargened to allow a 2 m long core
85
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towards the base of the holes, several
reaming runs (in which the drill is operated at slow feed rate, with both heater
and vacuum pump on) were necessary before
taking each core.
Drilling was stopped
in the first hole at 301 m due to low
penetration rates and the danger of losing the drill due to rapid hole closure.
The radar equipment indicated an ice
thickness of 303 m at this site.
In the second hole, after taking a
core containing rock fragments, no progress was being made, possibly due to
the existence of larger particles, so
drilling was stopped at 344.5 m. The
radar equipment indicated an ice thickness of 350 m at this site. However, the
radar reflection will probably be from
the highest layer of substantial rock
fragments, so the exact bedrock depth
may not have been established.

(approximately 1 m/a).
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INSTRUMENTATION

S

McCray, A.P. (unpublished) Some aspects
of ice sheet flow from studies of
boreholes near Cape Folger, Antarctica. M. Sc. Thesis, University of
Melbourne, Australia.

The holes were logged for temperature, diameter and inclination. A platinum resistence thermometer connected to
a Leeds and Northrup 8078 resistence
bridge gave temperatures to ± 0.01 0 C.
Schaevitz LSRP-5 and LSRP-30 sensors are
used to measure the borehole inclination.
For short period monitoring (of order
50 h) apparent tilts were erratic, possibly due to settling of the instrument
in the hole. The latest boreholes have
been relogged (1982/83) after periods of
0.5 a and 1 a and inclination changes of
up to 120 have been measured in the lower levels (McCray, unpublished).

Russell-Head, D.S. (1979) Ice sheet flow
from borehole and laboratory studies.
M. Sc. Thesis, University of
Melbourne, Australia.
Ueda, H.T. and D.E. Garfield (1969)
The USA CRREL drill for thermal
coring in ice. Journal of Glaciology,
vol. 8, no. 53, p. 311-314.
O

DISCUSSION
Eight boreholes have now been drilled approximately along a flow-line running from the dome summit to Cape Folger
on the Law Dome. The holes near the
edge, extend well into Pleistocene ice
and the latest two penetrate practically
to bedrock. Research is presently concentrated on climatic change as interpreted from the oxygen isotope data. Ice
dynamics studies are in support of this
research.
For the future, an improved thermal
(or mechanical) drill, capable of drilling in a fluid filled hole, would allow
a borehole to be drilled from the dome
summit to bedrock where the ice thickness
is about 1300 m. This is a particularly
favorable site, as absolute dating may
be obtained from the seasonal signal in
the 6180 variations that are locked in
because of the high accumulation rate
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A SIMPLE HOT-WATER DRILL
FOR PENETRATING ICE SHELVES

R. Verrall, DREP Esquimalt,Canada
D. Baade, DREP Esquimalt, Canada

/

A simple hot-water ice drill
capable of making holes 20 cm in
diameter through ice at least 50 metres
thick was designed at-the Defence
Research Establishment Pacific and
tested on the Ellesmere Island ice
shelves. The drill is built primarily
with commercially-available equipment,
the amount of in-house construction
being kept to a minimum. Using readily
available fuel, Arctic diesel or turbo
fuel, a hole through the 50-metre-thick
shelf was drilled at a rate of 11 m per
hour. The paper discusses the drill
construction and tests, and indicates
a number of weak points in the design.

II.

Basically, the drill consists of a
water heater, a water pump, a hose to
feed the water down the hole and a hose
to recover it.
In order to reduce the
suction head, the hole is kept full of
water as long as possible.
The ice is
quite impermeable, and the head of
water is maintained urtil the drill
runs into cracks or porous ice near the
bottom of the ice.
At that point, the
water level in the hole drops to the
ambient level of the ocean, the freeboard being some 10% of the ice
thickness. The diagram in Figure I
shows a schematic layout of the drill.
It indicates that the water may be
routed either to the ice hole or to a
snow melter, and it may be picked up

,
I.

INTRODUCTION

THE DRILL

\

A simple hot-water ice drill
capable of penetrating the 50-metrethick ice of the Ice Shelves on
Ellesmere Island, has been designed,
built and tested by the Arctic
Because of
Acoustics Group at DREP.
the size of the equipment we wished to
lower below the ice, it was necessary
to develop a technique for drilling
holes at least 20 cm in diameter.
It
was decided that a hot-water drill,
although it would not penetrate as fast
as a mechanical drill, would be
lighter, less expensive and less
complicated to operate in the field.

from either of the two. This
flexibility is required because the
water to start the procedure is made by
melting snow and because it is
necessary to top up the water in the
hole from time to time.

-V
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1. MOTOR
2. PUMP
3. HEAT EXCHANGER

4. CONTROL VALVES

____

5. MELT TANK

S
ICE HOLE

Figure 1.

Schematic diagram of the hot-water drill. The pump draws the water from
either the ice hole or the snow melter (#5). After the water is heated
it can be directed, by means of valve setting, back to either location.
The snow melter, which can be heated separately, is used to generate
enough water to begin the drilling operation.
It is then taken out of
the circuit, and the hole drilling begins.

:

STEEL TUBE

i:/

BURNER

HEAT EXCHANGER
Figure 2.

An illustration of the water heater.
Either diesel fuel or turbo fuel(JP-4) can be used to supply the heat. The total weight of the unit is
about 150 kg.
88
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a.

Propane fuel
and JP-4 are very common.
tends to be cumbersome because the
empty tanks are so heavy. Another
objection is that the propane tank must
be heated in the cold weather to assure
(This was
a sufficient flow of gas.
done with waste heat from the heater.)
However, the unit did work well, and,
if a future application demands a
lightweight water heater instead of
high heat output, and if the heavy
propane tanks are not a problem,
the propane heater would be the one to
choose.

Water Heater

The water heater is a commercial
PEX steam generator purchased from
It
orthwest Malsberry, Seattle.
onsists of a coil of steel tubing (1/2
n. sched 80), which acts as the heat
xchanger, and a burner unit that is
imilar to those found in a house
It puts 235,000
urnace (Figure 2).
TU/Hr (68.9 kW) of heat into the water
hen a fuel nozzle rated at 3.5 US
al/Hr is used. The actual fuel
onsumed was 3.2 US gal/Hr (12.1 I/Hr)
f turbo fuel (JP-4) which has a heat
ontent of approximately 3.2 x 135,000
This
432,000 BTU/Hr (126.6 kW).
mplies the heat exchanger has an
,fficiency of .54.
A propane-fired water heater was
diso tested at the laboratory and in
he Arctic.
It was the 'Nordic'model,
lade by Edvan Agencies in Vancouver,
Its heat-exchanger coil was
I.C.
:opper tubing, and the unit was much
;maller and lighter than the steam
In spite
;enerator (35 kg vs 170 kg).
;f this very real advantage, it was not
ised for drilling holes on the ice
3helves.
It would produce only 97,000
3TU/Hr (28.4 kW), which is less than
ialf of that produced by the oil-fired
Also, propane is a fairly exotic
init.
fuel in the Arctic, whereas diesel fuel

b.

Snow Melter

A supply of water is required to
fill the hoses and heat exchanger so
that the drilling process can begin.
The snow melter shown in Figure 3 is
simple, light and reasonably
It consists of two
efficient.
concentric barrels. The snow is melted
in the central drum, and the flames
from the burner rise up the gap between
the drums. The water is removed
through a plumbing fitting and valve at
the bottom. The fuel burner, which was
designed for easy attachment, is the
same unit as is used on the main heat
exchanger.
SNOW

MELTER

BURNER

Figure 3.

A snow melter for creating the initial water to start the hot-water
drill. The snow is melted in the inner tank of two concentric tanks.
The outer tank is present to guide the hot air around the melting tank.
The burner was the same unit as was used with the water heater.
89
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c.

Drilling Head

shorter length of pipe was not as
successful as the 1.5 m length. With a
short pipe, the hot water did not have
sufficient time to lose its heat to the
ice, and the pick-up water was still
hot.
This caused the temperature of
the outlet water to rise to an
uncomfortable 90C, and an excess of
heat was lost from the hoses and
fittings on the surface.
Lengthening
the pipe cured this.
When the pipe penetrates the
bottom of the ice, the hot water is
diluted by cold sea water and is swept
away, and the melting action is lost.
When this happens, the operator
reverses the connections P.t the surface
so that the return hose becomes the
feed hose and vice-versa (see Figure
4).
The hot water is now blown out the
holes in the attachment at the top of
the pipe and descends through the ice

The drilling head is shown in
gure 4. It consists of a 1.5 metre
ngth of 1 inch plumbing pipe with a
kg weight attached to it.
Screwed
the top of the pipe is an attachment
at picks up the return water and
eds it to the 'return' hose. Also,
prevents the pipe from descending
til the ice supporting it has melted;
thus ensures a minimum diameter for
e hole.
The simple length of pipe seems to
rk as well as other more elaborate
illing heads that were designed and
sted. A high-speed jet of water is
pable of sinking a smaller hole at a
eater speed. But, because a fairly
rge hole was desired, the jet nozzle
d associated high-pressure pump were
t required.
It was found that a

S

ICE

4-M

ICE

ICE

~ii

0

I

gure 4.

.

Illustrations of the drill head. The diagram on the left shows the
usual operation of the drill.
Hot water is pumped out the bottom of the
pipe and melts the ice of the hole wall.
The cooled water is picked up
by the perforated conical head. The diameter of this head sets a
minimum size for the hole. The pipe is about 1.5 metres long.
The
diagram on the right indicates the reversal in water flow once the pipe
has dropped below the bottom of the ice.
Hot water is ejected from the
conical head, and cold water is picked up by the pipe.
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Brake Drum

In order to keep the hole plumb, a
head
ight is attached to the drill
force is exerted on the
d a lifting
This produces a
ses at the surface.
If the drilling
head
ndulum effect.
he a
ifts
off to the side, there will
storing force to bring it back to the
umb . The I i ft ing force ifs produced
a brake drum, shown in Figure 5.
,th hoses are wrapped around the drum
least one and a quarter turns so
The
at there will be no slippage.
•aking act ion is produced by a length
rope wrapped around the drum and
A spring scale
:tached to the frame.
the high-tension side

of

the

-

.

"

-

,

-

-

-.

.

the drum.
Sinc, there is virtual lv no
tension in the other end of the rope,
the retard ing force on the hoses is
simply the reading on the spring
scale.
The braking force is quite
constant because the spring in the
For
scale Stabilizes the operation.
and
example, if the rope grabs a little
increases the tension, the spring
lengthens, and this extra length causes
the rope to slacken off and reduce the
Usually a
tension to its normal value.
force of 7 to 9 kgf is used, and a
mass of 20 kg is attached to the drill
head.
To mak,- it easier to put the
hoses on the drum and to take them off,
the drum was built to pivot upwards
The other
about one end of the shaft.
end of the shaft is then in the air,
and a loop of hose can easily be thrown
The fre
end of the
about the drum.
shaft is then dropped back onto a yoke
support.
The drum is also used as ai capstan
The.
to bring up the pipe and loses.
brake rope is removed and an electric
drive is attached to the hub of the
dr urm.
The hoses are then pulled out

s it
the water below, melting ..s.
Because the sea water picked up
the pipe is colder than the usual
speed drops;
:urn water, the drilling
lever, this is acceptable since only
tut 1.5 m of ice must be drilled in
Once the 'sizing' attachment
is way.
LIs into the water, the hole is
aplete,

d.

-

ropo

onto the

ice with

most of the

idicates the brakinz force exerted on

the

lifting

capstan

providing

power.

HOSES

BRAKE DRUM

-7

SPRING SCALE

HOTI
WATER
igure 5.

:

COLD
WATER

is used to provide an upwriA
less than the wei ght If
whic h is

1

An illustration of the brake drum that
force

on

the

hoses.

Thi,

ten.,sion,

the

TI t,
drill
head, helps to kreep the hoses (and thus th,, hol,,) plumb.
An
inset indicates the spring scale which shows tihe retard ing iorce.
T is turns the brake
ever the square shaft
electric drive can be fit
into a capstan to help raise the drill
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e.

Pumps, Plumbing and Motor
Generators

Heater unit
(Can) $3000.
Oil burner
330.
Drill hose ($1.20/foot)
700.
Couplings (10 x $30.)
300.
Valves (5 x $108.)
540.
Electric Motor
180.
Gear pump
60.
, Motor generator
370.
Misc. (Hose fittings,
spring scale, etc.)
100.
Total
$5580.

A Mann West gear pump (CJN, 1
inch) was used to pump the water out of
the hole, through the heat exchanger
and down the hole again.
It was
powered by a 5/8 HP (470 W) electric
motor, and the electric power was
supplied by a 5 kW Briggs and Stratton
motor-generator. The generator also
provided power to run the fuel pump on
the heater.
The hoses were Gates EPDM
(ethylene propylene diene tertolymer)
(2.54 cm I.D., 3.61 cm O.D.).
They
maintained adequate flexibility in the
cold weather although they were easier
to handle when they were filled with
warm water. On the surface, the hoses
were coiled in insulated boxes, one box
for the feed line and another for the
return hose. Before the insulated
boxes were used, the hoses rapidly
melted their way into the snow. This
wasted a substantial amount of heat and
made the hoses hard to handle,
All attachments to the hoses were
made with 'quick disconnects' (Hansen
'Straight-Through One Inch Brass
Couplers'). They greatly facilitated
disconnecting and draining hoses
whenever anything went wrong or after a
drilling session. There were many
hoses in the system to remove and
drain, and a rapid technique was
necessary to ensure they were drained
before they froze up. Special silicone
O-rings were used.with the quick
disconnects; the regular neoprene
O-rings were completely rigid in the
cold and had to be pre-warmed in hot
water or in an engine exhaust,
Whitey ball valves were used to
direct the flow of water. They worked
reliably and efficiently, only a
quarter turn of the stem being required
to change the valve from 'full off' to
'full on'.

f.

g.

Hole Calipers

It is very useful to be able to
measure the diameter of the completed
hole. After the passage of the drill
head, heat is continually taken from
the water by the surrounding cold ice
but slowly added to the water from the
warm hoses.
Consequently, it is
difficult to predict whether the hole
will grow or shrink after the head has
gone by. This information has a
bearing on subsequent modifications of
the drill. In order to measure the
hole's diameter remotely from the
surface, a set of hole calipers was
designed and built.
It is shown
diagramatically in Figure 6. With its
weight carried by one of the two
support ropes, it is lowered with its
three legs collapsed (Figure 6a).
At
the depth of interest the weight is
taken on the other line, and the three
articulated legs expand to press
against the side of the ice hole
(Figure 6b).
The process of expanding
the legs causes the central shaft to
slide within the cylindrical body of
the calipers. This shaft is connected
to an eleccrical variable resistor
(linear in its motion), and a
measurement of this resistance, when
compared with a calibration curve,
gives the diameter of the hole. The
resistance is measured at the surface,
one of the support lines being an
electrical cable.
An interesting feature of the
device is that the moveable centre
shaft passes right through the main
casing. Thus, the external water
pressure does not try to push the shaft
into the casing.
The casing is made of
a flexible-walled tygon tubing and is
filled with silicone fluid in order to
equalize the pressure inside and
outside. Since there is minimal
pressure difference, the light fitting
O-rings act as rod wipers rather than

Cost

The following is an approximate
costing of the components of the
oil-fired ice drill.
It does not
include the shop costs of assembling
the parts or of making the snow melter
or brake drum. Also, it does not
include any spares.
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as pressure seals and permit free rod
movement at any depth.

Ill.

(Problems with the equipment prevented
the rest of the hole from being
logged. Presumably, the hole decreased
in diameter at the bottom.)
As far
down as could be seen, the hole was
very round and the walls were smooth.
During tests at other locations in
the Arctic in 1981, it was found that
hot-water drills can easily do certain
types of jobs that would be very
difficult for mechanical drills. For
example, a hole was drilled through the
ice freeing a cable that had been
frozen in place.
This allowed a
suspended instrument to be recovered.

RESULTS

For the test on the ice shelf in
April 1982, turbo fuel was used with
the nozzle rated at 3.5 US gal/Hr (13.2
I/Hr), and the hole was sunk at the
rate of 11 metres per hour.
With a
'sizing' attachment of 17 cm in
diameter, a hole was drilled that, in
the upper 8 metres, was 23 cms in
diameter with a variation of I cm.

HOLE CALIPERS
PARTLY EXTENDED

1'

EXTENDED

ARTICULATED
13

-ICE

ARMS

WALL

LINEAR
POTENTIOMETER
TYGON

TUBE CASING

(OIL FILLED)
WEIGHT

SLIDING SHAFT

Figure 6.

The hole calipers, a device for remotely measuring the diameter of the
ice hole. The sliding shaft is connected to the bottom end of the
articulated arms. When the weight is taken by a line attached to the
framework, the weight pulls the shaft down, and the three arms lie
together tightly. When the weight is taken by a line attached to the
central shaft, the framework slides down. and the arms expand until the
joints meet the walls of the hole. The amount of relative motion, and
hence the diameter of the hole, can be inferred from the resistance of
the linear potentiometer.
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Following the cable through the ice

is being designed.

added no extra difficulty to the
procedure. Originally, several
cable-following mechanisms had been
designed, but they were not necessary.
It is possible that the heat in the
water was conducted ahead by the cable,
thus warming the ice and directing the
melting action. Another job that could
not have been easily done by a
mechanical drill was that of freeing
wooden posts in the ice and lowering
them to a greater depth. These posts,
which suspended a small building on the
ice, had effectively been lifted by a
summer's melt; the water had run down
cracks and fissures leaving the posts
and building higher in the air by about
half a metre. With the hot water
drill, the posts were easily melted out
and set lower in the ice.

to drain and will not be so sensitive
to a small amount of left-over water.
A second problem was the
overloading and subsequent burn-out of
the 5/8 HP electric motor.
The
flow-rate of the water was quite high
and the pressure drop across the heat
exchanger rose to over 100 psi (690
kPa), presumably because of the
build-up of sediment or scale. Too
much power was required to drive the
pump, and the motor burnt out.
In
future, the new heat exchanger will
introduce a much smaller pressure
drop. Alternatively, the flow rate
could be decreased.
It was difficult to prime the pump
when the water level was 5 metres
down. Also, the suction nearly
collapsed the hose. To remedy this, an
immersible pump will be used to feed
the water to the main pump when the
suction head is high.
The melt water used to start the
drilling process should be screened. A
nail that was in the snow found its way
into the gear pump and destroyed the
brass gears.

IV.

PROBLEMS

During the operation of the drill
on the ice shelf a number of problems
arose and several failures occurred,
Since it is often very useful to know
what does not work, these problems will
be discussed here.
The most serious problem was a
crack that had developed in the heat
exchanger tubing.
It was probably
caused by the freezing of a slug of
water left in the tube, although the
tubes had been carefully steamed out.
This break had to be repaired before
the work could begin. Luckily, the
break was near one end of the coil, and
only a couple of turns needed to be cut
off.
It was possible to cut a new pipe
thread with a file, and the system was
put back together. To cure the problem
in the long run, a new heat exchanger

It will be easier

"

0
V.

SUMMARY

A hot-water ice drill was designed
and built by the Arctic Acoustics Group
at DREP to drill through the
50-metre-thick ice of the Ellesmere
Island Ice Shelves. Although there
were some "teething" problems, the
drill worked well, melting a hole 23 cm
in diameter at the rate of 11 metres
per hour.
It burned turbo fuel (JP-4)
at the rate of about 3.5 US gal (13.3
litres) per hour. A number of
shortcomings have been identified, and
several parts are being redesigned.
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"CLIMATOPIC" THERMAL PROBE

F. Gillet, C. Rado,
G. Marec, M. Maitre,
J. Perrin and G. Ricou

Laboratoire de Glaciologie
et de Geophysique de l'Environnement
C.N.R.S., Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT
6 m, we hope to drill deeper than 3000 m
in a single summer season.

'
Stable isotope analysis of the melt
water recovered by a thermal probe can
give a continuous record of climatic
changes. The '"climatopic" probe has a
small diameter (43 mm) and needs only
low power (2250 W) on the head to reach
practical drilling speeds usually lying
between 5 and 8 m/h. With runs up to 6 m
we hope to drill deeper than 3000 m in a
single summer. Because of the limited
power requirements, the necessary cable
weighs only 1050 Kg and the overall
equipment is relatively light (8000 Kg
completely packed) and easy to transport.
The amount of fluid needed for the hole
is also limited to about 2.5 e/m.
,

EQUIPMENT
Drill Unit
The drill has an outer diameter of
43 mm, weighs 45 Kg and is 15.6 m long.
It is composed of five sections having
the following lengths: Hot point (0.4 m);
Pump and flow measurement section
(0.7 m); Melt tank (10.10 m); Electronic
and suspension (0.4 m) and the Cable
termination section (0.4 m).
Two different types of hot point
are used. The first one was developed
for temperate glaciers. An insulated
nickel-chrome wire is cast in pure silver. These hot points are very efficient
and reliable but relatively expensive.
We now use high power density cartridges
soldered in a copper cylinder (Taylor,
1976). Both types have a power rating of
2250 W at 320 V. To avoid any penetration of water, even under high pressures, a glass-metal sealing is soldered
on the cold part of the heating element
(Fig. 1).
Suction of melt water is made at
35 cm above the bottom of the hole by a
vibration pump. The flow (20-30 X/h) is
higher than the production of water
(9-11 Z/h) to be sure that all the water
produced is pumped up. The power delivered to this pump section is high (400 W)
and it is difficult to reduce it because
of the circulation of cold fluid in the
pipes and because we have to start the

IN'TRODUCTION
After the successful drilling in
1977/78 at Dome C with the thermal core
drill, it appeared that it was not possible to go deeper than 905 m in a dry
hole. But before developing a deep core
drill working in a fluid filled hole, we
thought that a small diameter thermal
probe, recovering melt water samples,
would be an interesting development.
Stable isotope analyses of this
water could provide a continuous record
of climatic changes. The aim of the
"climatopic" probe is to obtain this
climatic record and also to measure, at
a later stage, the temperatures in the
hole.
Using hot points of the same type
as those developed for temperate glaciers
(Gillet, 1975) and making runs of up to

•
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of a thick annulus of ice. After each run
the tank must be placed in a heated enclosure before all the water is recovered. A floating piston gives an alarm signal when the tank is full.
In order to reduce the size of the
cable, the telemetering system uses a bifilar line for four measurements: flow,
water level, alarm and suspension. Four
low frequency carriers are operated in
frequency shift keying mode by four
pulse code modulators. The transmitter is
located in the upper part of the drill in
a 3.5 m long steel tube with a thickness
of 6 mm in order to resist the pressures

encountered (Fig. 2).
The suspension of the drill on the
cable is monitored by the elongation (5
cm) of a spring moving a magnet near a
cell using the Hall Effect. Electrical
insulation between armor and drill is
provided by a Teflon cylinder.
Cable

€ 35

The cable is 8.9 mm in diameter, is
4000 m long and weighs 1050 Kg. It consists of two outer layers of steel armor
and four conductors: two 0.93 mm 2 conductors used in parallel and the armor
provide a 7 A RMS current path for the
hot points. The surface voltage is about
900 V RMS; two 0.34 mm2 conductors are
used for telemetering.

S

Power Supply
Figure 1. Cross section of the hot
point. (1) High power density cartridge;
element resistance = 46 Q. (2) Cold part
of cartridge. (3) Glass-metal sealing,
(4) Copper cylinder brazed to cartridge.
(5) Ceramic coating used as thermal
insulation. (6) Stainless steel tip
brazed onto the copper cylinder.
(7) Stainless steel tube. (8) Cooling
flange brazed onto the cartridge. The
holes are used for setting the ceramic
around the copper cylinder. (9) Copper
wire used for power conductor,

circulation of water at low temperatures.
The flow is measured by a special flow
gage while a differential pressure gage
indicates the water level in the tank.
The melt tank is made from two
stainless steel tubes (40-43 mm diameter)
screwed together. To avoid a full refreezing of water, a heating wire located along the axis of the tube gives a
power density of 35 W/m. This heat is
not sufficient to prevent the formation

This unit supplies the 900 V, 7 A
power. The voltage is obtained from a
three phase 380 V generator by a specially designed inverter, the output voltage
from which can be varied from 0 to 1000
volts.

0
Winch and Tower
The cable is spooled using the
"Lebus" system on a Duraluminium drum
connected by a chain drive to a gear
reducer. A 12 KW, 3 phase, 380 V variable
speed motor (120 - 2400 rpm) gives a maximum hoisting speed of 86 m/min. A disc
brake is located between motor and gear
reducer. For each run, a small hydraulic
variable speed motor reducer connected to
the main motor by an electromagnetic
coupling gives a speed between 2 and 70
m/h. The mast is 11.4 m high and is made
of two 250 mm diameter Duraluminium
tubes. It is surrounded by four air heated polyethylene tubes designed to receive
the melt tanks after each run for recover96
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the "climatopic" probe. (1) Copper cylinder.
(2) Heating cartridge. (3) Therml insulation. (4) Glass metal sealing. (5) Water...
suction pipe. (6) Heating wire. (7) Flow gage.

_
''1

(8) Vibration pump. (9) Melt tank."i

(10) Filter. (11) Drain hole. (12) Connection. (13) Linear slip ring. (14) Suspension spring. (15) Linear transducer. (16) Ball and socket joint. (17) Electronic
section. (18) Electrical connections. (19) Connector. (20) Teflon tube for electrical insulation. (21) Cerromatrix cable termination.
(22) Armored cable.
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it is not easy to obtain a vertical hole
even if the drill is kept carefully in
suspension. As the electronic tube is
rigid, it probably had difficulty in following the bending radius of the hole
without considerable frictional drag.
This problem was the main one encountered
during the operation. It can be solved
by increasing the strength and rigidity
of the tubes and by providing an articulation unit below the electronic section.
At 217 m we decided to ream the hole.
Restarting from 207 m we advanced very
slowly (0.5 to 1.0 m/h) in order to obtain a convenient hole diameter.
Friction was immediately reduced and at
220 m we could increase the penetration
rate to 2 m/h keeping friction to reasonable levels.
At this depth, we had solved the
other problems previously observed concerning mainly hot points, the pump,
flow measurement, and the heating of
pipes. Then, we could get regular runs
and reproducible figures before total
refreezing of water in the tank. Usually
the drilling would occupy about 45 minutes. This figure is appropriate if the
penetration rate is 8 n/h. It could be
slightly increased by a better heating
of the lower part of the tank.
At 5 m/h we obtained 10 C/h of
water. The water level in the tank was
not measured because of a breakdown of
the differential pressure gage, which
was not suited to these working conditions. A better separation between
water and DFA must also be achieved.

To this must be added the IIFA needed
the generator (about 4
/h) and the
drilling fluid (about 2.5 elm). This
fluid is a mixture of DFA and Freon
(F 11).

for
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ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DRILL
With an OD of 43 mm and a length of
3 m, this small drill is designed to
produce cores up to 50 cm long. A 2 Nm
torque at 93 RPM is provided by a 115 V
DC motor reducer. The chips are circulated by a turbine pump operated by a
75 V DC motor and stored in a special
filter compartment.
This drill was designed to be used
periodically in conjunction with the
main climatopic probe.
In this way,
ice core may be obtained at desired
depths.
This drill worked without any major
problems, but the core length must he
increased from the present 20 cm.
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HOT WATER DRILLING IN ANTARCTIC FIRN,

AND FREEZI,;

RATES IN WATER-FILLED BOREHOLES

Bruce R. Koci
Polar Ice Coring Office
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska

68588-0200

Abstract

-----

Hot water drilling systems are
suitable for applications in which the

-

objective is to gain rapid access to a
glacier, ice sheet or ice shelf for
seismic shooting, installing temperature
sensors, access hole studies or retrieving
stuck core drills. The Ross Ice Shelf
Project (RISP) hot water drilling at J-9
showed that the decrease in water temperature at the nozzle was 1 C/30 m
(!.8 0 F/1O0 ft) of depth. The boiler was
It produced.
rated at 2.5A106 watts.
820 i/Vnof water heated from 2"C to 98'i
(1.75*106 watts). The success of a
smaller hot water system (150 kW) used by
PICO in 1979-80 at Dome C, Antarctica, in
ambient temperatures of-40*C illustrated
the speed and reliability possible under
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Development of water wel
usinF surfice wter

extreme environmental conditions.
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Browning Hot Water Drill

_

The Browning hot water drilling
conducted in 1978 as part of the Ross Ice
Shelf Project (RISP) at J-9 demonstrated
that access holes could be drilled rapidly
to depths of 420 m. The drill consists
of a single 2.5 megawatt boiler, heat
exchanger, downhole pump, booster pump
and reels of hose with a 6 -m long 5-cm
diameter pipe and nozzle (Browning et"al., 1979).
By using water created and
stored in an in situ water well it was
not necessary to provide surface storage
fDr water during drilling (Figures 1-3).
This drill was used in 1978-79 to drill
three access holes through 420 m of ice
at the RISP camp J-9.
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those measured with the caliper.
Calculations of freezing rates with
a moving boundary are difficult and
depend on many assumptions. Those made
by Yen and Tien (1976) suggested
complete freezing of a 30 cm hole in
eight hours.
The heat balance integral
method of Lunardini (1981) gives results
within 25 percent of these measured.
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PICO Hot Water Drill

First, water from a storage tank is
used to drill a hole and provide a bulb
of water. A pump is then lowered into
this bulb to provide water for drilling
a second hole which continues through
the bulb as the access hole.
The water
level will gradually decrease due to the
volumetric change during melting.
Therefore, the bulb must be of sufficient
size to keep the pump immersed.
A 76-cm diameter hole was drilled at
a penetration rate of .7 m/min using
320 1/min water initially heated from
20 C to 98 0 C.
During drilling, the rate of decrease
in water temperature at the nozzle was
recorded as 3.3 0 C/I00 m depth. Freezing
rates began at 10 cm/2 4 hours, decreasing
to less than 5 cm/24 hours after three
weeks of keeping the hole open. These
closure rates are dependent on ice
temperature, which in this case was -2 8 0 C,

The success of a smaller hot water
drill system designed by PICO and used
at Dome C, Antarctica, showed that in
0
ambient temperatures of -40 C hot water
drills could be used reliably to drill
shot holes and recover stuck ice core
drills to depths of 70 m.
The PICO hot
water drill system is a noncoring shallowdepth drill consisting entirely of
off-the-shelf components. The drill
consists of three Malsbary oil-fired
water heaters (two Model 21-H and one
Model 221-H) used in varying combinations
to melt the required snow in a 2250 1
reservoir tank, and to heat the meltwater
for drilling. The heated water in the
tank was pumped through a Synflex hose
and out through a nozzle to melt the
hole. For use at high altitudes, the
oil burner nozzles were changed, reducing the fu~l consumption rates to
7 1/hr and 21 1/hr, respectively.
At Dome C during late December 1979
through early January 1980, the PICO hot
water drill was used to provide shot
holes of depths between 15 m and 60 m
for the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Geophysical and Polar Research Center's
seismic program (Kuivinen et al., 1980).
PICO drilled a total of 37 shot holes at
17 sites over a 30-km area, providing
1085 m of holes in ten days of drilling.
Water pools in these holes at about half
the firn-ice transition depth, so many

and to a lesser extent on initial hole

of the holes at Dome C were unusable

diameter. These results suggest that it
is possible to drill to considerable
depths for placing thermistor strings or
for drilling access holes through ice
shelves,
Figure 4 illustrates freezing rates
at two different temperatures (-28 0 C and

below 40-45 m. The Geophysical and
Polar Research Center seismic investigations included a wide-angle reflection
profile, a P-wave refraction profile,
two large separation refraction shots
and surface wave recording.
Upon completion of the drilling in

-17'C) during RISP.

support of the seismic program, PICOused

Figure 3.

Drilling in progress

Since the hole

diameter was irregular, the rates cannot

the hot water drill to melt free the

be interpreted as more than values for

NSF-Swiss shallow drill stuck at 65 m

estimate purposes. We noted, however,
that a 0 cm hole required between three
and four days to freeze completely and
that measurements made with ultrasonic
detectors gave results within 5 mm of

depth during the previous season.
The
drill was recovered intact, and was
retrograded to Lincoln for overhaul.
It was found that only 1135 1 of
water were needed to drill a 60 m hole.
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A HOT WATER DRILL FOR TEMPERATE ICE
Philip L. Taylor, U. S. Geological
Survey

Abstract

Introduction

.The development of a high-pressure
hot-water drill is described, which has
been used reliably in temperate ice to
depths of 400 meters with an average
drill rate of about 1.5 meters per minute. One arrangement of the equipment
weighs about 500 kilograms, and can be

contained on two sleds, each about 3
meters long. Simplified performance
equations are given, and, experiments
with nozzle design suggest a characteristic number describing the efficiency of
each design, and a minimum bore-hole
diameter very close to 6 centimeters for
a hot water drill. Also discussed is
field experience with cold weather, water
supply, and contact with englacial cavities and the glacier bed.
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Drilling holes in glacier ice with
hiyh pressure hot water has become of
increasing interest over the last several years for the following reasons:
- Growing scientific interest in basal
sliding and sub-glacial water systems,
- A 20-fold increase in drill rate is
possible over previous (electrothermal) techniques,
The flushing action allows the drill
to handle dirty ice easily; snow,
firn, and ice can be handled with
equal ease;
The drill cannot overheat or burn
out;
The drill can be used for dye injection, and the jet is useful in rescuing stuck instruments.
Some disadvantages, compared to electrothermal drilling are:
Difficulty of control;
- Equipment is more expensive, heavier, and maintenance is more specialized;
- A water supply is required, and
operations are difficult at temperatures below freezing;
- Bore-holes are of larger diameter,
and have irregular walls.
The most serious difficulty has been
the lack of control due to the weight and
bulk of the hose. This has been overcome
in the system described here, which is
the result of several years of design
improvements and field experience.

"
0

0

The upper 1.32 m segment of the

short-circuited at a depth of 218 m, and

probe contains about 3 km of miniature
coaxial high-voltage cable tested to
withstand 3000V DC immersed in water;
this segment is open to the ice/water
environment.
Most of the exterior cylindrical
surface of the probe is covered with a
Nichrome V ribbon heating element
sandwiched between fiberglass-reinforced
epoxy layers.
The purpose of this
heating element is to melt the ice
around the probe when starting up after
a freeze-in period.
It provides a power
density of 0.3 watt/cm-2 of exterior
surface area. Tests have shown that it
melts the probe free in ice of -40 0 C
temperature in approximately one hour,
the interir chamber temperature at
met-cut being about 20 0 C.

Hist..ry
In i962, Karl Philberth (1962) described the concept of he and his brother
oernhard for a thermal probe to measure
ti'e temperature inside of an ice sheet.
The outstanding characteristic of this
irube was that the wire for the transmission of electrical power to it and
si-nals fr m it payed out of the
advan ir,:- pr, be and became fixed in the
refreezinr meltwater above it.
in 1),
Plhiilberth's (1964) concept of a mercury steering-ring to
stabilize the vertical course of the
thermal probe was successfully tested
at Junifrauj ich, Switzerland.
In 1961,
the development of the
Philberth thermal probe was undertaken
at USA Cold Regions Research and
Engineerino Laboratory (CRREL) with the
assistance of K. Philberth.
In 1965, the first Philberth
probe built at CRREL was tested at Camp
Century, Greenland (Aasmot,
1967).
An
insulation fault destroyed one of the
two conductors, and contact with the
probe was lost at a depth of 90 m.
In 1966, a second probe was tested
at Camp Century (Aamot, 1967).
This
probe was stopped at a scheduled depth
of 259 m.
Readings were taken to observe
the rate ,of cooling and the rise of the
hydrostatic pressure due to refreezing of
the meitwater. An attempt to restart
the probe was unsuccessful because there
was insufficient heat In the coil secti-n.
In 1968, the third and fourth
Philberth (1976) probes were launched at
Station Jarl-Joset, Greenland.
The
cartridge heaters in the third rr be
120

again in the fourth probe at a depth of
1005 m. Temperatures were measured at
depths of 218, 615 and 1005 m. The
fourth probe was successfully stopped at
615 m, allowed to freeze-in for the
temperature measurement, and then
restarted on its way.
Two thermal probes with pendulum
vertical stabilization have been
launched in Antarctica (Aamot, 1970).
In 1971, a CRREL pendulum probe was
launched at South Pole Station by John
Rand (1971).
It failed at a depth of
6 m, probably because the coil was
inadvertently overheated by operating at
too high a power lo¢el in the porous
firn.
In 1973, the Australians (Morton
and Lightfoot, 197-) launched their
thermal probe at a site 80 km south L:f
Casey Station where it reached a depth
of 112 m when it failed, probably due
to inadequate insulation -n the stepping
switch. The temperature at that ierth
was measured.

Design Features
To minimize the
of the difficulties
ec
previous probe users,
_in, c-r
.
analysis and desi-n
a .
for the cartridge heat:?r , w ,
..
viously were not hermeti-.iY
could have causel m<,7ture +
en ter
the insulation around the heatin,- e41e:
and/or the oxidation -, this eaing
element itself,
resultin- ini a reiuti
.
of the wire diameter.
Two approaches were inveotio-lo:
(a) hermetically-sealed cartridoes wor,.
fabricated and tested with very
factory results -- their product ou wo-:
difficult
to achieve and very expen:ve,
(b) normal off-the-shelf cartrido°e:were purchased -- after insertin
ii :ie
hotpoints, these assemblies were iaked
out at 120 0 C for approximately one h-ur
prior to final assembly of the lower
seg-ment of the probe.
Since the interi
r
of the probe is evacuated and refilled
with an inert gas the heaters need n t
be hermetically sealed.
Test result,
have indicated a sufficiently acceptable
performance.
The cartridge heaters in the upper
and ! :wer hotpoints are operated at
SQ lercent ,-f their rated wattage.
At a
maximum
erating voltage of 1325V PS
anl a current ( f ) .07 amperes, the t ta.
heat int- lwer
of 51,00 watts is

PAN IN-SITU SAMPLING THERMA L PROBE

M

B. LYle Hansen and Leendert Kersten
Polar Ice Coring Office
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 6858F-0200
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measured.
The probe is pendulum stabilized;
its center of gravity is below the 16.5
cm diameter upper hotpoint which
controls the advance rate (Figure 1).
The lower hotpoint and the body of the
f1.7 cm. The
aeadaee
prb
overall length is 3.45 m and the weight
of the probe in air is 150 kg.
The lower 2.11 m segment of the0
probe is a hermetically-sealed, thickwalled, non-magnetic stainless steel
chamber at atmospheric pressure which
is designed to withstand an external
pressure of 5x10l / 2 o
psas
caused by the overburden of 4000 m of
ice plus a peak over pressure which
exists temporarily during the refreezing
This chamber contains
of th-e meltwater.
the two hotpoints, transducers, highpressure sample cells and the telemetry
equipment.
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Thermal probe designs

A high-pressure pump driven by a 5hp, air-coole diesel engine producing 15
L/min at 55 bar (4 gpm at 800 psi) was
successfully tested so that operations
could be considered in the future at locations with only a 2- or 3-kW, 120-V
portable generator.
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Figure 10. Hose Tensiometer, which can be
easily installed and removed.
A spacer has just been installed on the hose. Drill
rate about I m/min.
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smooth passages along the bore-hole.
Care had been taken while drilling to
hold a steady rate of advance with the
winch control, and to immediately stop
the pump and heater during any interruption. This was especially important
considering the cost and critical nature
of the instruments which were to be lowered.

ameter at the bed to support the TV
camera. Subsequent inspection with the
camera would determine whether it was the
bed, or debris above the bed that had
been reached.
Walls of the bore-hole were scalloped, but quite regular in average
diameter. A sliding, spring-loaded
centralizing device which was used to
hold the TV camera had no trouble making

Figure 8.
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The hot-water drill stem.
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Figure 9.

Drawing of the nozzle shown in
figure 8.
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appeared at the drill stem. As an added
precaution, hoses were disconnected, and
the pump run dry for a second or two.
Upon startup the next morning about half
of this mixture could be recaptured to be
used again at the end of the day.
The real problem comes during an unforseen shut-down due to an electrical,
fuel or water supply problem, as an ice
plug can quickly form making it difficult
or impossible to reestablish flow when
the trouble is fixed. One must then work
quickly to disconnect as much as possible
and get anti-freeze at least through the
pump and heater or they will be ruined,
Several of the holes drilled during
the 1981 season had to be abandoned at
mid-depth when the drill would suddenly
stop its advance as if hitting a large
rock, and would not continute despite 10
to 30 minutes of continued melting. This
had happened at least three times in the
previous years, and was also noted at
Variegated Glacier (Kamb, W.B., oral com-

mun.). This stoppage was finally discovered to be caused by the drill encountering an englacial water-filled
cavity. The drill stem would pass
through the edge of the cavity, hut would
not side-melt enough to pass the first
hose spacer which was located 6 m up the
hose. Once it was understood what was
happening, it was a simple matter to back
up the drill, melt out the restriction,
and continue drilling.
Because the holes were to be used
tor TV studies at the bed it was important that the diameter of the bore-hole
near the bed be of constant cross-section. A tensiometer was designed for the
hose and was used to monitor the weight
of the drill stem, and is shown in figure
1U. This alerted the operator within
10-15 seconds of any drill hang-up, and
was also used to determine contact with
the bed. Hot water pumping could then be
immediately terminated and the drill
withdrawn, insuring the minimum hole di-

IIIIP"
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Figure 7.

-.

USGS Drill Sleds, South Cascade Glacier. Hose reel, winch drive, and
boom sled in the foreground. Sled h-hind carries (riqht to loftl the
drill tank, electrically driven, high-pressuro pump, water hater, and
fuel tank.
Operator is installing a hose spacer. Hose in the foreground brings water from a firn well near the pkrevinusly (irilled hcl,,.
Sleds are transported with a small track vehicl."
I ] '
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water transferred to the drill circuit as
required. The drill supply tank, also an
open tub, was also used as a snow "minimelter" utilizing a hand-held tirn drill,
This would accumulate enough meltwater
for about 10 minutes of drilling.
By the summer of 1980 the equipment
and the drill techniques had progressed
to a point where operational reliability
was achieved. About 3-1/2 to 4 hours
were required to drill to the bed at 200
m and return to the surface. The equipment was mounted on sleds, shown in
figure 7. At least 9 holes to the 180200-m deep bed at South Cascade Glacier
were made for basal water-pressure studies, and approximately 10 holes to 400--m
depth at Variegated Glacier. TV inspection of the holes showed consistent,
nearly circular cross sections.
The drilling at South Cascade
Glacier during 1981 started in April with
no reliable firn water supply, and experiments were conducted in an attempt to
drill using recirculated water from the
bore-hole. These efforts were unsuccessful in producing a reliable circuit due
mainly to the complexity of having to
handle hoses, cables, and pumps in a 14-m
hole, and an unpredictable water level at
10 m. No reliable cross-connection could

he made between adjacent holes. Kamb had
sortewhat better luck at Variegated
Glacier in 1982, but reports that the
supply was not completely reliable (oral
commun.). The ability to recirculate water was found to be very dependent on the
depth and permeability of the overlying
firn and snow, and on the behavior of
water found or placed there. The snow
melter was then set up at the South
Cascade Glacier, and about 14 holes were
drilled to the bed in this manner.
Melting snow is hard work, doubles the
fuel consumption, and the extra equipment
must be moved and maintained.
Drilling becomes difficult when the
air temperature is less than about -50C
because of the risk of serious damage to
the system from freezing water, especially in the high pressure pump, heater
coils, and the hydraulic swivel on the
winch drum. Compressed air was used on
this spring trip to blow out the lines at
night, but was not completely reliable in
preventing ice plugs in the coils of hose
on the drum. Flushing with anti-freeze,
using about 20-40 L (5-10 gal) of 25-percent mixture gave protection to about
-121C. This was added to the drill
supply tank when nearly empty, and the
system shut down when the fluid first

5g

I
Figure 6.

S

_

The Cal Tech sleds on Variegated Glacier, Alaska. Portable generator
at the right, 55-gal fuel drum for the heater in the foreground. Gasoline engine-driven pump is behind the drum, between the tank and the
heater. Hcse reel, drive unit on the left sled. Operator on the far
left is tending a cable to a pressure transducer down the same hole.
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DRILL CIRCUIT, mounted on two sleds,
figure 7, or as shown in figure 6:

valvye.
Winch Drum - holds up to 460 m (1500
ft) of hose, with Chickshaw hydraulic swivel.
Winch Drive - 11O-v, 3/4 -hp, varnable speed with two-speed gear
change from 0.038 to 110 m/min.
Meter Wheel - 1-m circumference,
contoured for hose, 1-cm readout.
Hose - Synflex 3000-06, Samuel Moore
Co., Eaton Corp., Mantua, Ohio, 0.95
cm (3/8") I.D., 1.63 cm (0.642") 0.
D., rated working pressure 155 bar
(2250 psi), weight in air 14 kg/100
m (9.4 lb/100 ft), polyurethane
cover, synthetic fiber braid over a
nylon core tube; swaged termination
fittings can be replaced in the
field (male end P/N 3903-06506,
female end P/N 3903-06546). Maximum
continuous length available is 76 m
(250 ft).
Dril Stem - 3.3-cm diameter by 3.7m long (I" NPS pipe), 20 kg, filled
with lead shot around central tube.
Nozzle of figure 9 can be replaced
easily with 5.08-cm and 7.62-cm diameter (2- and 3-in) reaming nozzles
(not shown).
Firn Pump - compact submersible
type, 110-v, 2-amp, 15 L/min at 6-m
head (4 gpm at 20-ft), used also in
the Melter tub.

"4

Firn Drill - hand held, 2.2-cm diameter by 2-m long (3/8 NPS pipe),
with Spraco 15A4 spray nozzle, used
to make firn well, or to recirculate
water back to drill tank when used
as a "mini" snow melter.

EQUIPMENT NOTES FOR BLOCK DIAGRAM, figure
5

Drill Supply Tank - 170 L (45 gal),
polyethylene, tub with open top
Filter - Cuno 1MI with G78L2 cartridge (50 micron)
Pump - Giant P-41, max rating 3.5
hp, 17 L/min, 83 bar (4.5 gpm, 1200
psi), with Eaton D41L-2416 automatic
centrifugal clutch, pressure relief
valve, bypass valve, pressure gage,
vacuum-type low water cut-off, driven by 240-v, 2-hp electric motor, or
5-hp Briggs and Stratton gasoline
engine, or 5-hp Petter diesel engine, aircooled. All motors require
v-belt speed reduction to pump.
Burner and Heater - Alkota 300,
diesel oil-fired, 75,600 K cal
(300,000 BTU) per hour rating, 110v, 5-amp, with temperature gage,
high-temperature cutoff, and bypass

~-

-

MELTER CIRCUIT, mounted on single sled
(not shown), similar to sled shown in
figure 7.
Melter Tank - 1500 L(390 gal) polyethylene tub with open top and removable cover, three each Spraco
ibA4 spray nozzles, shovelled full
of snow about every 20 minutes. If
full of water at start, 200-m hole
can be drilled without stopping.
E
_ - Teel 3P569A, 1/2-hp, Rotary
Screw type, with pressure gage and
bypass valve. 110-v, 8-amps.
Burner and Heater - same as used
with drill.
APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS: Melter circuit
equipment sled;700 kg (1500 lb). Drill
Equipment Sleds: As shown in figure 6;
500 kg (1100 lbs). As shown in figure 7;

1200 kg (2500 lbs).
Weights do not include water, fuel,
generator.

or
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unit using an oil-fired commercial water
heater, and an electrically driven pump
producing 14.4 L/min, 55 bar, at 770 C
(3.8 gpm, 800 psi, 170'F). Fuel rate for
the heater was about 9.8 L/hr (2.6 gph).
Surface meltwater was used and expended
down the hole. The drill
system requires
about 4 kW of electrical power which was
obtained from the cabin generator system
using a 1.5 km long power cable and 1 kV
step-up and step-down transformers,
A drill of this design utilizing a
5-hp, gasoline engine-driven pump at 69
bar (1,000 psi) was used on the Variegated
Glacier, Alaska, successfully drilling
at least 12 holes to the bottom at 400 m
(Kamb, oral commun.). The author was
responsible for the construction of this
equipment, shown in figure 6.
Drill rate
at 300 m was about 60 m/hr, and a total
of about 5-1/2 hours of drill time was
required to reach the bed.
The drill became stuck several times
during retrieval, which was traced to the
tendency of the warm hose to side-melt
the hole producing "key-hole" shaped
cross-section. The longer drilling time
at Variegated Glacier had forced this
difficulty to our attention. To remedy
this problem removable spacers of 5.1 cm
(2 in) diameter on the hose at 5 to 10 m
intervals were introduced, and TV inspection of a bore-hole during September on
the South Cascade Glacier showed no
noticeable "key-hole" effect.
SUPPLY
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An improved spacer design, first
used during summer 1980, is shown in
figure 10. Spacing was 5 m, and installation and removal occurs just above the
bore-hole utilizing a simple tool.
The advance rate of the drill was
also held to about 1 m/min resulting in a
larger diameter of at least 7.6 cm (3 in)
as determined with a reamer of this diameter which freely passed both ways to
the bed in two different holes. This was
done to ensure an adequate diameter for
the safe passage of a TV camera. The
clearance also allowed the weighted drill
stem to hang more freely near the center
of the hole, and meter wheel readings
were always within a few meters of the
expected depth.
A snow melter was designed and
tested successfully at South Cascade
Glacier in anticipation of drilling in
early spring, when no surface or reliable
firn water supply could be expected. For
example, while 77 L/min could be pumped
from a firn well in September 1979, only
2.5 L/min was available in November
(Krimmel, R.M., oral commun.). The snow
melter, shown in block diagram in figure
5, consisted of a sled-mounted tub having
a volume of about 2 m 3 with an overhead
array of spray nozzles and recirculated
hot water from a heater and pump separate
from the drill system. Snow was shovelled into the tub, and the accumulated

~TYPICALLY:
14.4Llmnn 55-838AR,

,

-

WELL.-'

$-O/-
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perfectly insulated hose when T,
T, for
all 1. What changes with a real hose is
the fraction of the total heat input, I
- n , lost through the walls of the hose,
which only serves to increase the borehole diameter beyond d. We can increase
the efficiency, n , with a higher h or a
better insulated hose, which reduces the
total heat required for the hole to a
value closer to the minimum, but will not
change the minimum.
Some observations were made of the
rate at which the hot water cools as it
flows back up the bore-hole. The laboratory tests for nozzle B showed that about
one-half of the bore-hole area defined by
d occurs within 0.5 m above the nozzle.
Field measurements while drilling in 1980
(described later) at 850 kg/hr and 630 C
gave a 97 percent drop (to +2°C) within
15 m behind the drill in a hole estimated
to be about 10 cm in diameter. Plus 1C
water was measured flowing out the top of
the same bore-hole when the drill was at
152 meters, but this could easily be the
effect of heat loss of the hose.

The mathematical relationships used
in selecting and evaluating the parameters of hose size, radial heat loss,
pump pressure, and mass flow rate were
then applied to an improved design.
Drilling during the summer of 1977
on South Cascade Glacier using an oilfired water heater and an electric pump
at 11.4 L/min, 34 bar, 80'C (3 gpm, 500
psi, 175°F) achieved drill rates of 160
m/hr near the surface, decreasing to 12b
m/hr at 50 m, and 60-70 m/hr at the 210 m
depth of the glacier bed.
A technique for finding englacial
cavities that was used with the earlier
electrothermal drills is to support the
drill with a constant tension device set
at less than the drill weight. The
drill advances at its maximum rate, and
when a cavity is encountered the drop is
noted by the operator. This technique
was tried unsuccessfully with the hotwater drill. A strong longitudinal
oscillation of about 2-3 Hz, called
"bucking", would occur, which we attributed to the plugging and release of the
nozzle jet against the ice at the bottom
Field Experience
of the bore-hole.
The technique finally settled on was
The first field tests during the
to lower the drill with a variable-speed
summer of 1976 on South Cascade Glacier
winch at a rate slightly less than the
and Blue Glacier in Washington utilized a
free-fall maximum. If lowering rate is
single rubber hose, 0.95 cm (3/8 in)
increased slightly the "bucking" oscillainside diameter, a propane-fired water
tion is encountered, and the winch speed
heater, and surface runoff water. We
can then be reduced. Because the drum
were able to achieve a drill rate of
diameter decreases with depth, as does
about 90 m/hr at a depth of 125 m using
the drill rate, the actual required
8.5 L/min, 13.8 bar and 38C (2.3 gpm, 200
changes in winch speed are quite modest.
psi, 100°F). A drill stem 3.7 m long by
The drill rate was about 3 m/min at the
3.3 cm diameter (I in NPS Sch 40 steel
surface, 2 m/min at 75 m, and about I
pipe) weighing 20 kg was used.
m/min at the 200 m depth of the glacier
Many difficulties were encountered,
bed. The average was 84 m/hr.
mainly with the longitudinal stretch of
An inclinometer was used in one of
the hose, estimated to be about 10 perthe holes and indicated a deviation of
cent, which resulted in a jerky, uncononly a few degrees from the vertical;
trolled advance of the drill. Realizing
404 ' maximum, returning to 1035 ' from the
the critical importance of the hose
vertical at 200 m. Fuel consumed was
characteristics to a successful design, a
about 6.6 L/hr (1.7 gph).
During this
careful search was made of the commercial
season 12 additonal holes were made to
hose market, resulting in the selection
the glacier bed. These tests confirmed
of single, lightweight, flexible highthe important design features and helped
pressure hose of high longitudinal stifto develop a basic drilling technique of
fness. This hose (Synflex 3000-06,
controlling the lowering rate of the
described in figure 5) weighs 14 kg/10 m
drill to achieve vertical holes. The
in air, and fortunately is nearly neulongitudinal stiffness and the neutral
trally buoyant in water. Thus for a
buoyancy of the hose allows the operator
water-filled bore-hole the hose tension is to feel the probe weight during advance,
nearly independent of depth.
It has
to ensure that it is hanging freely, and
subsequently been used by several others
to note contact with the bed.
(Kamb, W.B., Clarke, G.K.C., Hooke, R.
For the 1979 summer season on South
LeB., oral commun.).
Cascade Glacier the development had progressed to a convenient sled-mounted
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diameter accordinq to equation 1. Because 1, T7, and R were measured for each
nozzle, the final average bore-hole diameter, d, could be calculated. This
number was found to be characteristic for
each nozzle tested, and nearly independent of the flow rate or the temperature
of the drilling water. Thus d can be
".thought of as a "nozzle number", easy to
determine in a laboratory test, and which
then can be used in evaluating drill performance in
the field. A smaller number
indicates a more efficient nozzle design,
.
.(comparing
figs. 1, 2, and 3, for example), and a smaller standard devias, indicates smoother, more cons/istent
performance.
,
,A
d of about 6 cm for a "good" nozzle can be expected, and may be difficult

100-,

+
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,
/tion,
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o

reduce further as there may be a

2to

turbulent mixing and heat transfer limitation at the nozzle tip. This value has
the advantage that it allows a drill stem
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Figure 3. Test results for a larger and
more pointed nozzle F. Both
d and s have smaller values
indicating smoother, more
efficient drilling.

an wigt

nozzle design of practical ruggedness
and
and weight.

With a given nozzle, a higher A and
T. will give a proportionally faster
maximum drill rate, but will stillproduce a hole of the same diameter, d.
This means that it takes the same amount
of heat at the drill tip to make a hole
of a given depth, nearly independent of
the mass rate or the water temperature.
This amount of heat is also a minimum,
which would be realized only with a
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=
5.92 cm at the
Data of figure 3 for nozzle F, with slope of lines d
mss flow rates indicated. Drill rate proportional to outlet water

r

diameter were also measured for nozzle B.
The clear ice allowed the observation of any impedihient to progress,
called a "cold spot", which could then be
reduced or eliminated with a change in
design. Also noted was the effect of a
loss of water in the bore-hole, which
turns a "wet" hole into a "dry" one such
as would occur while drilling permeable
ice, or upon intersecting a drainage
crack.
The drill rates were proportional to
flow rate and temperature (figs. 1-4), as
expected from equation 1. The single
hole in nozzle B (fig. 1), was found to
be very important in forcing a turbulent
stream of water ahead of the advancing
nozzle. "Cold spots" were seen at the
corner radii of the end of nozzle B,
which suggested the more tapered nozzle E
seen in figure 2. This design moved the
1"cold spot" back about 2-3 cm and gave no
increase in performance. The next nozzle, F, seen in figure 3, with a longer
_
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taper and a larger diameter, was chosen
as a result of the observation that the
bore-hole diameter just behind nozzle B
was about 2.3-3.2 cm over the test range.
This made a somewhat more efficient
drill, and moved the "cold spot" hack to
the tip again, which was, however, still
too blunt.
The longer, tapered brass nozzles
were seen to advance much more smoothly
in a "dry" hole. Their shape, thermal
mass, and conductivity were found to be
important in removing the unpredictable
number and pattern of "cold spots" that
are encountered in a "dry" hole.
The final design is the brass nozzle
G, shown in figure 9, which has a long,
smooth parabolic taper to a pointed end,
and is the one used in the drilling system. A small stainless steel tip was
added later on the end of the nozzle to
reduce damage from rocks.
As observed, a more efficient nozzle
(for example, comparing B to C and D in
figure 1) will advance at a faster rate
for a given input d and T..
This produces a bore-hole of smaller average
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Test results for a longer nozzle E.
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(k/t)

T,
and since In

y
lTd m
1

1

-

m

T2

depends on the flow rate, the length and
characteristics of the hose, and not on
the choice of the inlet water temperature
With a higher T,, drilling is faster,
T1.
but the same fraction of heat (1 - n) is
lost from the hose.
The coefficient of thermal conductivity, k, of the Synflex 3000-06 hose
(described later), was determined during
early field tests, and is tabulated as
follows with handbook values of similar,
or other possible hose materials:
km
metric
units

material
Nylon
Synflex 3000-06
hose
Polyethylene
Rubber
Polypropylene

0.3
0.25

3.0
1.2
1.04

0.2
0.08
0.07

Note also that (k/t) 7 dm is a constant
for a particular hose, simplifying the
use of equation 1.
Head Loss of Hose
Assuming steady, incompressible flow
of water in pipes, the average cross-sectional water velocity, V, in the hose is:
m
=

-

,insulated

pA
where p is water density and A is the
cross-sectional area.
The fractional head loss
V2

hf
=

-

L

0.035 which becomes part of the constant
K3.
Making the substitution of V, and
rearranging, gives the frictional head
loss part of equation 1:

rhf
=

EngTish
units

4.5
3.72

V

swivel on the winch, and the bends and
deformations of the hose, each of which
Instead of
contribute to head loss.
treating them individually, it is more
convenient to lump them together and adjust f, which now becomes a "system"
friction factor.
Field tests on this system showed
this to be an equivalent increase in f to

K 3 [--

1
dii

with K, determined from the information
given above. If this equation is applied
to a system with a smooth hose only, and
no restrictions (except for the nozzle),
then K, should be increased by about 20
percent.
Note that hf is expressed in the
length unit of water head, and as hf and
L are expressed in the same units, the
fractional head loss hf/L has the same
value in both metric and English units.
The head loss across the nozzle must
be added to the head loss of the hose,
hf. For this final design (fig. 9) this
loss was measured at 56 m of water (80
psi, or 185 ft of water), at a flow rate
of 14.4 L/min. The total head loss is
that required by the pump.
Note from these relationships the
advantage of high pressure and a large,
hose to achieve high mass flow
rates and high thermal efficiency. The
practical limits are the bulk and weight
of the hose, and the power available for
the pump and heater. The necessary compromises have been made in the designs
described here.
Laboratory Experiments

fdi2g

(Streeter, 1958), where f is a friction
factor governed by the surface roughness
and the Reynolds number. The Reynolds
number for the conditions of practical
interest with this hose is about 2-5 x
10 1 which is the transition zone to complete turbulence. In smooth pipes this
will vary f from about 0.021 to 0.027. In
addition, there are the effects of fittings, connectors, valves, the hydraulic

Laboratory experiments in clear ice
about 50 cm thick were performed in March
1976 to determine the nozzle shape for
efficient drilling. Testing started with
the flat and round shapes and hole patterns (fig. 1), and progressed to larger
and more pointed shapes (figs. 2 and 3)
as the results developed. The maximum,
free-fall drill rates were observed for
mass flow rates of about 200 to 600 kg/hr
and water temperatures of about 20 to
50C. Tenperature of the water flowing
out of the top of the bore-hole and its
108

determined by consistent units and standard values for the specific heat and the
heat of fusion of ice.

For the Synflex* 3000-06 hose, and nozzle
described later:
Enanl i sh
units

metric
units

value of
(k/t)n dm
k
di 5

44.3

2.94

3.72

0.25

Heat loss of hose
Assume also:
constant overall heat transfer coefficient, U;
- constant specific heats;
- no phase changes of water in hose;
- no significant boundary layer ef-

7.42 X 10- 3

0.786

fects. This is reasonable because
the flow in the hose is turbulent
(Reynold's number about 3 x 104),
with a resultant surface heat trdnSfer coefficient about 60 tims t4t
of the heat transfer coefficient i
hose material. The hose nti1,
surface is assumed to be at the ir -

head loss across the nozzle
56 m
(of water)

5.5 bar
(80 psi)

185 ft

Also useful for convertijna _f to -units
common onpessr
c
aes
futhe
I psi

= 0.433 ft of water

1 bar

=

10.2 m of water

1 kPa

=

0.102 m of water

temperature. A thermal boundary
layer here, if any, would increase
performance.
TI - T 2 = AT, the hose terminal temthe
perature difference. Letting c
specific heat of water, the heat ioss,
(Mark's 1964), is then c:,T, whii,- witf
we,, re
these assumptions is alsi UA4', T.
A is the circumferential area of tnl t, ,e,
and (AT)m is the loyarithnic n-an ot
the terminal temperature ditferrnces, and
defined as:

The derivation of these equations,
and the simplifying assumptions are as
follows:
- mass flow rate is constant;
- ice is temperate; ice and ambient
water at O°C;
- all heat melts ice somewhere in the
bore-hole;
bore-holes are water filled, or
-

TI

nearly so;
pump work can be ignored in calculating thermal efficiency of the
hose. This is the heat generated by
the frictional loss of head in the
hose and only affects the efficiency
calculation by about I percent.

4

-T

In T /T
0
k/t, and A = ndm 1, equating
since U
the heat losses gives:
(k/t)T d m 1

T

mc AT Drill Rate:

In T,/T,

From energy balance in melting ice
at the nozzle:

Dividing each side by AT, letting c be
unity, and applying K2 for consistent
units gives the hose heat loss part of
equation 1.
The thermal efficiency of hose dellvery, n, can be defined as the ratio of

2
m T2
2

(const)

R

-

4

]

heat output to heat input, which is:

2

(d) R
rearranging, m = K1

-

,

with K.

T

heat out the nozzle
2

heat input to hose
at surface

* Use of brand names in this report is

m T2

T2
2________________

2

= -

n =

m T

*I

T

for identification purposes only and
does not constitute endorsement by the
U.S. Geological Survey
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Performance Equations
The following simplified mathematical relationships can be used to
evaluate the performance of a hot-water drill:
Mass flow rate

Drill rate

Heat loss
of hose

(j)2 R
K=K

-

(k/t). dml
-

K2

T2

Metric units
mass flow rate

d

average bore-hole diameter,

=

K

(

L di51)

1T /T2n
2

where:
m

Frictional head
loss of hose

L

English units

kg/hr

Ib/hr

cm

in

nozzle contribution only
R

drill rate

k

coefficient of thermal
conductivity of hose
material

t

hose wall thickness

cm

in

dm

hose mean diameter

cm

in

I

hose length down the hole
(depth of drill)

m

ft

T

hose inlet temperature difference
above freezing

0

C

OF

hose outlet temperature difference
above freezing

°C

OF

m/hr
cal/hr-cm 2 -C-cm

ft/hr
B/hr-ft 2 -0 F-ft

hf

frictional head loss in hose
(equivalent water column height)

m

ft

L

Length of hose

m

ft

m/m

ft/ft

hf/L fractional head loss
di

hose inside diameter

K

cm

in

constant

5.78

44

K

constant

0.1

1.0

K3

constant

663

1.5 X 104

2

heat output at nozzle
n

thermal efficiency of hose delivery

heat input top of hose
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T
:

=

2

T

divided that 1350 watts are dissipated

*

The specified cable diameters azi

in the upper hotpoint and 4050 watts in
the lower notpoint.
The entire 2.11 m lower segment of

values measured on a sample are shown
in Table 1. The maximum DC resistance
of the center and outer conductor at

the probe is hermetically sealed by a
combination of a U-type Variseal and a
pair of O-rings; this provides redundancy
but also the needed assurance of adequate
sealing (Figure 2).

200 C are 0.0334 Q/m and 0.0295 /rm,
respectively. The maximum specified
loop resistance of 0.0629 2/m exceeds
the 0.057 2/m measured on a 50-M sample.
The characteristic impedance, Zo,
and propagation constant, y, were
calculated at frequencies of 100, 1000,
10,000 and 100,000 Hz to confirm the
capability of transmitting a continuous
stream of data to the surface while
advancing the probe under power.
The telemetry system is powered by
a string of Zener diodes in series with
the heating elements. The DC output
voltages of the transducers are converted into pulses in the audio
frequency range. These variablefrequency pulse trains are sequentially
transmitted over the coaxial cable to
the surface monitoring station which
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VARI-SEA

oscilloscope and 5316A universal
counter, a Fluke 1720A controller.computer,a Fluke 2020A printer and
signal processing electronics. The data
is gathered, analyzed and then stored
on floppy disks (5 -inch diameter) for
future use.
This probe, like all of its
predecessors, contains a rotary selector
switch, but the significant difference
is that this switch has a much higher
dielectric strength of 3000V DC and a
current carrying capacity of 17 amperes.
The switch is actuated by reversing the
polarity of the DC voltage feeding the
coaxial cable. Its use permits:
(a) the application of power to any one
or selected combination of heating
elements, (b) measurement of the
resistance of the heating elements or
various thermistors, (c) measurement of
the voltage or charging of the battery
pack used to energize the transducers
for DC measurements, (d) measuring the

Hermetic sealing method of
the instrument chamber

The miniature coaxial high-voltage
cable consists of a solid center conductor insulated with an extruded
copoiymer of ethylene and tetrafluoroethylene (DuPont's TEFZEL) covered with
a braided silver-plated outer conductor.
The center and outer conductors are
dead-soft annealed copper. This should
permit a 20 percent elongation due to
movement of the ice before the cable
ruptures.
The dielectric strength is tested
by immersing the complete coil in tap
water at room temperature and applying a
difference of 3000V DC for four hours
between the center conductor (cathodic =
negative) and the surrounding water -any breakdown constitutes a failure,
Table 1.

Specification of Miniature High-Voltage Coaxial Cable
with TEFZEL Insulation

Specified Cable Diameter

Measured Diameter

Center
+003
Cont
mm (0.0320 +-. *0004""inch )
Conductor or 0.805-0.823
"'

0.823 mm (0.0324 inch)

Over
Insulation

1.245-1.321 mm (0.0505 ± .0015 inch)

1.245 mm (0.040

Overall

1.727-1.829 mm (0.070 ± .002 inch)

1.748 mm (0.0688 inch)
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DC voltage outputs of the inclinometers,
compass and pressure transducers,
The pressure transducer, aSchaevitz
P763-000IA, measures the pressure of the
meltwater. A conductivity cell of inhouse design measures the conductivity
of the meltwater as it advances through
the probe.
The inclinometers, Schaevitz LSRP14.5, are calibrated at -30 0 C for operation over the range of 00 C to -55*C.
They are in a 90' x-y axis offset stack
with a Z-axis alignment.
The compass is a Norwegian-made
Aanderaa Model 1248 rotating, permanent
magnet unit.
The coil section which contains the
coaxial cable, unlike all previous
probes, is placed atop the upper hotpoint
(Figure 1).
The PICO prototype thermal
probe uses a CRREL coil section, but
future probes will use a customized coil
section. This consists of individual
sections, each of which contains 550 m
of coaxial cable and is 29.2 cm long.
The advantage of the sectioned coil
segment is the reduction in cable cost
and winding cost. A specially-designed,
collapsible mandrel is available for the
orthocyclic winding of the coaxial cable

before launching the prototype
include: (a) overall systems pressure,
(b) flowrate of meltwater through the
probe when penetration is controlled by
the upper hotpoint, and (c) calibration
of the conductivity cell.

(Lenders, 1962).

Paper No. 69-WA/UnT-3).
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laboratory in ice conditions ranging
from -500 C to -250 C.
The penetration rate in ice at a
temperature of -250 C is 1.6 m/hr. The
penetration rate is controlled by the
upper hotpoint. The calculated power
distribution of 1/4 to the upper hotpoint
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(197-) A prototype meltsonde probedesign and experience. Australian
Antarctic Division, Department of
Science, Technical Note No. 14.
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and 3/4 to the lower hotpoint ensures

Sciences, t. 254, no. 22, p. 3881-3883.

the proper vertical pendulum steering of
the probe. The Australian probe also
utilizes a similar power distribution
(Morton and Lightfoot, 197-).
The CRREL coil to be used on the
prototype was frozen in ice at a
temperature of -400 C. The coil was freed
after one hour at a current of4anperes.
The wall heaters on the exterior

Philberth, K. (1964) Uber zwei
Elktro-Schmelzsonden mit VertikalStabilisierung: Polarforschung,
Jahrg. 34, Heft 1/2, p. 278-280.
Philberth, K. (1976) The thermal
probe deep-drilling method by EGIG in
1968 at Station Jarl-Joset, Central
Greenland. In: Ice-Core Drillina (J.
Splettstoesser (Ed.)) University of

of the probe's instrument and coil

Nebraska Press, p. 19-29.

sections are designed to provide
sufficient heat for a complete melt-out
after the freeze-in period. The designed
flux density of 0.3 watt/cm 2 , at a
current of 3 amperes, melts the probe
free from the -400 C ice in approximately
one hour.
Tests which must be completed

Rand, John (1971) Personal
communication. U.S. Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory,
Hanover, New Hampshire.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF DEEP DRILLING
AT VOSTOK STATION, ANTARCTICA 1981-82

B.B. Kudryashov,
V.K. Chistyakov and
E.A. Zagrivnv
and
V.Ya. Lipenkov

The Leningrad Mining Institute,
Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

The Arctic and Antarctic Research
Institute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT
A description is given of the deep
thermal core drill being used at Vostok
Station, East Antarctica. A report on
the drilling progress is also given,
INTRODUCTION
In 1980, at Vostok Station, East
Antarctica, drilling of a new, deep borehole was begun. Special low temperature
liquid was developed and used to fill the
bore hole to maintain its wall stability
during drilling and subsequent logging
operations.
The main objective of the first
stage of deep drilling at Vostok Station
in 1980-81, was the full scale trials of
new equipment and procedures for thermal
coring in liquid filled holes in very
cold ice. A new thermal, cable suspended
drill, designed at the Leningrad Mining
Institute, was tested. It was built as a
mobile rig and transported to Vostok
Station by sled-tractor train,
DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT
The mobile drilling installation
(PBU-2) is a heated drilling facility
with a heated metal tower extending 7 m
above the roof of the building. The rig
is sled mounted. In the shelter, there is
an electrically driven hoist (10 kW), an
elertrical control panel for the drills
and winch, 2 diesel electric generators
(16 kW each), a water heating unit as
well as lighting and heating equipment.

There are three electro-mechanical
cables.
The KEMMP-6 is 22 mm in diameter
and weighs 1400 kg/km. There are three
copper cored power cables (each core is
4 mm 2 in cross-sectional area) and three
signal cores (each 0.75 mm 2 in crosssectional area).
The KG-7 cable is 16.5 mm in diameter and weighs 890 kg/km. There are
seven power conductors (each 2.5 mm in
cross-sectional area).
The KG-2 cable is 11.5 mm in diameter and weighs 400 kg/km. It has a
central copper conductor 4 mm 2 in crosssectional area.
Depending on the power rating of
the separate units and the cable losses,
the heater units are operated at 401000 V AC or DC, at 50-2500 Hz.
Drilling of the first 112 m was
carried out using a TELGA-14M core drill
(Korotkevich and Kudryashov, 1976)
designed for coring 180 mm 4 dry holes.
Drilling beyond this depth was
carried out using the TBZS-152M core
drill (Fig. 1). A hydrocarbon based
liquid, the concentration of which was
regulated according to the temperature,
was used to fill the hole below the
firn-ice transition. It provided the
required hydrostatic pressure to inhibit
hole closure.
The annular heater of the core
drill operates at 3.0-3.5 kW, producing
a drilling rate of from 2.0-2.5 m/h.
An average run is 2 m. Mean core and
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hole diameters are 110 mm and 154 mm
respectively.
Although perfect balance of the
ice pressure is unlikely, no obvious
difficulties resulting from any hole
closure at pressures of from 2 to 4 MPa
were experienced. All the systems and
units of the drill (the heater, the melt
water sections core lifters and pressure
gages) proved reliable and efficient,
45

During drilling, a number of new
techniques were developed and tested.
These included an automatic down winching system, a system thyristor control
of the heater power and new cable
construction and termination.
Early in 1981, after a depth of
1500 m was reached, the drilling continued using the TBS-112 HF core drill
with a high frequency power transformation which significantly reduces cable
power losses and allows more power to be
available for melting ice (up to 5 kW).
The hole diameter was reduced to 112 mm.
The drilling rate of the new drill
increased to 3.5 to 4.0 m/h and early in
1982, the Vostok N/3G hole was 2000 m
deep.
hole was logged for temperature, bore hole geometry and some physical and mechanical properties adjacent
to the hole wall.
Core recovery was 99.9 % and quality was high.
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Figure 1. The TBZS-152M thermal core
drill. (1) Heater ring (2) Core lifter
(3) Core barrel (4) Drain adapter (5)
Water pipes (6) Heater power cable
(7) Water heater (8) Tank (9) Water pipe
(10) Pump adapter (11) Pump (12) Electrical section (13) Cable termination
(14) End cap (15) Electro-mechanical
cable.
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EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY FOR
DRILLING IN TEMPERATE GLACIERS

V.A. Morev, V.A. Pukhov
and V.M. Yakovlev
and
V.S. Zagorodnov

The Arctic and Antarctic Research
Institute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.
The Institute of Geography, U.S.S.R.
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

ABSTRACT
-- Three drill units suitable for
drilling in temperate ice are described,
They are an electro-thermal corer, an
electro-thermal spike and a hydro-thermal drill. The function and field use of
these units is briefly discussed.
"

core grippers. At the upper end, there is
an end cap assembly and a spring loaded
cable termination.
The ETB-l differs from the ETB-3
unit (Morev, 1974) by the absence of the
piston, the double core barrel and the
filler tube.
After the drill has been lowered
into the hole, the power is supplied to
the drill heaters, causing melting of
the ice there. The advance rate of the
cable is controlled by the tension on
the cable that is measured by means of
a block balance. The power load on the
drill heaters is controlled bv means of
the voltage controls on the operators
panel. When the bore hole becomes contaminated with debris, the speed of drilling is seen to be reduced. To restore
the speed, it is necessary to clean the
bore hole bottom. To do this, a conical
nosed heater unit is lowered to the base
of the bore hole on the next run, and a
conical hollow is melted into the ice.
The debris then collects in this conical
space and most of it may be brought up
still trapped at the top of the next
core. During such coring operations, the

INTRODUCTION
Many mountain glaciers in mid latitudes and some glaciers on the Arctic
Islands may be considered as temperate.
The temperature below a surface active
layer is at or close to the melting
point. During the summer, an intensive
melting occurs and free water may be encountered both at the surface and in the
body of the glacier.
The thickness of these glaciers is
mainly between 100 m and 500 m, but
occasionally thicknesses of 800 m or
more may be encountered.
In the accumulation zone, there may
be thick firn layers while in the ablation zone,moraine and other deposits
may be found in various concentrations,
DESCRIPTION OF DRILL UNITS

hole is usually filled with melt water

The Electro-thermal Core Drill ETB-I

which prevents hole closure.
The drill has the following
cations:
Outer diameter of shoe, 108
Inner diameter of shoe, 84
Bore hole diameter, 112-120
Core diameter,
78-82
Length of drill,
1.5-3.5

An electro-thermal core drill,
model ETB-1, (Fig. 1) was developed for
core drilling in temperate ice (Morev,
1972). It consists of an annular bit or
shoe attached to the lower end of a core
barrel, to which are attached a set of
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Figure 1.
drill.

ETB-1 electro-thermal core

(1) Heater shoe.

(2) Core barrel.

3

4

(3) Core grippers. (4) End cap assembly.
(5) Cable termination unit. (6) Spring.
(7) Electro-mechanical cable.
Length of core,
Drill weight,

1.0-3.0 m
15-40 kg

Power intake,
1-3 kW
Drilling rate,
2-6 rn/h
The electro-mechanical cable is a single
core, armored type with a diameter of
8.6 mm. Power is transmitted through the
core and the armor. A manual or electric
drive winch is used to feed the cable
which is normally 500 m long. For this
depth drilling, a generator of about
4 kW is sufficient.
The Electro-thermal "Needle" Drill
This unit, shown in Fig. 2, was
developed for hole drilling without core
recovery. It consists of a conical heater bit attached to a pipe by means of a
coupling nut and connector. To the upper
end of the pipe is attached the cable
termination assembly which is surrounded
by the spring loaded hole centering device. Power is transmitted through the

Figure 2. Electro-thermal "Needle" drill.
(1) Conical heater bit. (2) Central pipe.
(3) Coupling nut. (4) Connector.
(5) Cable connector assembly. (6) Spring
loaded hole centering device. (7) Electro-mechanical cable.
core and the armor of the cable. If clay
and sand accumulate significantly at the
base of the hole, the heaters may over
heat and burn out.
The drilling rates should be monitored constantly, and the heater power
varied in direct relation to the drilling
speed. The tension in the cable is controlled by means of a block balance.
The drill has the following specifications:
Drill bit diameter, 40 mm
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Bore hole diameter, 42-55 nun
Length of drill, 1.5-2.0 m
Drill weight,
5-7 kg
Power intake,
1-3 kW
Drilling rate,
6-18 m/h
Core and bore hole drilling in
temperate glaciers of the Caucasus,
Pamirs, Polar Urals and Spitzbergen has
been carried out since 1970 (Suhanov,
t. al., 1974; Zagorodnov and Zotikov,
1981). Several tens of bore holes have
been drilled to an accumulated length of
7 km. This includes more than 1 km of
cored hole. Generally, holes were drilled
to bedrock, the maximum depths being
368 m for cored holes and 586 m for uncored holes.
The Hydro-Thermal Drill

It consists of a tank mounted on a sled
and protected by a heat insulating housing, inside of which is mounted a blowtorch that burns gasoline. Water is
heated in the tank and pumped via a
flexible hose to the drill tip. On the
return stroke of the pump, water in the
hole is transferred back to the tank for
reheating. The use of the two filters
shown in Fig. 3 is very important to
prevent the clogging of the drill and
the pump while drilling in contaminated
ice.
The weight of the unit is 30 kg.
The drilling rate is about 1 m/mmn at
a water flow rate of from 7 to 10 m/s.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
There are plans for further improvement of the electro-thermal equipment,
firstly, to make it possible to drill
in contaminated ice without wasting
excessive time cleaning the base of the
bore hole, and, secondly, to recover an
oriented core and a core not saturated
with water from the melting of the firn.

For the rapid drilling of shallow
(20 m) holes in clean or contaminated
ice, a mobile hydro-thermal drill was
constructed (Fig. 3). The holes may be
needed for installing ablation cables,
or for measuring the thickness of ice
mounds.
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Figure 3. Hydro-thermal drill unit.
(1) Water tank. (2) Sled resting on ice
or snow surface. (3) Weather protection
housing. (4) Gasoline blow torch.
(5) Control valve. (6) Pipe leading to

the drill head. (7) Drill tip, 1.5-2 mm,-..--.._

diameter. (8) Water return pipe.
(9) Piston pump for providing water
pressure. (10) Inlet water filter.
(11) Pump filter.
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The drill has been successfully
tested on the Pamir Glaciers and on various ice mounds in Eastern Siberia.
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EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY FOR CORE
IN MODERATELY COLD ICE

V.V. Bogorodsky and
V.A. Morev

The Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute,
Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT
The equipment for thermal coring in
ice as cold as approximately -30*C is
described. Ethyl alcohol is used as the
hole filler and its use 4 together with
glycerol, is discussed,
INTRODUCTION
Glaciers in which the temperature
is not lower than about -33C are considered to be moderately cold. All polar
glaciers, with the exception of the interior parts of the Antarctic Ice Sheet,
fall into this category.
The depth of dry holes drilled in
glaciers is restricted by the plastic
properties of ice, which cause hole
contraction. For successful drilling in
such glaciers, it is necessary to fill
the holes with fluid to compensate for
the hydrostatic ice pressure. A solution
of ethyl alcohol mixed with water was
found to be a suitable filler. This solution permitted the use of light weight
drilling equipment and improved the
quality of the core.
DRILLING EQUIPMENT
The ETB-3 electro-thermal core
drill was developed for drilling in
moderately cold ice. It is shown schematically in Figure 1. It consists of the
annular heater shoe fixed at the lower
end of the two concentric barrels which
are fitted with three core grippers,
A piston slides inside the inner (core)
barrel, which is initially filled with
the anti-freeze solution by means of an
inlet nozzle. At the upper end of the
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drill is a spring loaded cable termination. The drill is suspended in the
hole by means of a single conductor
armored electro-mechanical cable. power
is transmitted through the central
conductor and the armor (Morev, 1972;
1974).
The drill operates in the following
way. The piston is set in its lowest
position and the core barrel is filled
with an ethyl alcohol-water solution
of required concentration before the
drill is lowered into the hole.
When the drill shoe is in contact
with the bottom of the hole, the power
is applied to the heaters causing the
shoe to melt an annular space in the
ice. The core passes into the core
barrel and moves the piston upwards.
As a result, the solution is expelled
from the inner barrel through holes
in the upper end. It percolates down
the space between the concentric barrels
to the base of the hole where it mixes
with the new melt water.
When the core barrel is filled with
core, the winch is suddenly reversed,
and the jerk causes the core grippers
to become engaged with the core which
then breaks across. After raising the
drill to the surface the operators put
the drill on a tilting table where the
core is removed and the barrel refilled
with new anti-freeze solution. The
drill is then ready to be lowered back
down the hole.
The auxiliary equipment includes a
winch with electric motor drive, a
plumb bob and dynamometer (for measuring cable tension) and a counter for
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the amount of special filler needed.
At present, we believe that this
drilling equipment is the lightest and
the most effective. The cores and the
holes can be used for most common
studies.
The drill specifications are:
Heater shoe outer diameter, 108 mm
Heater shoe inner diameter, 84 mm
Hole diameter,
112-120 mm
78-80 mm
Core diameter,
1-7 m
Core length,
25-180 kg
Drill weight,
1-4 kW
Power consumption,
2-6 m/h.
Drilling rate,

I
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2_

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the
ETB-3 electro-thermal core drill,
(1) Heater shoe. (2) Nichrome heater
wire winding. (3) Outer barrel. (4) Inner core barrel. (5) Core grippers,
(6) Sliding piston. (7) Inlet for injecting anti-freeze into the core barrel.
(8) Spring loaded cable termination
assembly. (9) Electro-mechanical cable.
measuring the length of the cable in the
hole.
The overall drill length is only
0.7 m longer than the core barrel. The
use of small sized (8.6 mm diameter)
cable meant a reduction in the size,
weight and power rating of the hoist.
Further, the utilization of the melt
water for back filling the holes reduces

The concentration of the solution
used for drilling depends on the ice
temperature, and may be determined from
the nomograph shown in Figure 2. This
nomograph shows that when filling the
drill with 96 % ethyl alcohol, the
coldest ice that may be safely drilled,
0
has a temperature of -33 C. This condition restricts the use of the ETB-3
drill.
In glaciers with a positive temperature gradient (temperature increasing with depth) the concentration of
the alcohol solution decreases with
depth. The resulting density structure
prevents liquid convection and ensures
a long term life of the hole.
Observations at the Vavilov Dome
(Severnaya Zemlya) were conducted at
several bore holes for 2-3 years. A
small quantity of ice crystals was always present in eutectic solution.
The ice slush crystals were suspended
in solution and partly sticking to the
wall of the hole. It was observed that,
provided the temperature gradient was
positive, the crystals do not float up
or form shuga (slush) plugs.
With an inverted temperature distribution convection of the liquid and
the subsequent formation of shuga plugs
is possible.
Convective fluid movement starts
when the reversed temperature gradient,
dT/dz reaches a critical value given
by (Ostroumov, 1952; Krige, 1939):
dT/dz = C V K /g
where

T
z
C

v
K

is
is
is
is
of
is

R

S

(1)

temperature,
depth,
a characteristic parameter,
the kinematic viscosity
the fluid,
the thermal diffusivity of
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Figure 2. Nomograph for the estimation of solution concentration of ethyl alcohol
to be mixed with melt water.
the hole fluid,

g
3
R

is the acceleration due ro
gravity,
is the coefficent of volume
expansion of the fluid and
is the bore hole radius.

o

The coefficient 0 is determined
from the difference of eutectic solution
densities as a function of temperature.
The diffusivity of the solution is
determined bv the method described by
Ostroumov (1952) using the relationship
between the heat capacity of the ice

z
6

a,

and the solution at the eutectic point....
Using equation (1) values of the

critical gradient have been computed for
different temperatures. The results,
which yield conservative estimates, are
shown in Figure 3.
There were no problems encountered
with drilling using the alcohol-water
solution even with reversed temperature
gradients 30-50 times the critical one.
However, in these cases, some s.lu-i
formation was observed some time after
the drilling was completed. At l.omonO4ov
Plateau (Spitzbergen) where the reversed
temperature gradient is 6000 times vreater than the critical one problems were
encountered durin,, the drillin,4.

TEI

.........
40
RE 4A

......
-IO

Figure 3. Plot of critical gradient
versus temperature of the solution.
For long term boce hole life, where
a reversed temperature gradient exists,
a loading fluid, such as glycerol,
should be added. The quantity of glycerol that should be added depends on the
temperature distribution in the hole
and may be estimated from the nomograph
given in Figure 4. The maximum quantity
of the glvcerol should be released at
the point of minumum ice temperature.
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Figure 4. Nomogram for the estimation of the required amount of glycerol to be added to triple solutions (ethyl alcohol-water-glycerol). Each curve corresponds to a
percentage glycerol to be added (0,1,2,3,4,5 %) according to the temperature
distribution in the hole.
The glycerol can be added to the
drill chamber during one of the core
runs.

Inventions No. 27.
Morev, V.A. (1974) An electrodrill for

borehole drilling in ice. Authors
Certificate No. 439601. Bulletin of

SUMMARY OF DRILLING

Inventions No. 30.
The ETB-3 drill has been used to
core more than 10 holes in different
Arctic and Antarctic glaciers since

Ostroumov, G.A. (1952) Free convection
under limited boundary conditions.

1972. The cumulative depth exceeds 5 km.
A recent use was in the core drilling

Government Publishing House for
Technical Literature, Moscow,

through the Ross Ice Shelf at site J-9
(Zotikov, 1979).

p. 47-51.
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LIQUID FILLERS FOR BORE
HOLES IN GLACIERS

V.A. Morev and
V.A. Yakovlev

The Arctic and Antarctic Institute,
Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT
An evaluation is made of the different types of liquid fillers that
could be used in bore holes in glaciers,
INTRODUCTION
--Liquid bore hole fillers are used
to compensate for the hydrostatic pressure exerted by the ice during and after
drilling. FillerT-;ay be either hydrophobic or hydroph)ylic.
PROPERTIES OF FILLERS
Liquid fillers should meet the
following requirements:
(1) Their freezing temperature should
not be warmer than the glacier temperature.
(2) Their density should be equal to or
greater than the density of glacier ice
but it should be less than the density
of water,
(3) The viscosity of the filler should
not interfere with the motions of the
drill,
(4) The fillers should be non-toxic and
they should not lead to contamination of
the environment or the ice core.
(5) Their electrical conductivity should
be low.
(6) They should be easy to handle and
safe to work with under all conditions,
(7) They should be easily available and
inexpensive ...
The hydrophobic fillers, which are

petroleum based, should be loaded. The
known loading liquids such as trichloroethylene and tetrachloromethane are toxic
and strong solvents. If used, they should
be handled with special care. The safety
measures required are not alw;ays feasible
in the field.
The hydrophyllic, or water based
solutions, are found to be most suitable
for filling bore holes. A number of different salts were studied (NaCi, CaC12
and MgCI 2 ) as well as liquid hydrocarbons
(alcohols, glycerol and ethylene glycol).
It was found that methyl alcohol is the
most appropriate filler, but its toxicant properties preclude its safe use.
As an alternative, ethyl alcohol was
chosen as the filler. The density of its
eutectic solutions lie between the densities of ice and water. Its viscosity
is sufficiently low that winching operations are not adversely affected by the
presence of the hole fluid. Tile use of
this fluid does not lead to contamination
of the environment, nor does it appear
to compromise any of the bore hole or
core studies. Thermal drills used in
conjunction with an alcohol-water solution are easy to operate, light weight
and reliable. The efficient use of the
melt water to back fill the hole obviously lessens the amount of filler solution
required to be transported to the drill
site.
It is known by measurement that the
filler poured into the bore hole will
achieve the temperature of the surrounding ice in 7-10 days. In those glaciers
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where the temperature gradient is positive, the solution density increases with
depth. This precludes convection in the
solution and promotes a longer bore hole
life.
If the temperature gradient in the
ice (and hence the bore hole) is anywhere negative, then this section of the
fluid column is liable to undergo convection. This may be accompanied by
shuga (slush) formation. In order to
stabilize this section of the bore hole
by maintaining a constant density or by
increasing it slightly, glycerol should
be added,
The properties of the solution to
be used are determined in the following
way. The freezing temperature is determined both from reference data and from
laboratory tests. The densities of the
eutectic solutions may be calculated
from Mendelevev's (1934) formula:
+ D(20-t) - E(20-t)

2

hol-water solution on its concentration.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of
the density of the ethyl alcohol-water
eutectic solutions on the solution temperature.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of
double and triple solution viscosity on
temperature.
APPLICATIONS
In temperate glaciers, the pure
melt water becomes the filler. However,
the upper layers of the glacier may
loose heat and freezing of the upper
borehole water may take place. If it is
necessary to preserve the hole, the upper 10-20 m should be cased and this
part of the hole should be filled with
an anti-freeze liquid.
In cold glaciers with a positive
temperature gradient, the water-alcohol
solutions prolong the holes life. In
glaciers with a complex temperature
distribution, triple loaded solutions
are recommended, to ensure that they
have constant or increasing density with
depth.
Alcohol-water fillers have particular applicability when thermal drills
are being used.

(1)

where D and E are empirical coefficients,
t is the solution freezing temperature
and o ., is the solution density at 20 0 C.
he solution density values obtained from equation (1) were determined
experimentally to third place accuracy.
The freezing temperatures and densities of triple solutions were also
obtained experimentally.
Figure I shows the dependence of the
freezing temperature of the ethyl alco-
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SELECTION OF A LOW TEMPERATURE FILLER
FOR DEEP HOLES IN THE ANTARCTIC ICE SHEET

B.B. Kudryashov
V.K. Chistyakov and
V.M. Pashkevich
and
V.N. Petrov

The Leningrad Mining Institute,
Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

The Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute,
Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT
The development of a suitable low
temperature liquid filler for the 2000 m
deep hole at Vostok station, Antarctica,
is described.

tures down to about -30°C.
For deep drilling in the East Antarctic Ice Sheet at temperatures near
-60 0 C a special low temperature filler,
developed at the Leningrad Mining Institute, was used.

INTRODUCTION
In deep drilling through the East
Antarctic Ice Sheet it is essential to
maintain stability of the hole wall
under increasing hydrostatic pressure
and pressure. The amount of hole closure
expected is primarily determined by the
ice rheology and temperature as well as
the duration and type of drilling,
The filler should meet certain
requirements:

FILLER PROPERTIES
The filler is hydrocarbon based
and its density may be varied from
0.880 Mg m-3 to 0.920 Mg m - 3 by the
addition of a loading material. Due to
its low viscosity and high immiscibility
with water, the filler kept the lower
bore hole free of slush. The 2000 m
deep hole at Vostok station was drilled
in 1981-82 with the use of the LMI
filler. No significant hole contractions
were recorded.

(1) The freezing temperature should
0
not be higher than -60 C.
(2) It should not deteriorate when
in contact with ice.
(3) It should be water immiscible.
(4) It should have low viscosity
at low temperatures.
(5) It should be easy to handle,
safe to work with, easily available and
inexpensive.

USE OF THE FILLER
The filler level in the hole should
not be less than about 100 m from the
top of the hole, since the filler will
permeate the firn. To be very economical
this level may be set even lower, provided hole closure is not significant.
To calculate the filler density
required to take account of the changing
ice properties with depth and temperature, an analytical expression was developed. It is derived from an equation
for the wall strain rate.
The final operational equation
(Salamatin, et al., 1981) is:

Experimental studies of a number of
hydrophyllic (alcohol-salt solutions)
and hydrophobic liquids (immiscible with
water) indicated the limited use of the
former since they tend to interact with
the ice if great care is not taken,
Hydrophyllic liquids can be used conveniently when thermal drilling at tempera-
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Figure 1. The calculated and observed
liquid pressure in the No. 3G bore hole
during the 1980 Vostok station operations. Curves (a)- the calculated and
required pressures for depths of 500 m,
900 m and 1300 m. Curves (b)- the observed pressure values for depths of 500 m,
900 m and 1300 m. Curve (c) is the drilling progress plot.

Calculations made using this expression (1) for the Vostok station
conditions are in good agreement with
the field drilling results in the No. 3G
hole in 1980 (Fig. 1).
Referring to Figure 1, the drilling
down to 1415 m was made with incomplete
balance of the ice pressure. The upper

level of the filler (density 0.810
Mg m-) was maintained at fron 200 to
450 m below the surface. The hole diameter was measured periodically. Also,
the drilling rates were watched
carefully. These observations indicated that
wall contraction did not exceed 0.5-1 mm.
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NEW EQUIPMENT AND
TECHNOLOGY FOR DEEP
CORE DRILLING IN COLD GLACIERS
V.V. Bogorodsky, V.A. Morev,
V.A. Pukhov and V.M. Yakovlev

The Arctic and Antarctic Research
Institute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT
A new electro-thermal drill, ETB-5
was developed from the model ETB-3, for
the purpose of coring in glaciers which
contain ice colder than -33 0 C. The unit
and its functioning principles is described.

fluid filling nozzles, one set for each
chamber and a set of inlet ball valves.
At the top end there is an end cap
assembly and a spring loaded cable termination.
The drill is suspended in the hole
by a single cored armored cable (KG-l-40180) with a diameter of 8.6 mm. Power
applied to the drill heaters, varies
from 3 to 4 kW. Energy losses in a 4 km
long cable amount to 3 to 4 kW. The maximum power consumption would therefore be
up to 8 kW (supplied at 600 to 800 V).
The core barrel may be made 1.5 m
to 3 m long, as is the case with the
ETB-3 drill to which it is analogous in
principle.

INTRODUCTION
The powerful and reliable electrothermal drill, ETB-3 (Morev et. al.,
1981) is used for drilling in ice when
the temperature is not lower than -33 0 C.
The upper layers of the central east
Antarctic ice sheet have temperatures
as cold as -57*C. The attempted deployment of ETB-3 under these conditions
would require a considerable increase in
core barrel diameter, and, accordingly,
excessive quantities of electrical power
and liquid fillers. Instead, for optimum
dimensions of core and hole, using reasonable power levels, the ETB-5 drill
was developed.

S

WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE DRILL
The first step is to fill the upper
tank and the core barrel with anti-freeze
solution of the required concentration,
the pistons being set at their lowest
position. After lowering the drill to the
base of the hole and switching on the
power, the melting process at the annular
drill face commences. During this process, the core lifts the pistons, as a
result of which, the solution is expelled
from the core barrel and travels down the
space between the concentric barrels to
the lower drill hole area, where, after
mixing wit. _
melt water, it produces
the first solution. (If the core barrel
is filled with 96 % alcohol, then the
resulting lower solution has a strength
of about 50 % alcohol).
As it is expelled by the rising

THE DRILL UNIT
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of
the ETB-5 drill unit. It consists of a
drill heater shoe attached to two concentric barrels, the inner one of which
serves as the core barrel. Above the
shoe, are the three core grippers. A
lower piston moves within the confines
of the core barrel. Above, there is another set of concentric barrels, the inner one of which contains the upper piston which is connected to the first by
a connecting rod. There are two sets of

S
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In this way, an anti-freeze solution of the required concentration is
distributed more evenly along the length
of the barrel. As a result, un-necessary
excess melting of the bore hole walls
and the subsequent dilution of the antifreeze solution is minimized. Excessive
dilution and cooling of the solution

12
13

could lead to shuga (slush) formation.
FIELD TESTING OF THE UNIT
The drill was tested on a glacier

4

7ment
11

6
9diesel

59

4
2

of Severnaya Zemlya. It is now being
tested at Komsomolskaya Station in east
Antarctica, where the near surface
temperature is -53 0 C. The drill equipsent to Komsomolskaya includes a
heated shelter, mounted on a steel transport sled. The total weight of the equipment including the sled is about
18,000 kg. The shelter contains a 16 kW
power unit, a cable winch with a
drum capacity of about 5 km of cable
and an electric drive with a power of
7 kW. Above these units there is a tower
m high. Other items include a control
panel, and a dynamometer. Hot water heating is by excess heat from the diesel
generator and there is natural and artificial ventilation.
After its extraction from the hole
the drill is placed on a table and the
core removed. The chambers are then refilled with anti-freeze solution. These
procedures are carried out in a special
unheated cabin where the core examination and analysis is also performed.
The dimensions of the drill shelter are

3.5 m x 8 m and of the unheated cabin
2.5 m x 5 m.
To provide vertical holes, the
cable is kept under tension. This is
controlled by partially activating the
spring in the end cap of the drill. The

1. Schematic diagram of the
ETB-5 electro-thermal core drill.

tension may be measured using the dyna(1) Heater shoe. (2) Lower double tubes,
mometer or using sensors installed in
(3) Core grippers. (4) Piston with rings,
the spring assembly. Due to the lower
(5) Lower fluid filling inlets. (6) Upper
weight of cable in fluid, it is possible
double tubes.
(7)flid
Upper
piston with
of the
cable
tesion entirely
ring.
(8
Uppr
fllin
inlts,
to tcontrol
cable tension
etrl
rings. (8) Upper fluid filling inlets,
using surface equipment down to a depth
(9)inle pesu
vs. (
10)CFi d
of at least 2.5 km. Tensometers may beFluid
discharge
openings.
(11)
Connecting
rod,.
sdwe
h sensitivity
esiiiyoof surface
ufc
when the
used
(12) End cap assembly. (13) Spring and
a(12 edicaio
assembly (13)Sprinstrumentation is inadequate.
cable termination assembly.
upper piston, the upper fluid is forced
through the space between the barrels
and out the openings (10) shown in Fig.
'
1. By means of the inlet valves (9), the
original, lower solution is now extracted from the hole by suction and collected in the lower end of the upper chamber.
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